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Wofford College
Location	 Spartanburg,	S.C.
Founded	 1854
Enrollment	 1,400
Nickname	 Terriers
Colors	 Old	Gold	and	Black
Conference	 Southern	(SoCon)
Home	Facility	 Benjamin	Johnson	Arena
Capacity	 3,500
President	 Dr.	Benjamin	Dunlap
Athletic	Director	 Richard	Johnson
Faculty	Athletics	Rep.	 Dr.	Jameica	Hill
Athletic	Department	Phone	 (864)	597-4090
Mailing	Address	 429	N.	Church	St.
	 Spartanburg,	SC		29303
College	Website	 www.wofford.edu
Terrier Volleyball Staff
Head	Coach	 Corey	Helle	(ninth	year)
Alma	mater	 Nebraska	(1994)
Wofford	record	(years)	 95-155	(8)
Overall	record	(years)	 95-155	(8)
Office	phone	 (864)	597-4152
Office	fax	 (864)	597-4112
Email	 hellecj@wofford.edu
Assistant	Coach	 Tara	Brooks	(sixth	year)
Alma	mater	 Seton	Hall	(2002)
Office	phone	 (864)	597-4155
Assistant	Coach	 Chad	Odom	(eighth	year)
Alma	mater	 South	Carolina	(2001)
Assistant	Coach	 Kevin	Wentzel	(first	year)
Alma	mater	 Penn	State	(2006)
2009 Season Review
2009	Overall	record	 18-14
2009	SoCon	record	 5-11
Southern	Conference	finish	 5th/South	
Starters	Returning/Lost	 4/2+libero
Letterwinners	Returning/Lost	 6/4
Media Relations
Assistant	AD/Media	Relations	 Brent	Williamson
Office	phone	 (864)	597-4093
Asst.	Athletic	Media	Relations	Director/
Volleyball	Contact	 Kevin	Young
Office	phone	 (864)	597-4092
Email	 youngkm@wofford.edu
Athletic	Media	Relations	Intern	 Ty	Osborne
Office	phone	 (864)	597-4188
Website	 www.woffordterriers.com
It	is	the	policy	of	Wofford	College	to	provide	equal	
opportunities	and	reasonable	accommodation	to	all	
persons	regardless	of	race,	color,	creed,	religion,	sex,	
age,	national	origin,	disability,	veteran	status	or	other	
legally	protected	 status	 in	accordance	with	 federal	
and	state	laws.	
Wofford’s	mission	 is	 to	provide	 superior	 (quintes-
sential)	 liberal	arts	education	that	prepares	its	stu-
dents	 for	extraordinary	and	positive	contributions	
to	 society.	The	 focus	of	Wofford’s	mission	 is	upon	
fostering	 commitment	 to	 excellence	 in	 character,	
performance,	leadership,	service	to	others,	and	life-
long	learning.
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Wofford	College	 consistently	finds	 itself	 as	 a	
benchmark	for	what	higher	education	should	
be	now	and	in	the	future,	and	how	students	can	
find	an	exciting	and	 fulfilling	undergraduate	
experience	 that	 also	 is	 a	 good	value	both	 in	
financial	investment	and	in	value-added	by	that	
educational	experience.
	 The	college	consistently	has	scored	high	on	
the	National	 Survey	of	 Student	Engagement	
(NSSE),	which	measures	the	level	of	academic	
challenge,	 active	 and	 collaborative	 learning,	
student-faculty	 interaction,	 enriching	
educational	 experiences,	 and	 a	 supportive	
campus	environment.
	 Wofford	 can	 be	 found	 in	 numerous	
commercial	 and	 non-commercial	 college	
guides	 that	provide	 statistical	 information	as	
well	as	perspectives	from	a	variety	of	sources.	
Among	those	are	U.S.	News	&	World	Report’s	
“America’s	 Best	 Colleges,”	 The	 Princeton	
Review	College	Guide;	 The	 Fiske	Guide	 to	
Colleges,	 The	 (Yale)	 Insider’s	 Guide,	 and	
Peterson’s	Colleges	for	Top	Students.
	 Forbes.com	 ranked	Wofford	 as	 one	 of	
“America’s	Best	Colleges”	 in	 2009,	with	 the	
college	being	 the	highest	 rated	 institution	 in	
South	Carolina.
	 In	 its	November	 2009	 issue,	 Kiplinger’s	
Personal	Finance	magazine	 ranked	Wofford	
among	the	nation’s	best	private	college	values,	
at	number	31.
	 Wofford	consistently	lands	on	“best	value”	
lists	in	various	other	national	college	guides	and	
publications.		In	U.S.	News	&	World	Report’s	
2010	“America’s	Best	Colleges,”	Wofford	was	
included	 in	 “Great	 Schools,	Great	Prices,”	 a	
listing	of	31	liberal	arts	colleges.
	 Wofford	 ranks	 6th	 in	 the	 country	 in	 the	
percentage	of	undergraduates	receiving	credit	
for	studying	abroad,	according	to	Open	Doors	
2009,	an	annual	report	published	by	the	New	
York-based	Institute	of	International	Education	
(IIE).	
	 The	Village,	Wofford’s	 apartment-style	
housing	 for	 its	 senior	 students,	 has	 earned	
a	number	 of	 national	 recognitions.	 	 In	 July	
2008,	The	Village	was	named	as	the	top	“Dorm	
of	Distinction”	 in	 its	 category	by	University	
Business	Magazine,	a	national	publication.		In	
October	 2007,	 the	 complex	was	 recognized	
nationally	in	the	27th	Annual	Builder’s	Choice	
Design	&	 Planning	 Awards	 presented	 by	
Builder	magazine.
	 Wofford	 was	 named	 to	 the	 President’s	
Higher	Education	Community	Service	Honor	
Roll	with	Distinction	 for	2010,	presented	by	
the	Corporation	for	National	and	Community	
Service,	an	independent	federal	agency	tasked	
with	 fostering	 an	 ethic	 of	 volunteerism	and	
service	in	America.	Wofford	also	was	included	
in	the	2009	Guide	to	Service-Learning	Colleges	
&	Universities,	 highlighting	 the	 college’s	
programs	to	encourage	student	engagement.
	 Wofford’s	 entire	 175-acre	 campus	 is	 a	
national	 arboretum,	which	was	 named	 the	
Roger	Milliken	Arboretum	at	Wofford	College	
in	honor	of	the	longtime	trustee	and	benefactor.	
More	than	5,000	trees	have	been	planted	on	the	
Wofford	campus	since	1992.
This is Wofford 
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ary	approach	to	learning	that	links	courses	in	
two	or	more	departments	through	a	common	
theme.
	 The	Novel	Experience,	a	first-year	reading	
and	writing	program	that	offers	an	 introduc-
tion	 to	 the	academic	 rigors	of	Wofford	while	
familiarizing	 students	 with	 the	 Spartanburg	
community.
	 The	 Creative	 Writing	 Concentration,	 a	
program	led	by	outstanding	published	faculty	
writers	 that	 provides	 additional	 opportuni-
ties	for	students	to	hone	their	creative	writing	
skills,	 earn	 coveted	 prizes	 and	 become	 pub-
lished	writers	themselves.
	 Presidential	International	Scholar,	an	op-
portunity	 for	 an	 outstanding,	 intellectually	
gifted	student	to	visit	other	parts	of	the	world	
researching	 specific	 academic	 areas	 of	 inter-
est.
	 Wofford	offers	distinctive	learning	oppor-
tunities	that	set	it	apart	from	other	liberal	arts	
colleges.	 They	 provide	 students	 with	 mean-
ingful	study-abroad	experiences,	exciting	and	
socially	 useful	 service	 opportunities,	 career-
related	and	experiential	 learning	possibilities,	
interaction	with	great	academians	from	across	
the	world,	and	exposure	to	renowned	authors,	
artists,	and	business	and	professional	 leaders.	
Such	 “focal	 point”	 programs	 include,	 but	 are	
not	limited	to:
	 The	Interim,	a	January	term	that	encour-
ages	students	and	faculty	to	explore	new	inter-
ests	both	on	and	off	campus.
	 The	Bonner	Scholar	Program,	 a	 service-
learning	 scholarship	 program	 that	 places	
deserving	 students	 in	 volunteer	 positions	
throughout	the	community.
	 The	 Success	 Initiative,	 a	 leadership	 and	
scholarship	program	that	offers	practical,	proj-
ect-based	experience.
	 The	 Vocational	 Discernment	 and	 Pre-
Ministerial	 Program,	 a	 counseling	 and	men-
toring	approach	to	helping	students	make	per-
sonal	 decisions	 regarding	 further	 study	 and	
careers	in	the	ministry.
	 Environmental	Studies	provides	a	creative	
and	 supportive	 learning	 environment	 that	
helps	students	pursue	their	goals	in	the	rigor-
ous	and	challenging	program.	It	operates	both	
on	Wofford’s	campus	and	at	the	new	Glendale	
Shoals	Environmental	Studies	Center	at	Glen-
dale,	S.C.	The	property	where	the	center	is	lo-
cated	borders	19	acres	of	protected	green	space	
along	the	Lawson’s	Fork	Creek.
	 Neuroscience,	 a	 program	 in	 which	 stu-
dents	examine	the	nervous	system	and	its	reg-
ulation	 of	 behavior	 through	 an	 experimental	
approach,	offered	 jointly	by	 the	Departments	
of	Psychology	and	Biology.
	 Computational	 Science,	 a	 fast-growing	
interdisciplinary	field	that	is	at	the	intersection	
of	 the	 sciences,	 computer	 science	 and	math-
ematics,	 involves	 learning	 to	 store,	 retrieve,	
process	and	visualize	massive	amounts	of	 in-
formation	in	web-accessed	databases.
	 Learning	Communities,	an	interdisciplin-
AcAdemics
	 The	Community	of	Scholars.	Student	fel-
lows	in	this	summer	program	work	under	the	
supervision	of	faculty	mentors	engaged	in	par-
allel	or	related	research.		The	projects	encom-
pass	all	disciplines,	including	science,	the	hu-
manities,	the	social	sciences	and	the	fine	arts.
	 Presidential	 Seminar,	 a	 weekly	 seminar	
hosted	by	Wofford	President	Benjamin	Dun-
lap	for	outstanding	seniors,	in	which	seminar	
members	explore	interdisciplinary	subjects	of	
current	significance.
	 Liberty	Fellowship,	a	two-year	leadership	
experience	 hosted	 by	 the	 college	 and	 a	 part-
nership	of	South	Carolina	businessman	Hayne	
Hipp,	 of	 Greenville,	 the	 Aspen	 Institute	 and	
Wofford,	for	young	citizens	of	South	Carolina	
with	 exemplary	promise	 for	 societal	 achieve-
ment.
AcAdemic mAjors
Accounting
Art	History
Biology
Business	Economics
Chemistry
Chinese
Computer	Science
Economics
English
Environmental	Studies
Finance
French
German
Government
History
Humanities
Intercultural	Studies
Intercultural	Studies	for	Busi-
ness
Mathematics
Philosophy
Physics
Psychology
Religion
Sociology
Spanish
Theatre
AcAdemic minors
Art	History
Business
Chinese	Studies
Computer	Science
Economics
English
Environmental	Studies
German	Studies
Government
History
Mathematics
Philosophy
Religion
Sociology
Pre-ProfessionAl 
ProgrAms
Pre-Engineering
Pre-Dental
Pre-Law
Pre-Medical
Pre-Ministry
Pre-Pharmacy
Pre-Veterinary	Science
other ProgrAms
African/African-American	Studies
Communications/Journalism
Computational	Science
Creative	Writing
Gender	Studies
Geology
Information	Management
Latin	American	&	Caribbean	
Studies
Medical	Humanities
Military	Science
Music
Neuroscience
19th	Century	Studies
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	 Wofford	alumni	live	in	all	50	states	and	more	
than	 25	 foreign	 countries.	 They	 include	 five	
Rhodes	Scholars,	five	Truman	Scholars	and	two	
Barry	M.	Goldwater	Scholars.	
	 Of	15,587	 living	alumni	 (graduates	 and	non-
graduates),	 1,155	 are	 presidents	 or	 owners	 of	
corporations	or	organizations,	924	are	practicing	
medicine,	dentistry	or	other	health-care	profes-
sions,	and	803	are	attorneys	or	judges.	
BrigAdier generAl rodney Anderson ‘79
Executive	assistant	to	the	Chairman	of	the	Joint	
Chiefs	of	Staff.	
dAvid BresenhAm ‘93
Producer	of	Keeping	Up	With	 the	Kardashians.	
Has	also	worked	on	Real	World/Road	Rules	Chal-
lenge	and	Big	Brother.
hArold chAndler ‘71
CEO,	Univers	Workplace	Benefits
michAel coPPs ‘63
Commissioner,	Federal	Communications	Com-
mission.	Previously	served	as	Assistant	Secretary	
of	Commerce	for	Trade	Development.
fisher deBerry ‘60
Former	football	coach	at	Air	Force	(1983-2006)	
and	 served	 as	 president	 of	American	Football	
Coaches	Association.
chAd fiveAsh ‘94
Writer	 and	producer	of	Kyle	XY	and	One	Tree	
Hill.
vAn hiPP, jr. ‘82
President	and	CEO,	American	Defense	Institute
dAnny morrison  ‘75
President,	Carolina	Panthers.	Previously	served	as	
Athletic	Director	at	TCU	and	Wofford,	as	well	as	
Commissioner	of	the	Southern	Conference.
wendi nix ‘96
On-air	talent	for	ESPN,	cov-
ering	NFL,	 college	 football	
and	PGA	golf.
greg o’dell  ‘92
CEO	of	Washington	Con-
vention	Center	Authority.	
As	Chief	 Executive	 of	 the	
District	of	Columbia	Sports	
and	Entertainment	Commission,	 oversaw	 con-
struction	of	the	Washington	Nationals	Ballpark.	
costA m. Pleicones ‘65
Associate	Justice,	Supreme	Court	of	South	Carolina
joe tAylor, jr. ‘80
Secretary	of	Commerce,	State	of	South	Carolina
jerry richArdson ‘59
Jerry	Richardson	 came	 to	Wofford	 in	 the	mid-
1950s	as	an	unheralded	pass	receiver	 from	Fay-
etteville,	N.C.	He	still	holds	Wofford’s	single-game	
record	with	 241	 receiving	
yards	vs.	Newberry	in	1956	
and	is	the	record	holder	for	
touchdown	 receptions	 in	 a	
season	(9	in	1958)	and	in	a	
career	(21).	Richardson	was	
an	Associated	 Press	 Little	
All-America	 selection	 in	
1957	 and	 ‘58.	Drafted	 by	
the	defending	world	cham-
pion	Colts,	Richardson	played	two	seasons	in	the	
NFL,	earning	Colt	Rookie	of	the	Year	honors	in	
1959	and	finishing	third	in	the	balloting	for	top	
NFL	rookie.	As	a	senior	at	Wofford,	he	scored	72	
points	on	nine	touchdowns,	12	extra	points	and	
two	field	goals.	He	is	the	founder	and	owner	of	the	
Carolina	Panthers.
john wAller, jr. ‘59
Former	Associate	Justice,	Supreme	Court	of	South	
Carolina
wAlt wilkins ‘96
Former	United	 State	Attorney,	 State	 of	 South	
Carolina
the cArolinA PAnthers
	 The	Carolina	Panthers	have	held	 training	 camp	at	Wofford	 since	
their	inaugural	season	in1995.	The	camp	provides	Wofford	tremendous	
national	 exposure	 and	 visibility.	
Media	members	 that	 visit	Wofford	
during	 the	five-week	 camp	 include	
ESPN,	Fox	Sports	Net,	USA	Today	
and	 Sports	 Illustrated.	 Local	 print	
and	 television	media	 from	markets	
including	Columbia,	Charlotte,	Ra-
leigh/Durham/Chapel	Hill,	Asheville	
and	Greensboro/Winston-Salem	are	
on	campus	on	a	daily	basis.	
	 According	 to	 SI.com’s	 Tim	
Layden,	“as	I	like	to	think	of	it:	Training	Camp	Heaven.	Wofford	is	70	miles	
west	of	Charlotte	on	I-85,	and	
presents	all	the	reasons	why	
there	 is	 something	 special	
about	taking	the	team	on	the	
road	 for	 camp.	Three	pris-
tine,	 Bermuda-grass	 fields	
with	a	stand	of	tall	pines	on	
two	sides	and	a	steep	hillside	
--	where	 fans	 sit	 and	watch	
--	on	another.	Fans,	many	of	
them	young	boys	and	girls,	
lined	up	along	the	fence,	get-
ting	 autographs	 after	prac-
tice.	It’s	a	scene	straight	out	
of	football’s	past.”
ProminenT Alumni
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Athletic Director
	 Richard	 Johnson	 is	 in	his	 tenth	 year	 as	director	
of	 athletics	 at	Wofford	College.	 The	 former	 head	
basketball	coach	has	been	an	instrumental	figure	on	
campus	for	over	25	years.
	 Johnson	officially	began	his	new	duties	on	Dec.	3,	2001.	In	17	years	as	
head	basketball	coach	at	Wofford	(1985-2002),	Johnson	had	a	100	percent	
graduation	rate	for	all	players	who	completed	their	eligibility	under	him.	
He	was	the	runner-up	for	SoCon	Coach	of	the	Year	honors	twice	in	the	
Terriers’	five	seasons	of	league	play	under	him.	His	200th	win	was	a	79-74	
victory	at	Clemson	during	the	1999-2000	campaign.
	 A	1976	graduate	of	The	Citadel,	Johnson	came	to	Wofford	after	serving	
nine	years	as	a	basketball	assistant	at	his	alma	mater	under	then-coach	
and	now	athletic	director	Les	Robinson.	 Johnson	also	holds	an	MBA	
from	The	Citadel.
	 During	his	Wofford	coaching	tenure,	Johnson	guided	the	Terriers	from	
NAIA	membership	to	NCAA	Division	II	in	1988,	Division	I	Independent	
status	in	1995	and	the	Southern	Conference	in	1997.
	 Over	 the	past	 several	 years	 as	 athletic	director,	he	 also	has	been	a	
driving	force	behind	the	development	of	several	facility	projects.	Russell	
C.	King	Field	 and	 Switzer	 Stadium	 returned	baseball	 to	 campus	 in	
2003.	The	Richardson	Building	was	renovated	in	2008,	while	the	Joe	E.	
Taylor	Athletic	Building	and	a	golf	practice	facility	were	completed	in	
2009.	Johnson	has	also	been	responsible	for	the	growth	of	the	athletic	
endowment,	with	a	long-term	goal	of	endowing	all	scholarships	in	the	
department.
	 He	 currently	 chairs	 the	 Southern	Conference’s	men’s	 basketball	
committee	 and	 is	 a	member	of	 the	NCAA’s	Men’s	Basketball	 Issues	
Committee.
	 Johnson	and	his	wife	Carol,	have	two	daughters,	Lindsay	and	Lauren,	
and	a	son,	Rich.		Lindsay	is	a	2001	Wofford	graduate,	Lauren	graduated	
from	Wofford	in	2003	and	Rich	is	a	sophomore	at	the	University	of	the	
South.		The	Johnsons	also	have	three	grandchildren.		Lindsay	and	Brad	
Lowry	are	the	parents	of	Louisa	and	Brady	Lowry,	while	Lauren	and	Reece	
McWilliams	are	the	parents	of	Mac	McWilliams.
FAculty Athletic representAtive
	 Dr.	Jameica	Hill,	a	professor	of	chemistry,	is	in	her	
fifth	year	as	the	Faculty	Athletic	Representative	(FAR)	
at	Wofford.
	 In	her	role	as	the	FAR,	Dr.	Hill	represents	Wofford	to	the	National	
Collegiate	Athletic	Association	and	the	Southern	Conference.		The	FAR	
is	responsible	for	certifying	the	eligibility	of	student-athletes	and	assuring	
integrity	in	the	eligibility	process.		In	addition	to	supervising	athletics	
policies,	 the	FAR	also	 serves	as	a	 liaison	between	 the	 faculty	and	 the	
student	athletes,	looking	out	for	their	individual	well-being	with	regard	
to	academics	and	athletics.
	 Hill,	 a	native	of	Due	West,	 S.C.	 and	a	member	of	Phi	Beta	Kappa,	
earned	her	Ph.D.	degree	in	inorganic	chemistry	at	Clemson	University,	
where	she	was	a	Graduate	Teaching	Assistant	of	the	Year.	She	received	
Wofford’s	1995	Martin	Luther	King	Jr.	Humanitarian	Award	and	was	also	
an	associate	director	for	a	summer	program	that	was	funded	by	a	grant	
from	the	Howard	Hughes	Medical	Center.
	 Hill’s	interest	in	athletics	has	been	a	lifelong	one.	Her	father	was	a	high	
school	coach,	and	her	two	children	are	competitive	in	many	different	
sports.	As	a	professor	at	Wofford	and	the	wife	of	Jason	Hill	’89,	a	former	
Wofford	quarterback	 and	 assistant	 coach,	Hill	 has	 always	 supported	
Terrier	athletics.	Her	daughter	Shelby	is	active	in	competitive	cheerleading	
(Level	5),	while	her	son	J.L.	plays	football	as	well	as	AAU	basketball	on	a	
team	based	in	Charlotte.	Hill	was	also	a	cheerleader	for	the	football	and	
basketball	teams	as	a	student	at	Wofford.
presiDent
	 Dr.	Benjamin	Bernard	Dunlap	took	
office	as	Wofford’s	president	in	July	2000,	
becoming	only	the	10th	chief	executive	
in	the	150-year	history	of	the	Phi	Beta	
Kappa	 liberal	 arts	 college.	A	 native	
of	Columbia,	 S.C.,	Dunlap	graduated	
summa	cum	laude	from	Sewanee:	The	
University	 of	 the	 South	 in	 1959.	He	
attended	Oxford	University	as	a	Rhodes	
Scholar	 and	Harvard	University	 as	 a	
graduate	 student,	 receiving	his	Ph.D.	
in	 English	 Language	 and	 Literature	
in	1967.	From	that	year	until	1993,	he	held	academic	appointments	at	
Harvard	and	the	University	of	South	Carolina,	where	he	was	awarded	
both	 the	USC	Teacher	of	 the	Year	Award	and	 the	university’s	Russell	
Award	for	Distinguished	Scholarship.	During	that	time,	he	twice	served	
as	a	Fulbright	Senior	Lecturer	in	Bangkok,	Thailand,	and	Chiang	Mai,	
Thailand,	and	was	also	a	member	of	the	inaugural	class	of	U.S.-Japan	
Leadership	Fellows	in	Tokyo.	In	1993,	he	accepted	an	appointment	at	
Wofford	College	as	the	Chapman	Family	Professor	in	the	Humanities,	a	
position	he	still	holds.	In	2000,	he	became	the	10th	president	of	Wofford	
College.
	 Dunlap’s	 academic	 fields	 include	 literature,	 intellectual	 history,	
Asian	studies,	film	history	and	criticism,	fiction	writing,	and	the	arts.	
On	those	subjects	and	others,	especially	leadership	and	higher	education,	
he	has	lectured	and	spoken	widely	in	this	country	and	abroad	including	
an	appearance	 as	one	of	 “Fifty	Remarkable	People”	 at	 the	2007	TED	
Conference	in	Monterey.	A	frequent	moderator	for	the	Aspen	Institute’s	
Executive	and	C.E.O.	Seminars	as	well	as	its	Henry	Crown	Fellowship	
and	such	affiliated	programs	as	the	Executive	Seminar	Asia,	the	Faculty	
Seminars	at	Wye,	 the	Aspen-Rodel	Fellowship,	 the	Africa	Leadership	
Initiative,	the	Central	European	Leadership	Initiative,	and	the	Liberty	
Fellowship	of	 South	Carolina,	 he	has	 also	designed	 and	moderated	
seminars	in	Europe,	Africa,	and	the	United	States	for	corporate	clients	
as	 varied	 as	 the	Netflix	Corporation,	Young	&	Rubicam,	 the	Waters	
Global	Forum,	the	Nova	Chemical	Corporation,	and	the	Arab	Banking	
Corporation.
	 Dunlap’s	many	publications	 include	poems,	 essays,	 anthologies,	
guides,	and	opera	libretti	as	well	as	two	novels	in	manuscript,	Famous	
Dogs	of	the	Civil	War	and	Sunshine:	The	Autobiography	of	a	Genius.	
As	 a	writer-producer	 and	
on-camera	talent	for	public	
television,	 he	 has	 been	 a	
major	contributor	 to	more	
than	 200	 programs,	 for	
which	he	has	won	numerous	
national	 and	 international	
awards,	and,	for	four	and	a	
half	years	in	the	1970’s	and	
80’s,	he	performed	as	soloist	
and	principal	dancer	for	the	
Columbia	City	Ballet.
	 Since	 1963,	 he	 has	
been	married	to	Anne	Boyd	
Dunlap.	 They	 have	 three	
grown	children.	In	2006,	he	
was	 awarded	 an	honorary	
doctorate	by	his	alma	mater,	
Sewanee:	The	University	of	
the	South.
Johnson
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Entering	 his	 ninth	
season	at	 the	helm	of	
the	 Terrier	 volleyball	
program	is	head	coach	
Corey	Helle.	Under	his	
guidance,	the	Wofford	
program	 has	 contin-
ued	 to	make	progress	
on	the	court,	in	the	classroom	and	beyond.
With	a	95-156	career	record,	Helle	is	cur-
rently	the	second	winningest	coach	in	program	
history,	and	is	the	winningest	coach	since	the	
school’s	transition	to	Division	I	in	1995.	
Last	fall,	Helle	led	the	Wofford	Terriers	to	
an	18-15	overall	record,	the	most	wins	during	
his	tenure	as	head	coach	and	the	most	wins	for	
the	 program	 since	 its	 transition	 to	 Division	
I.	 Seniors	 Joanna	 Sudduth,	 Shanna	 Hughes	
and	Sarah	Palmer	 each	finished	 their	 careers	
as	members	 of	 the	 1,000	 career	 digs	 club.	 In	
addition,	 Hughes	 finished	 her	 career	 with	
1,046	kills,	becoming	only	the	fourth	player	in	
school	history	to	reach	the	1,000	career	mark	
in	both	digs	and	kills.
In	2008,	then-junior	Joanna	Suddath	was	
named	the	Southern	Conference	Player	of	the	
Week	for	the	week	of	September	12,	marking	
the	first	time	in	school	history	a	Terrier	earned	
the	 accolade.	Helle	 also	 led	 the	 Terriers	 to	 a	
win	 at	 the	 USC-Upstate	 Volleyball	 Classic,	
and	 placed	 Suddath	 and	 Stacey	 Byrd	 on	 the	
all-tournament	 team.	 2008	 also	 marked	 the	
first	win	for	the	Terriers	over	Davidson	since	
2004	and	the	first	victory	over	Georgia	South-
ern	since	2001.		
In	2007,	five	of	Helle’s	players	earned	all-
tournament	 honors	 at	 the	 various	 in-season	
events	in	which	the	Terriers	competed.	Then-
sophomore	Joanna	Suddath	garnered	a	spot	on	
all	three	tournament	squads	in	addition	to	col-
lecting	MVP	accolades	at	the	season-opening	
Fatz	 Café	 Volleyball	 Classic,	 hosted	 by	 USC	
Upstate,	which	Wofford	won.	The	Terriers	also	
captured	 the	 tournament	 crown	at	 the	SCSU	
SpikeFest	in	Orangeburg,	S.C.
corey helle
In	 2006,	 Helle	 earned	 his	 50th	 career	
victory	with	a	3-0	 sweep	over	The	Citadel	 in	
Charleston,	S.C.,	Sept.	30,	2006.
In	 2005,	 he	 guided	 the	 program	 to	 its	
first-ever	 sweep	 over	 Furman	 and	 the	 team’s	
first-ever	victory	 in	the	Southern	Conference	
Tournament,	with	an	opening	round	triumph	
against	 Elon.	 Freshman	 Brittany	 Thompson	
garnered	all-tournament	honors	at	 the	Jasper	
Classic,	 while	 remaining	 in	 the	 hunt	 for	 the	
league’s	top	freshman	honor	all	season.
Also	that	season,	Helle	had	two	student-
athletes,	Katie	Sobczyk	and	Angela	Berry,	 in-
ducted	 into	Phi	Beta	Kappa.	 Sobczyk	 gradu-
ated	with	 the	 highest	 grade	 point	 average	 of	
any	student-athlete	on	Wofford’s	campus	earn-
ing	the	Hoole	Award.	Finally,	every	freshman	
mentored	at	local	elementary	schools	in	an	ef-
fort	to	give	back	to	Spartanburg.	
Under	Helle’s	leadership,	the	Wofford	vol-
leyball	record	book	has	been	virtually	rewrit-
ten.	Coach	Helle’s	first	four	senior	classes	own	
the	 majority	 of	 the	 all-time	 individual	 and	
team	school	records.	The	2006	class,	led	by	set-
ter	Rhea	DeJesus,	have	 their	names	 through-
out	the	lists.	The	2005	senior	class	boasts	An-
drea	Duke,	the	Terriers’	all-time	leader	in	kills	
and	service	aces,	and	 is	 the	only	player	 to	be	
named	to	the	All-Southern	Conference	team.	
The	 headliner	 for	 2004	 was	 Lindsay	 Lyman,	
Wofford’s	first	libero.	Her	name	can	be	found	
in	several	of	the	dig	records.	Lyman	was	also	
inducted	into	Phi	Beta	Kappa.	Helle’s	first	se-
nior	class,	in	2003,	is	the	most	decorated.	That	
class,	 led	by	Molly	Bushong	and	Currie	Gos-
sett,	own	several	individual	and	team	marks.
Since	 being	 named	 head	 coach,	 he	 has	
sent	10	of	his	13	seniors	abroad	to	study.	Helle	
encourages	his	players	to	study	and	experience	
life	 in	 a	 foreign	 land,	 from	 Europe	 to	 South	
Africa.
Prior	to	being	named	the	program’s	fifth	
head	 coach	 since	 its	 inception	 in	 1980,	 he	
served	as	an	associate	head	coach	(2001)	and	
two-year	 assistant	 coach	 (1999-2000)	 under	
Dr.	Joe	Bowman.
Before	 arriving	 in	
Spartanburg,	he	served	as	
an	assistant	coach	at	Fur-
man	(1997-98)	and	South	
Carolina	 (1995-96).	 Both	
of	 those	 programs	 regis-
tered	 20-win	 campaigns	
while	he	was	a	member	of	
the	staff.	
With	the	Gamecocks	
his	 primary	 duties	 were	
coaching	 the	 setters	 and	
teaching	 technical	 de-
fense.	 The	 1996	 squad	
posted	 a	 22-8	 overall	 re-
cord,	including	an	11-5	mark	in	the	Southeast-
ern	Conference.
In	addition	to	his	success	at	the	collegiate	
level,	Helle	has	maintained	a	 similar	 track	 in	
Junior	Olympic	volleyball,	where	he	has	been	a	
head	coach	since	1991.	While	in	college	at	Ne-
braska,	the	1994	Lincoln	Sports	Courts	Volley-
ball	Club	team	finished	second	nationally	and	
had	three	players	named	All-America.	In	1995,	
while	an	assistant	at	South	Carolina,	Helle	took	
the	first	Juniors	team	from	South	Carolina	to	
the	Junior	Olympic	National	Championship	in	
San	Francisco.
Helle	has	been	instrumental	in	the	devel-
opment	of	Juniors	programs	in	South	Carolina	
–	having	coached	over	100	athletes	who	have	
received	 college	 scholarships.	He	 co-founded	
Club	South	Juniors,	which	had	over	300	play-
ers	participate	this	past	year.	
While	 at	Wofford,	Helle	 has	 also	 built	 a	
successful	 camp	program.	This	 summer	 over	
400	 campers	 came	 for	 the	 Corey	 Helle	 Vol-
leyball	 Camps.	 In	 addition	 to	 his	 camp	 in	
Spartanburg,	 Helle	 travels	 each	 summer	 to	
high	schools	for	an	on-site	program.	Over	the	
course	of	each	year	he	works	with	almost	1,000	
athletes.
A	 native	 of	 Princeton,	 Ill.,	 Helle	 gradu-
ated	from	Nebraska	in	1994	with	a	bachelor’s	
degree	in	history.	Helle	has	participated	in	tri-
athlons	the	past	two	summers	and	enjoys	play-
ing	volleyball,	basketball	and	golf.
He	 met	 his	 wife,	 the	 former	 Kim	 Ring,	
when	he	moved	to	Spartanburg	and	they	were	
married	 in	 June	 2002.	The	 couple	welcomed	
their	first	children,	a	set	of	twins,	Lucas	James	
and	Maggie	Grace,	 June	 4,	 2007.	Their	 third	
child,	daughter	Abbey	Rae,	 joined	 the	 family	
on	October	 3,	 2008.	They	 reside	 in	 Spartan-
burg	and	also	have	two	dogs,	Bailey	and	Kacy.
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Entering	her	sixth	season	as	Coach	Helle’s	top	assistant	coach	at	Wof-
ford	is	Tara	Brooks.	She	assists	in	every	aspect	of	the	program	and	is	directly	
involved	in	the	training	and	the	development	of	the	middle	blockers.
In	2009,	Brooks	helped	lead	the	Terriers	to	an	18-14	overall	record,	
recording	the	most	wins	for	the	program	since	its	transition	to	Division	
I.	With	a	wealth	of	knowledge,	both	as	a	player	and	coach,	Brooks	was	
instrumental	in	the	team’s	first	Southern	Conference	Tournament	victory	
with	an	opening-round	win	against	Elon	in	2005.	The	Terriers	also	posted	
their	first-ever	sweep	versus	Furman	that	same	season,	her	first	on	the	bench.
Prior	to	coming	to	Wofford,	she	served	as	the	head	volleyball	coach	at	Converse	College,	a	
local	Division	II	school,	in	2003	and	2004.
Brooks	is	a	former	four-year	starter	as	a	middle	blocker	at	Seton	Hall,	a	member	of	the	Big	
East.	While	with	the	Pirates	in	2000,	she	set	the	school’s	kill	percentage	mark	and	paced	the	club	in	
solo	and	assisted	blocks.	She	also	finished	10th	in	the	league	during	the	2000	and	2002	campaigns	
for	hitting	percentage.	Off	the	court,	Brooks	garnered	Big	East	all-academic	honors	and	was	a	member	
of	the	Dean’s	List.
She	has	been	actively	coaching	in	the	Club	South	Juniors	program	since	her	arrival	in	Spartan-
burg.	In	2006,	she	coached	the	top	15s	team	to	the	South	Carolina	state	championship.	Her	team	
qualified	for	the	Junior	Olympic	national	tournament	in	Minneapolis,	Minn.	She	has	led	teams	to	
the	national	tournament	the	past	three	years.
Brooks	has	also	conducted	and	worked	several	college	and	high	school	camps	the	past	several	summers.	A	native	of	Fort	Macleod,	Alberta,	
she	competed	with	Team	Alberta	for	three	years	and	was	a	member	of	the	Lethbridge	Volleyball	Club.
She	graduated	from	Seton	Hall	in	2003	with	a	bachelor’s	degree	in	social	and	behavioral	sciences.	In	May	2005,	she	completed	her	master’s	
degree	in	education	from	Converse.
Entering	his	eighth	season	with	the	Terriers	is	Chad	Odom.	This	season	marks	his	
fifth	on	the	Wofford	bench	as	an	assistant	coach.
In	his	first	year	with	the	team,	in	2003,	he	served	as	the	team’s	director	of	operations.	
He	also	was	the	squad’s	volunteer	assistant	coach	during	2004	and	2005.
He	has	been	active	 in	 the	Club	South	 Juniors	 the	past	 six	 years.	He	has	 assisted	
former	Terrier	coach	Sean	Fitzgerald	and	their	teams	have	qualified	for	nationals	during	
three	of	the	six	years.	He	has	also	worked	the	Corey	Helle	Volleyball	Academy	the	past	
five	summers.
Odom	graduated	with	a	bachelor’s	of	education	from	South	Carolina	in	2001.	He	
currently	runs	Odom	Hardware	on	Asheville	Highway	in	Spartanburg	and	continues	to	play	volleyball	with	local	
club	teams	in	the	Upstate.	He	and	his	wife,	Lisa,	live	in	Moore,	S.C.,	and	own	a	dog	named	Agnes.
New	to	the	court	this	season	is	Kevin	Wentzel	who	joins	the	team	as	a	volunteer	assistant	coach.
As	a	member	of	the	men’s	volleyball	team	at	Penn	State	from	2002-06,	he	played	in	four	Final	Four	matches,	including	
the	National	Championship	match	in	2006	against	UCLA.	He	is	the	current	NCAA	record	holder	for	aces	in	a	Final	Four	
match	with	five.	Wentzel	was	a	Big	Ten	Sportsmanship	honoree	in	2005	and	2006	and	he	was	also	named	Academic	All-Big	
Ten	in	2006.	In	2004	he	was	named	first-team	All-EIVA.	
For	two	years	he	coached	under	Sean	Fitzgerald	at	Club	South	and	he	also	worked	volleyball	camps	at	Penn	State	for	
three	years.	
A	native	of	Pittsburgh,	Pennsylvania,	Wentzel	gradauted	in	2006	from	Penn	State	with	degrees	in	LAS	(Letters,	Arts	
and	Sciences)	and	Telecommunications.	He	and	his	wife	Meredith,	a	former	member	of	the	Penn	State	swimming	and	diving	team,	reside	in	Spar-
tanburg,	He	also	currently	works	in	Greenville	at	a	start-up	internet	company	working	in	software	development.	
tara Brooks Assistant coach
chad odom Assistant coach
kevin wentzel volunteer Assistant coach
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2010 wofford terrier roster
	 1	 Reagan	Styles	 5-3	 L	 So.	 San	Antonio,	Texas/Episcopal	School	of	Texas
	 2	 Wendy	Burnett	 6-0	 MB	 Fr.	 Cherryville,	N.C./Middleburg	(Fla.)
	 3	 Arden	Anderson	 6-3	 MB	 So.	 Shelby,	N.C./Thomas	Jefferson	Classical	Academy
	 5	 Tara	Gough	 5-11	 S	 Fr.	 Aledo,	Texas/Aledo
	 6	 Rachel	Woodlee	 6-1	 OH	 So.	 Greer,	S.C./Mauldin
	 7	 Catelyn	Amende	 6-1	 RS	 Sr.	 Charleston,	S.C./West	Ashley
	 9	 Bekah	Dorsey	 5-9	 S	 Fr.	 Fort	Worth,	Texas/Mansfield	Legacy
	 11	 Melissa	Kearse	 6-2	 OH	 So.	 Camden,	S.C./Camden/Winthrop
	 12	 Amanda	Liguori	 5-9	 OH	 Fr.	 Jacksonville,	Fla./Bishop	Kenny
	 13	 Stacy	Byrd	 5-11	 OH	 Sr.	 Jacksonville,	Fla./Episcopal
	 14	 Courtney	Shippy	 5-9	 RS	 Sr.	 Prosperity,	S.C./Newberry
	 16	 Lucy	Reser	 6-2	 MB	 Fr.	 Indianapolis,	Ind./Brebeuf	Jesuit	Preparatory	School
	 Head	Coach:	Corey	Helle	(Nebraska,	1994)
	 Assistant	Coach:	Tara	Brooks	(Seton	Hall,	2003)
	 Assistant	Coach:	Chad	Odom	(South	Carolina,	2001)
	 Assistant	Coach:	Kevin	Wentzel	(Penn	State,	2006)
	 Athletic	Trainer:	Rebekah	Danklefsen	(Wilmington	College,	2010)
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7 Catelyn Amende middle Blocker
6-1	•	Senior	•	Charleston,	S.C.	•	West	Ashley
2009
Started	in	all	32	
matches	for	the	Terri-
ers	as	a	junior	...	set	a	
new	school	record	for	
season	attack	percent-
age	with	a	.285	mark	
...	set	a	new	school	record	for	single	match	
attack	percentage	with	a	.818	mark	against	
Savannah	State	(9/9)	...	also	finished	tenth	in	
the	Southern	Conference	in	attack	percentage	
and	led	the	team	...	led	the	team	with	19	solo	
blocks	...	recorded	double	digit	kills	on	seven	
occasions	...	set	career	highs	in	six	categories	
...	notched	three	career	highs	against	Samford	
(10/24)	with	12	kills,	nine	total	blocks	and	18	
points	...	recorded	a	career-high	attack	per-
centage	of	.818	against	Savannah	State	(9/9)	...	
also	notched	a	career-high	seven	digs	against	
Southern	Wesleyan	on	(9/24).	
2008
Saw	time	in	29	matches	for	the	Terriers	dur-
ing	the	2008	campaign	...	totaled	69	kills	on	
the	season	...	recorded	33	total	blocks,	includ-
ing	a	season-high	five	block	assists	at	USC	
Upstate	(9/5)	...	recorded	a	career	high	.625	
attack	percentage	versus	Western	Carolina	
(10/18)	with	five	kills	on	eight	attempts	...	
tallied	a	season-high	three	digs	in	her	first	
outing	against	South	Dakota	on	(8/29)	...	
notched	a	season-high	eight	kills	and	8.5	
points	against	Charleston	Southern	(9/19)	
...	recorded	an	attack	percentage	of	.500	or	
greater	on	five	occasions.
2007
Tied	for	the	team	lead	with	six	solo	blocks	
...	registered	a	career-best	11	kills	and	14.0	
points	versus	USC	Upstate	(9/14)	in	the	
South	Carolina	State	University	SpikeFest	
Tournament	in	Orangeburg,	S.C.	...	posted	
a	career-high	34	total	attacks	against	Chat-
tanooga	(10/7)	...	hit	.400	with	four	kills	and	
10	total	attempts	with	zero	errors	versus	Navy	
(8/25)	in	the	Fatz	Café	Volleyball	Classic	...	
ended	the	tournament	with	six	total	blocks,	
all	assisted,	to	help	lead	the	Terriers	to	the	
title	with	a	win	over	host	USC	Upstate	(8/	
25)	...	had	two	solo	stops	at	UNC	Greensboro	
(9/28)	...	tallied	both	of	her	season	service	
aces	against	Winston-Salem	State	(10/20)	...	
also	recorded	a	career-best	six	digs	against	
the	Lady	Rams	...	notched	a	career-high	four	
assists	at	Western	Carolina	(10/24)	...	nearly	
reached	the	double-digit	kill	plateau	with	nine	
in	matches	at	Harvard	(9/8)	in	the	Harvard	
Invitational	and	against	Elon	(10/27).
High School
Played	at	the	USA	Volleyball	Junior	Olympic	
level	in	2007	...	Charleston	Juniors	placed	
second	in	the	state	and	fifth	in	regionals	...	
saw	action	with	her	high	school	squad	only	
during	2005	and	2006	...	named	to	the	all-
region	team	...	team	won	the	Lower	State	and	
Region	8	4-A	championships	both	seasons	...	
squad	was	the	2005	state	champion	in	five	sets	
and	2006	state	runner-up	...	started	game	two	
of	the	state	championship	match	with	an	ace	
...	squad	was	honored	by	the	South	Carolina	
General	Assembly	for	its	title	...	registered	10	
kills	and	added	three	blocks	in	a	2006	second-
round	playoff	match	against	Spring	Valley	
High	School	...	recorded	eight	kills	and	three	
Career Highs
 kills 12	 vs.	Samford	 October	24,	2009
 Attack Percentage .818	 vs.	Savannah	State	 September	9,	2009
 Assists 4	 at	Western	Carolina	 October	24,	2007
 total Blocks 9	 vs.	Samford	 October	24,	2009
 service Aces 3	 at	Winston-Salem	State	 September	11,	2009
 digs 7	 vs.	Southern	Wesleyan	 September	24,	2009
 Points 18.0	 vs.	Samford	 October	24,	2009
Year-by-Year Statistics
	
 year sets kills k/s errors Attempts Pct. Assists Aces digs d/s Bs/BA tB Pts. Pts./s
	 2007	 92	 129	 1.40	 99	 453	 .066	 13	 2	 38	 0.41	 6/46	 52	 160.0	 1.7
	 2008	 61	 69	 1.13	 36	 223	 .148	 8	 2	 16	 0.26	 6/55	 61	 90.0	 1.5
	 2009	 112	 223	 1.99	 66	 550	 .285	 10	 16	 81	 0.72	 19/67	 86	 291.5	 2.6
 totals 265 421 1.59 201 1226 .179 31 20 135 0.51 31/168 199 541.5 2.0
M
eet the Terriers
blocks	to	lead	her	high	school	into	the	2006	
Lower	State	final	defeating	Berkeley	High	
School	...	tallied	six	kills	in	the	finale	of	the	
2006	Wildcat	Invitational	...	member	of	the	
school’s	soccer	state	championship	team	in	
2006	...	soccer	squad	won	the	region	cham-
pionship	in	2005	...	also	competed	for	three	
years	on	the	swim	team	...	lettered	in	three	
sports	...	a	three-year	letterwinner	in	swim-
ming,	two-time	letterman	in	volleyball	and	
one	year	in	soccer	...	a	member	of	the	Honors	
Program	...	recipient	of	a	Marie	B.	Herbert	
Achievement	Award	for	2006-07.
Personal
Born	January	2,	1989,	in	Charleston,	S.C.	
...	daughter	of	Roger	and	Cathy	Amende	...	
majoring	in	business	economics.
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3 Arden Anderson middle Blocker
6-3	•	Sophomore	•	Shelby,	N.C.	•	Thomas	Jefferson	Classical	Academy
2009
Earned	playing	time	
in	28	matches	as	a	
freshman	...	matched	
a	school	record	in	to-
tal	blocks	in	a	match	
with	12	against	Western	Carolina	(10/18)	...	
recorded	a	career-high	11	kills	and	.600	attack	
percentage	against	Southern	Wesleyan	on	
(9/24)	...	notched	14	points	on	two	occasions	
during	the	season	...	recorded	double-digit	
kills	three	times	...	finished	second	on	the	
team	with	a	.255	attack	percentage	...	recorded	
attack	percentage	of	.500	or	greater	on	five	
occasions	during	the	season	...	named	to	the	
Southern	Conference	Honor	Roll
High School
Four	year	starter	at	Thomas	Jefferson	Classical	
Academy	...	named	team	MVP	in	2007	and	
2008	...	led	team	to	a	14-2	record	and	NC	
Charter	School	Championship	as	a	senior	
...	member	of	the	Club	South	16-1	National	
team	that	finished	in	9th	place	at	AAU	na-
tionals	and	11th	place	at	Junior	Olympic	
National	Championship	...	also	a	member	of	
the	2004	All-State	basketball	team	...	lettered	
in	volleyball,	basketball	and	soccer	...	member	
of	National	Honor	Society	and	Beta	Club.	
Personal
Born	on	November	3,	1991	in	
Charlotte,	N.C.	...	daughter	of	
Richard	and	Altman	Anderson	...	
intended	major	is	pre-med	...	father	
was	a	second	round	draft	choice	
in	1982	by	the	San	Diego	Clippers	
and	he	played	a	total	of	six	seasons	
in	the	NBA,	including	the	1989-90	
season	in	Charlotte.		
Career Highs
 kills 11	 vs.	Southern	Wesleyan	 September	24,	2009
 Attack Percentage .600	 vs.	Southern	Wesleyan	 September	24,	2009
 Assists 3	 at	Western	Carolina	 October	18,	2009
 total Blocks 12	 at	Western	Carolina	 October	18,	2009
 digs 3	 vs.	Savannah	State	 September	11,	2009
 Points 14.0	 at	Gardner-Webb/vs.	Providence	Sept.	4,	2009/Sept.	18,	2009
Year-by-Year Statistics
	
 year sets kills k/s errors Attempts Pct. Assists Aces digs d/s Bs/BA tB Pts. Pts./s
	 2009	 97	 114	 1.18	 40	 290	 .255	 7	 0	 22	 0.23	 12/82	 94	 167.0	 1.72
 totals 97 114 1.18 40 290 .255 7 0 22 0.23 12/82 94 167.0 1.72
2 Wendy Burnett middle Blocker
6-0	•	Freshman	•	Cherryville,	N.C.	•	Middleburg	(Fla.)
High School
Three-year	member	
of	the	Middleburg	
High	School	volley-
ball	team	...	in	2008,		
led	her	team	to	a	Dis-
trict	championship	and	a	top-16	finish	in	the	
state	...	recorded	200	kills	as	a	senior	in	2009	
...	named	all-conference	as	a	junior	and	senior	
...	member	of	the	National	Honor	Society	and	
Beta	Club.	
Personal
Born	on	July	1,	1992	in	Meridian,	Miss.	...	
daughter	of	William	Burnett	and	Trixie	Upton	
...	intended	major	is	pre-med.		
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13 Stacy Byrd outside/right side
5-11	•	Senior	•	Jacksonville,	Fla.	•	Episcopal
2009
Saw	time	in	31	
matches	for	the	Ter-
riers,	starting	in	28	
contests	...	led	the	
team	in	kills	with	
313	and	kills	per	set	with	2.93	...	also	fifth	in	
the	Southern	Conference	with	2.93	kills/set	
...	tops	on	the	team	with	361.0	points	dur-
ing	the	season	...	notched	double	digit	kills	
13	times	and	double	digit	digs	13	times	...	
recorded	double-doubles	eight	times	dur-
ing	the	season	...	set	career	highs	in	all	seven	
categories	...	recorded	a	career-high	26	kills	
and	28	points	at	Appalachian	State	(10/17)	
...	had	a	career	weekend	at	the	Lady	Rams	
Invitational,	notching	career	bests	in	attack	
percentage	(.588)	and	digs	(20)	...	tallied	
seven	total	blocks	against	College	of	Charles-
ton	on	(11/13),	and	reached	a	career-high	
four	assists	at	The	Citadel	(10/2)	...	third	on	
the	team	with	269	digs,	averaging	2.51	digs	
per	set	...	also	third	on	the	team	with	61	total	
blocks	...	named	to	the	Southern	Conference	
Honor	Roll.
2008
Played	in	32	matches	for	the	Terriers	...	
matched	or	set	new	career	highs	in	all	catego-
ries	...	finished	second	on	the	team	with	382	
kills	and	a	.205	attack	percentage	...	averaged	
3.47	points	per	set	and	3.18	kills	per	set	...	
totaled	54	blocks	on	the	season	...	recorded	
double-digit	kills	on	20	occasions	...	tallied	
a	career	best	19	kills	against	Delaware	State	
(8/30),	then	broke	her	career	high	with	20	
kills	against	Appalachian	State	on	(10/19)	
...recorded	a	career	high	17	digs	against	Elon	
(11/8),	while	also	tallying	18	kills	for	the	
first	double-double	of	her	collegiate	career	
...	notched	her	highest	hitting	percentage	
of	her	career,	a	.562	mark,	against	Southern	
Wesleyan	(9/3)	...	named	to	the	USC	Upstate	
Volleyball	Classic	all-tournament	team	...	
finished	seventh	in	the	Southern	Conference	
with	3.18	kills	per	game.
2007
Finished	as	the	team’s	leader	with	236	kills	
and	781	total	attacks	...	placed	second	with	
271.5	points	and	was	one	shy	of	the	team	lead	
with	five	solo	blocks	...	tallied	a	career-
high	17	kills	at	The	Citadel	(10/13)	....	outing	
was	one	of	10	double-digit	kill	matches	of	the	
season	and	her	third	straight	...	also	posted	a	
career-best	17.5	points	against	the	Bulldogs	...	
topped	the	40	mark	for	total	attempts	seven	
times	with	a	career	high	51	against	Elon	(10/	
27)	...	registered	a	career-best	.615	hitting	
percentage	with	eight	kills	on	13	total	attacks	
with	zero	errors	at	Radford	(8/27)	...	match	
was	the	second	of	three-straight	contests	
in	which	she	collected	at	least	eight	kills	...	
recorded	a	career-best	11	digs	and	tied	her	
career	high	with	two	assists	against	Davidson	
(10/16)	...	previously	had	two	assists	against	
Georgia	Southern	(9/23)	...	landed	two	service	
aces	in	five	different	matches,	three	against	
SoCon	opponents	...	assisted	
on	four	blocks	for	a	career	best	
versus	Hampton	(9/15)	in	the	
SCSU	SpikeFest	Tournament	
in	Orangeburg,	S.C.	...	earned	
two	solo	blocks	versus	Boston	
College	(9/7)	in	the	Harvard	
Invitational	in	Cambridge,	Mass.	
...	posted	a	.354	hitting	percent-
age	over	a	three-match	run	
versus	USC	Upstate	(9/14),	and	
Hampton	in	the	SCSU	SpikeFest	
Tournament	and	against	Fur-
man	(9/19)	which	included	21	
kills	on	48	total	attempts.
High School
A	Gatorade	Will-to-Win	Athlete	
of	the	Year	...	named	to	the	
Florida Times-Union	All-First	
Coast	Team	...	named	to	the	
all-tournament	team	follow-
ing	the	2005	and	2006	Bolles	
School	Invitational	...	played	an	
extra	year	on	a	USA	Volleyball	
Career Highs
 kills 26	 at	Appalachian	State	 October	17,	2009
 Attack Percentage .588	 twice,	most	recently	at	WSSU	 September	11,	2009
 Assists 4	 at	The	Citadel	 October	2,	2009
 total Blocks 7	 College	of	Charleston	 November	13,	2009
 service Aces 2	 nine	times,	most	recently	vs.	GSU	 September	25,	2009
 digs 20	 vs.	UNC-Asheville	 September	12,	2009
 Points 28.0	 at	Appalachian	State	 October	17,	2009
Year-by-Year Statistics
	
 year sets kills k/s errors Attempts Pct. Assists Aces digs d/s Bs/BA tB Pts. Pts./s
	 2007	 97	 236	 2.43	 113	 781	 .157	 12	 16	 133	 1.37	 5/29	 34	 271.5	 2.8
	 2008	 120	 382	 3.18	 159	 1089	 .205	 12	 2	 74	 0.62	 10/44	 54	 416.0	 3.5
	 2009	 107	 313	 2.93	 125	 933	 .202	 35	 15	 269	 2.51	 5/56	 61	 361.0	 3.4
 totals 324 931 2.87 397 2803 .191 59 33 476 1.47 20/129 149 1048.5 3.2
M
eet the Terriers
National	team	...	saw	action	with	the	Jackson-
ville	Junior	Volleyball	Association	...	had	nine	
kills	in	a	2005	win	against	The	Bolles	School	
...	a	member	of	the	National	Honor	Society,	
National	Foreign	Language	Honor	Society,	
Headmaster’s	List	and	honor	roll	...	received	
a	Certificate	of	Excellence	in	World	History	
II	...	competed	internationally	with	Bring	It	
Promotions	(BIP)	in	Italy,	Slovenia,	Czech	
Republic	and	Austria	during	2005-06.
Personal
Born	December	4,	1989,	in	Jacksonville,	Fla.	
...	daughter	of	Terry	and	Connie	Byrd	...	ma-
joring	in	accounting.
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9 Bekah Dorsey setter
5-9	•	Freshman	•	Fort	Worth,	Texas	•	Mansfield	Legacy
High School
Four-year letter-
winner and three-
year starter for 
Mansfield Legacy 
High School ... led 
her team to three district championships 
and competed in at least two rounds 
of playoffs as a sophomore, junior and 
senior ... named team MVP for her high 
school in 2007, 2008 and 2009, and earned 
all-District honors for four consecutive 
years ... as a senior, garnered the Setter of 
the Year honor for her District ... earned 
All-State honors as a junior and senior 
... competing in Junior Olympic club 
volleyball, Dorsey helped her team to a 
National Championship in 2008 and was 
named the tournament MVP ... member 
of National Honor Society, Athletic Lead-
ership Council, and FCA.
Personal
Born on October 31, 1991 in Arlington, 
Texas ... daughter of William and Linda 
Dorsey ... intended major is pre-med.
5 Tara Gough setter
5-11	•	Freshman	•	Aledo,	Texas	•	Aledo
High School
Competed	as	a	
multi-sport	athlete	at	
Aledo	High	School	...	
four-year	starter	for	
the	volleyball	team,	
also	competed	for	four	years	in	basketball	
and	two	years	in	track	....	led	her	volleyball	
team	to	three	district	championships	and	two	
regional	quarterfinal	championships	...	named	
the	District	Setter	of	the	Year	as	a	junior	and	
senior,	and	was	named	to	the	2009	Academic	
All-State	team	as	a	senior	...	also	received	an	
AVCA	Under	Armour	All-American	Nomi-
nation	in	2009	and	earned	Academic	All-
District	honors	as	a	sophomore	and	junior	...	
president	of	the	National	Honor	Society	and	
Spanish	Club,	and	member	of	FCA	and	the	
National	Society	of	High	School	Scholars	...	
also	recognized	as	an	AP	Scholar.	
Personal
Born	on	September	5,	1991	in	Fort	Worth,	
Texas	...	daughter	of	Norman	and	Patti	Gough	
...	intended	major	is	pre-law.		
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16 Lucy Reser middle Blocker
6-2	•	Freshman	•	Indianapolis,	Ind.	•	Brebeuf	Jesuit	Preparatory	School
High School
Three-year	letterwin-
ner	for	Brebeuf	Jesuit	
Preparatory	School	
...	as	a	senior,	led	her	
team	to	a	3A	state	
championship,	after	helping	them	place	third	
in	the	state	for	two	years	prior	...	serves	as	a	
page	in	the	U.S.	Senate	and	also	participated	
in	the	Symposium	for	Tomorrow’s	Leaders.	
Personal
Born	on	April	30,	1992	in	Indianapolis,	Ind.	...	
daughter	of	Tave	and	Lesley	Reser	...	major	is	
undecided.		
M
eet the Terriers
11 Melissa Kearse outside hitter
6-0	•	Sophomore	•	Camden,	S.C.	•	Camden	•	Winthrop
2009 (at Winthrop)
Member	of	the	Win-
throp	team	that	fin-
ished	the	season	with	
a	19-11	overall	record	
...	earned	playing	time	
in	10	matches	for	the	Eagles	as	a	freshman	...	
named	to	Big	South	Presidents	Honor	Roll.
High School
Completed	her	prep	career	at	Camden	High	
School	...	served	as	team	captain	her	senior	
year	and	earned	first	team	All-State	honors	
as	a	junior	and	senior	...	in	2008,	named	the	
Region	VI	Most	Valuable	Player	and	named	
to	the	All-Star	team	...	member	of	National	
Honor	Society,	Beta	Club	and	French	Club.	
Personal
Born	on	July	10,	1991	in	Columbia,	South	
Carolina	...	daughter	of	Carl	and	Kathryn	
Kearse	...	majoring	in	psychology.	
12 Amanda Liguori outside hitter
5-9	•	Freshman	•	Jacksonville,	Fla.	•	Bishop	Kenny
high school
Competed	for	Bishop	
Kenny	High	School,	
where	she	was	a	
three-year	letterwin-
ner	under	coach	Su-
zanne	Winkler	...	led	her	team	to	two	straight	
state	semifinal	appearances	in	2007	and	2008	
....	in	2009,	was	named	to	the	AVCA	All-
America	Watch	List	...	earned	second	team	
All-State	honors	in	2008	...	led	her	Bishop	
Kenny	team	to	a	state	Final	Four	appearance	
as	a	senior	...	named	First	Team	All-Area	
and	Honorable	Mention	All	American	by	
PrepVolleyball.com	as	a	senior	...	played	
Junior	Olympic	club	volleyball	for	Jackson-
ville	Juniors	Volleyball	Association,	where	she	
helped	her	team	to	a	first-place	finish	at	the	
2009	Big	South	National	Qualifier	...	member	
of	National	Honor	Society	and	Spanish	Honor	
Society.
Personal
Born	on	February	14,	1992	in	Jacksonville,	
Fla.	...	daughter	of	Joe	and	Karla	Liguori	...	
major	is	undecided.
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14 Courtney Shippy right side
5-9	•	Senior	•	Prosperity,	S.C.	•	Newberry
2009
Earned	playing	time	
in	15	matches,	includ-
ing	five	starts	...	had	
a	career	match	at	
USC	Upstate	(9/29),	
recording	seven	kills,	
four	total	blocks,	8.5	points	and	a	.294	attack	
percentage	...	notched	three	kills	on	four	at-
tempts	against	Southern	Wesleyan	(9/24)	...	
recorded	a	career-high	three	assists	against	
Gardner-Webb	(9/5)	...	named	to	the	South-
ern	Conference	Honor	Roll.
2008
Saw	time	in	eight	matches,	helping	the	Terri-
ers	win	six	of	those	eight	and	five	by	a	score	of	
3-0	(Hampton,	Southern	Wesleyan,	NC	Cen-
tral,	Winston-Salem	State	and	The	Citadel)...	
recorded	a	career	high	one	service	ace	against	
NC	Central	(9/20)	...	recorded	two	kills	on	
two	attempts	versus	The	Citadel	on	(11/2).
2007
Saw	action	in	three	matches	with	her	most	
extensive	time	coming	against	Winston-Sa-
lem	State	(10/20)	...	tallied	a	number	of	career	
highs	against	the	Lady	Rams,	including	kills	
(4),	total	attacks	(16),	assists	(1),	digs	(5),	total	
blocks	(3)	and	points	(5.5)	...	all	three	of	her	
blocks	were	assisted	efforts	...	scored	a	kill	on	
her	only	attempt	versus	Savannah	State	(8/24)	
in	the	season-opening	Fatz	Café	Volleyball	
Classic	...	registered	three	total	attempts	
versus	Hampton	(9/15)	at	the	SCSU	SpikeFest	
Tournament	in	Orangeburg,	S.C.	...	also	had	
a	dig	and	assisted	block	against	the	Lady	Pi-
rates	...	team	posted	a	3-0	record	in	the	three	
matches	in	which	she	played.
High School
A	member	of	the	South	Carolina	Coaches	
Association	of	Women’s	Sports	(SCCAWS)	
2-A	all-state	squad	as	a	senior	...	participated	
in	the	2006	SCCAWS	North/South	All-Star	
Game	on	the	North	team	...	a	two-time	
all-region	choice	...	received	an	Academic	
Achievement	Award	from	the	South	Carolina	
Association	of	Women’s	Sports	...	selected
as	a	WLTX	News	19	Player	of	the	Week	for	
Nov.	27,	2006	...	tabbed	as	a	2006	All-Chapin	
Tournament	selection	...	received	team	MVP	
honors	in	2006	...	squad	placed	third	in	the	
region	in	2005	...	served	as	the	captain	for	vol-
leyball	and	basketball	teams	...	presented	with	
the	Captain’s	Award	for	basketball	...	an	Upper	
State	track	&	field	participant	in	2006	and	
2007	...	recipient	of	the	track	&	field	team’s	
Academic	Award	in	2004,	2005	and	2006	...	
given	an	Academic	Award	by	the	Columbia	
Urban	League	...	a	member	of	the	National	
Honor	Society,	Who’s	Who	Among	Ameri-
can	High	School	Students,	National	Society	
of	High	School	Scholars,	Spanish	Club,	Beta	
Club,	Art	Club,	Chorus	Club,	Creative	Hands	
Club,	USA	Achievement	Academy,	
and	National	Honor	Roll	...	served	
as	secretary	for	the	National	Honor	
Society	...	garnered	a	spot	on	the	
Principal’s	Honor	Roll	...	ranked	
fifth	in	her	class	out	of	142	students	
...	a	Junior	Marshal	and	Colum-
bia	College	Leadership	Award	
honoree.
Personal
Born	January	15,	1989,	in	Colum-
bia,	S.C.	...	daughter	of	John	Shippy	
and	Kathey	Mays	...	majoring	in	
chemistry.
Year-by-Year Statistics
	
 year sets kills k/s errors Attempts Pct. Assists Aces digs d/s Bs/BA tB Pts. Pts./s
	 2007	 5	 5	 1.0	 6	 20	 -.050	 1	 0	 6	 1.20	 0/4	 4	 7.0	 1.4
	 2008	 10	 4	 0.4	 1	 8	 .375	 2	 1	 2	 0.20	 0/1	 1	 5.5	 0.6
	 2009	 27	 25	 0.9	 16	 73	 .123	 5	 0	 13	 0.48	 0/9	 9	 29.5	 1.1
 totals 42 34 0.8 23 101 .109 8 1 21 0.50 0/14 14 42 1.0
Career Highs
 kills 7	 at	USC	Upstate	 September	29,	2009
 Attack Percentage .294	 at	USC	Upstate	 September	29,	2009
 Assists 3	 vs.	Gardner-Webb	 September	5,	2009
 total Blocks 4	 at	USC	Upstate	 September	29,	2009
 service Aces 1	 vs.	NC	Central	 September	20,	2008
 digs 5	 Winston-Salem	State	 October	20,	2007
 Points 8.5	 at	USC	Upstate	 September	29,	2009
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1 Reagan Styles libero
5-3	•	Sophomore	•	San	Antonio,	Texas	•	Episcopal	School	of	Texas
2009
Played	in	all	32	
matches	for	the	Ter-
riers,	earning	starts	
in	six	...	recorded	209	
total	digs,	playing	
primarily	as	a	defensive	specialist	...	notched	a	
career	high	four	service	aces	against	Savan-
nah	State	(9/11)	...	recorded	a	career	high	16	
digs	at	Gardner-Webb	on	(9/4)	...	totaled	26	
aces	during	the	season,	third	on	the	team	...	
recorded	double-digit	digs	on	six	occasions	
...	named	to	the	Southern	Conference	Honor	
Roll.
High School
Four	year	starter	on	the	varsity	squad	at	The	
Episcopal	School	of	Texas	...	selected	to	the	
TAPPS	District	5A	All-State	second	team	her	
junior	year	and	first	team	all-state	her	senior	
year	...	in	2007,	led	the	city	of	San	Antonio	
in	digs	per	match	with	6.3	per	set	and	in	
2006	with	6.1	digs	per	set	...	led	her	team	to	
the	district	playoffs	in	2006,	2007	and	2008	
...	boasts	a	4.0	GPA	and	was	ranked	number	
four	academically	in	her	graduating	class	...	
member	of	the	National	Honor	Society	...	
awarded	the	Bishop	Johnson	Bible	prize	for	
excellence	in	Old	and	New	testament	as	well	
being	a	Princeton	Book	Prize	nominee.	
	
Personal
Born	on	November	22,	1990	in	Aurora,	Colo.	
...	daughter	of	Greg	and	Jennifer	Styles	...	
major	is	undeclared.	
Career Highs
 Assists 2	 six	times,	most	recently	at	Davidson	 October	30,	2009
 service Aces 4	 vs.	Savannah	State	 September	11,	2009
 digs 16	 at	Gardner-Webb	 September	4,	2009
 Points 4	 vs.	Savannah	State	 September	11,	2009
Year-by-Year Statistics
	
 year sets kills k/s errors Attempts Pct. Assists Aces digs d/s Bs/BA tB Pts. Pts./s
	 2009	 112	 2	 0.02	 4	 19	 -.105	 25	 26	 209	 1.87	 0/0	 0	 28.0	 0.3
 totals 112 2 0.02 4 19 -.105 25 26 209 1.87 0/0 0 28.0 0.3
6 Rachel Woodlee outside hitter
6-1	•	Sophomore	•	Greer,	S.C.	•	Mauldin
2009
Played	in	all	32	
matches	for	the	Ter-
riers,	earning	starts	
in	26	...	recorded	193	
total	kills	and	52	total	
blocks	...	reached	double-digit	kills	four	times	
during	the	season,	including	a	career-high	
19	against	UNC-Asheville	(9/12)	...	recorded	
seven	kills	and	zero	errors	on	nine	attempts	
for	her	career	high	attack	percentage	of	.778	
against	Savannah	State	(9/9)	...	notched	a	ca-
reer	high	eight	digs	against	Providence	(9/18)	
...	recorded	a	career	high	four	total	blocks	
five	times	...	reached	a	career-high	21	points	
against	UNC-Asheville	...	fourth	on	the	team	
in	total	points,	with	224.5	...	named	to	the	
Southern	Conference	Honor	Roll.
High School
Four	year	varsity	starter	at	Mauldin	High	
School	...	earned	2008	4A	All-State	honors	as	
well	as	Region	II	4A	All-Region	...	received	
the	Martin	Luther	King	award	for	excellence	
in	athletics	...	awarded	Maverick	Award	for	
Leadership	in	Volleyball	in	2007	...	also	let-
tered	in	basketball	...	member	of	the	National	
Honor	Society	...	AP	Scholar	with	Distinc-
tion	...	served	as	a	Junior	Marshal	in	2007	...	
Palmetto	Fellows	recipient	in	2008.			
	
Personal
Born	on	May	15,	1991	in	Manchester,	N.H.	
...	daughter	of	Timothy	and	Joan	Woodlee	...	
intended	major	is	business	economics.
Career Highs
	 kills 19	 vs.	UNC-Asheville	 September	12,	2009
 Attack Percentage .778	 Savannah	State	 September	9,	2009
 Assists 3	 twice,	most	recently	at	Elon	 November	7,	2009
	 total Blocks 4	 five	times,	most	recently	vs.	Chattanooga	 October	25,	2009
 service Aces 1	 twice,	most	recently	at	Georgia	Southern	 October	31,	2009
 digs 8	 vs.	Providence	 September	18,	2009
 Points 21.0	 vs.	UNC-Asheville	 September	12,	2009
Year-by-Year Statistics
	
 year sets kills k/s errors Attempts Pct. Assists Aces digs d/s Bs/BA tB Pts. Pts./s
	 2009	 112	 193	 1.72	 116	 698	 .110	 16	 2	 69	 0.62	 7/45	 52	 224.5	 2.0
 totals 112 193 1.72 116 698 .110 16 2 69 0.62 7/45 52 224.5 2.0
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2009 highlights
record wins
The	Wofford	Terrier	volleyball	team	ended	
the	2009	season	with	an	18-14	overall	record.	
The	18	wins	were	the	most	for	head	coach	
Corey	Helle	since	beginning	his	time	at	Wof-
ford,	and	the	most	for	the	team	since	the	2001	
season.	The	season	was	also	the	first	.500	or	
greater	since	2001.
winning streak
Beginning	September	5	with	a	win	at	Gard-
ner-Webb,	the	Terrier	volleyball	team	went	on	
a	12-match	winning	streak,	the	longest	streak	
in	a	season	since	1988.
socon sweep
During	the	week	of	October	2,	the	Terri-
ers	picked	up	a	3-0	win	at	The	Citadel.	The	
team	then	completed	the	season	sweep	of	the	
Bulldogs	with	a	win	at	home	in	November.	
During	the	week	of	October	25,	the	Terriers	
earned	their	first	victory	over	Chattanooga	
since	1994.		
Academic honors
The	Terriers	also	excelled	in	the	classroom	
during	2009.	Caitlyn	Horton,	Joanna	Sudduth	
and	Sarah	Palmer	were	all	named	to	the	2009	
Fall	Academic	All-Southern	Conference	
Team.		
In	addition,	Arden	Anderson,	Stacy	Byrd,	
Sarah	Palmer,	Courtney	Shippy,	Reagan	
Styles,	Joanna	Suddath,	and	Rachel	Woodlee	
were	all	named	to	the	Southern	Conference	
Academic	Honor	Roll.
super seniors
Setter	Joanna	Suddath	led	the	team	with	934	
assists	during	the	season,	placing	her	second	
on	the	all-time	career	assists	list	with	3,935	in	
her	career.	
Outside	hitter	Shanna	Hughes	finished	her	
career	with	1,046	kills	and	1,083	digs,	becom-
ing	only	the	fourth	player	in	program	history	
to	top	1,000	in	both	categories.	Hughes	also	
finished	her	career	with	1226.0	points,	a	new	
career	record	for	the	Terriers.
Libero	Sarah	Palmer	finished	her	career	with	
1,391	digs,	second	on	career	digs	list.	All	three	
seniors	passed	the	1,000	career	digs	mark,	be-
coming	the	seventh,	eighth	and	ninth	players	
in	Wofford	history	to	do	so.
record Breaking Performances
Junior	Catelyn	Amende	established	a	new	
season	record	for	attack	percentage	with	
a	.285	mark.	Freshman	Arden	Anderson	
matched	the	current	record	for	total	blocks	
in	a	match	with	12	at	Western	Carolina	on	
October	18.	
2009 final southern conference standings
 
  southern conference  overall
 north
	 Samford	 11-5	 	 .688	 17-14	 	 .548
	 Appalachian	State	 10-6	 	 .625	 14-17	 	 .452
	 Elon	 9-7	 	 .562	 23-8	 	 .742
	 UNC	Greensboro	 9-7	 	 .562	 17-14	 	 .548
	 Chattanooga	 4-12	 	 .250	 12-17	 	 .414
	 Western	Carolina	 1-15	 	 .062	 4-26	 	 .133
 south
	 Furman	 16-0	 	 1.000	 26-4	 	 .867
	 College	of	Charleston	 12-4	 	 .750	 18-13	 	 .581
	 Georgia	Southern	 11-5	 	 .688	 21-10	 	 .677
	 Davidson	 6-10	 	 .375	 9-23	 	 .281
	 Wofford	 5-11	 	 .312	 18-14	 	 .562
	 The	Citadel	 2-14	 	 .125	 8-26	 	 .235
Joanna Suddath
Shanna Hughes
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2009 individual statistics
	 no. name sets k k/s e tA Pct. A sA dig d/s Bs/BA tB Pts.
	 13	 Stacy	Byrd	 107	 313	 2.93	 125	 933	 .202	 35	 15	 269	 2.51	 5/56	 61	 361.0
	 2	 Shanna	Hughes	 112	 284	 2.54	 116	 971	 .173	 32	 43	 356	 3.18	 3/24	 27	 342.0
	 7	 Catelyn	Amende	 112	 223	 1.99	 66	 550	 .285	 10	 16	 81	 0.72	 19/67	 86	 291.5
	 6	 Rachel	Woodlee	 112	 193	 1.72	 116	 698	 .110	 16	 2	 69	 0.62	 7/45	 52	 224.5
	 9	 Joanna	Suddath	 109	 143	 1.31	 35	 425	 .254	 934	 30	 232	 2.13	 8/40	 48	 201.0
	 3	 Arden	Anderson	 97	 114	 1.18	 40	 290	 .255	 7	 0	 22	 0.23	 12/82	 94	 167.0
	 14	 Courtney	Shippy	 27	 25	 0.93	 16	 73	 .123	 5	 0	 13	 0.48	 0/9	 9	 29.5
	 5	 Caitlyn	Horton	 59	 4	 0.07	 4	 23	 .000	 45	 15	 52	 0.88	 0/5	 5	 21.5
	 1	 Reagan	Styles	 112	 2	 0.02	 4	 19	 -.105	 25	 26	 209	 1.87	 0/0	 0	 28.0
	 12	 Sarah	Palmer	 112	 2	 0.02	 2	 12	 .000	 41	 13	 467	 4.17	 0/0	 0	 15.0
	 	 wofford 112 1303 11.63 524 3994 .195 1150 160 1770 15.80 54/328 218.0 1681.0
  opponents 112 1327 11.85 655 4049 .166 1221 155 1898 16.95 38/261 168.5 1650.5
 overall: 18-14 • southern conference: 5-11 • home: 6-5 • Away: 5-7 • neutral: 7-2
 date opponent result s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 high kills high digs Attend
	 Sept.	4	 vs.	UM-Eastern	Shore#	 L,	0-3	 22-25	 15-25	 20-25	 	 	 Byrd	(9)	 Hughes	(10)	 68
	 Sept.	4	 at	Gardner-Webb#	 W,	3-2	 12-25	 21-25	 25-23	 25-16	 15-10	 Anderson	(10)	 Styles	(16)	 210
	 Sept.	5	 vs.	UM-Eastern	Shore#	 L,	0-3	 16-25	 16-25	 18-25	 	 	 Hughes	(9)	 Palmer	(9)	 75
	 Sept.	5	 at	Gardner-Webb#	 W,	3-0	 26-24	 28-26	 27-25	 	 	 Hughes	(8)	 Hughes	(16)	 240
	 Sept.	9	 savannah state	 W,	3-0	 25-8	 25-8	 25-11	 	 	 Byrd	(12)	 Styles	(9)	 143
	 Sept.	11	 at	Winston-Salem	St.^	 W,	3-0	 25-20	 25-14	 25-21	 	 	 Byrd	(10)	 Palmer	(15)	 56
	 Sept.	11	 vs.	Savannah	State^	 W,	3-0	 25-7	 25-12	 25-15	 	 	 Hughes	(16)	 Palmer	(16)	 45
	 Sept.	12	 vs.	East	Carolina^	 W,	3-0	 25-14	 27-25	 25-11	 	 	 Hughes	(9)	 Palmer	(10)	 25
	 Sept.	12	 vs.	UNC-Asheville^	 W,	3-2	 25-22	 23-25	 25-20	 26-28	 15-11	 Hughes	(24)	 Palmer	(25)	 43
	 Sept.	15	 winston-salem state	 W,	3-0	 15-13	 15-12	 15-15	 	 	 Woodlee	(10)	 Palmer/Hughes	(7)	138
	 Sept.	18	 vs.	Providence~	 W,	3-1	 25-20	 25-27	 25-11	 25-19	 	 Byrd	(18)	 Hughes	(20)	 109
	 Sept.	18	 vs.	Winston-Salem	St.~	 W,	3-0	 25-19	 25-8	 25-19	 	 	 Woodlee	(14)	 Hughes	(13)	 38
	 Sept.	19	 vs.	UNC-Asheville~	 W,	3-0	 25-16	 25-13	 30-28	 	 	 Byrd/Hughes	(11)	 Palmer	(16)	 84
	 Sept.	19	 vs.	Hampton~	 W,	3-0	 25-17	 25-13	 27-25	 	 	 Hughes	(9)	 Hughes/Palmer	(11)	68
	 Sept.	24	 southern wesleyan	 W,	3-0	 25-15	 25-12	 25-11	 	 	 Anderson/Amende	(11)	Palmer	(14)	 186
	 Sept.	25	 georgia southern*	 L,	1-3	 22-25	 17-25	 25-23	 16-25	 	 Byrd	(12)	 Palmer	(18)	 191
	 Sept.	26	 davidson*	 W,	3-0	 25-21	 25-21	 25-16	 	 	 Byrd	(12)	 Hughes/Palmer	(13)	203
	 Sept.	29	 at	USC	Upstate	 L,	1-3	 14-25	 25-14	 17-25	 28-30	 	 Byrd	(14)	 Hughes	(14)	 672
	 Oct.	2	 at	Citadel*	 W,	3-0	 25-19	 25-21	 29-27	 	 	 Byrd	(17)	 Byrd	(19)	 117
	 Oct.	3	 at	Coll.	of	Charleston*	 L,	0-3	 16-25	 24-26	 18-25	 	 	 Byrd	(9)	 Palmer	(23)	 124
	 Oct.	11	 Unc greensboro*	 L,	0-3	 21-25	 10-25	 18-25	 	 	 Byrd	(10)	 Hughes	(17)	 243
	 Oct.	14	 at	Furman*	 L,	1-3	 25-22	 10-25	 13-25	 18-25	 	 Amende	(10)	 Palmer	(17)	 172
	 Oct.	17	 at	Appalachian	State*	 L,	1-3	 25-23	 16-25	 21-25	 15-25	 	 Byrd	(26)	 Palmer	(15)	 144
	 Oct.	18	 at	Western	Carolina*	 W,	3-2	 25-17	 25-27	 25-21	 24-26	 15-12	 Byrd	(20)	 Palmer	(14)	 125
	 Oct.	24	 samford*	 L,	2-3	 18-25	 28-26	 26-24	 19-25	 13-15	 Amende	(12)	 Palmer	(18)	 329
	 Oct.	25	 chattanooga*	 W,	3-0	 25-23	 25-13	 25-13	 	 	 Hughes	(11)	 Palmer	(21)	 198
	 Oct.	30	 at	Davidson*	 L,	1-3	 22-25	 25-15	 16-25	 22-25	 	 Hughes	(11)	 Palmer	(30)	 83
	 Oct.	31	 at	Georgia	Southern*	 L,	0-3	 26-28	 22-25	 16-25	 	 	 Hughes	(10)	 Palmer	(9)	 231
	 Nov.	7	 at	Elon*	 L,	0-3	 15-25	 19-25	 21-25	 	 	 Hughes	(8)	 Styles	(15)	 116
	 Nov.	11	 furman*	 L,	1-3	 25-22	 16-25	 20-25	 19-25	 	 Hughes	(10)	 Palmer	(25)	 579
	 Nov.	13	 coll. of charleston*	 L,	0-3	 16-25	 18-25	 23-25	 	 	 Anderson	(8)	 Palmer	(14)	 127
	 Nov.	14	 citadel*	 W,	3-1	 25-14	 25-20	 20-25	 26-24	 	 Byrd	(19)	 Palmer	(28)	 249
#	-	Runnin’	Bulldog	Classic	(Boiling	Springs,	N.C.)
^	-	Lady	Rams	Invitational	(Winston-Salem,	N.C.)
~	-	SCSU	Tournament	(Orangeburg,	S.C.)
*	-	Southern	Conference	match
Bold -	Home	match	
	
2009 results
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Wofford Volleyball 2010 Wofford Volleyball 2010
team superlatives individual superlatives
kills
70,	vs.	UNC-Asheville	(September	12,	2009)
total Attempts
190,	vs.	UNC-Asheville	(September	12,	2009)
Attack Percentage
.500,	vs.	Savannah	State	(September	9,	2009)
Assists
66,	vs.	UNC-Asheville	(September	12,	2009)
service Aces
13,	at	Western	Carolina	(October	18,	2009)
digs
84,	vs.	The	Citadel	(November	14,	2009)
solo Blocks
5,	at	Gardner-Webb	(September	5,	2009)
Block Assists
22.0,	at	Western	Carolina	(October	18,	2009)
22.0,	vs.	Chattanooga	(October	25,	2009)
total Blocks
14.0,	at	Western	Carolina	(October	18,	2009)
14.0,	vs.	Chattanooga	(October	25,	2009)
Points
84,	vs.	UNC-Asheville	(September	12,	2009)
home Attendance
579,	vs.	Furman	(November	11,	2009)
road Attendance
672,	at	USC	Upstate	(September	29,	2009)
kills
26,	Stacy	Byrd	at	Appalachian	State
(October	17,	2009)
total Attempts
56,	Stacy	Byrd	at	Appalachian	State
(October	17,	2009)
Attack Percentage
.615,	Shanna	Hughes	vs.	Savannah	State
(September	11,	2009)
Assists
61,	Joanna	Suddath	vs.	UNC-Asheville	
(September	12,	2009)
service Aces
6,	Caitlyn	Horton	vs.	Gardner-Webb
(September	5,	2009)
6,	Shanna	Hughes	at	Gardner-Webb
(September	4,	2009)
digs
30,	Sarah	Palmer	at	Davidson
(October	30,	2009)
solo Blocks
3,	Stacy	Byrd	at	Gardner-Webb	
(September	5,	2009)
3,	Catelyn	Amende	at	The	Citadel
(October	2,	2009)
3,	Arden	Anderson	at	Western	Carolina
(October	18,	2009)
Block Assists
9,	Arden	Anderson	at	Western	Carolina	
(October	18,	2009)
total Blocks
12,	Arden	Anderson	at	Western	Carolina
(October	18,	2009)
Points
28,	Stacy	Byrd	at	Appalachian	State
(October	17,	2009)
double-doubles
shanna hughes (9)
date opponent kills-digs
09.12	 vs.	UNC-Asheville	 24-12
09.18	 vs.	Providence	 11-20
09.19	 vs.	UNC-Asheville	 11-13
10.18	 at	Western	Carolina	 12-12
10.24	 Samford	 11-16
10.25	 Chattanooga	 11-17
10.30	 at	Davidson	 11-12
11.11	 Furman	 10-14
11.14	 The	Citadel	 10-21	
joanna suddath (9)
date opponent Assists-digs
09.05	 at	Gardner-Webb	 24-10
09.19	 vs.	UNC-Asheville	 31-12
09.24	 Southern	Wesleyan	 33-10
10.02	 at	The	Citadel	 35-11
10.11	 UNC	Greensboro	 16-11
10.14	 at	Furman	 20-14
10.17	 at	Appalachian	State	 38-11
10.18	 at	Western	Carolina	 43-12
11.11	 Furman	 26-14
Stacy Byrd
Arden Anderson
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stacy Byrd (8)
date opponent kills-digs
09.12	 vs.	UNC-Asheville	 12-20
09.18	 vs.	Providence	 18-12
09.19	 vs.	UNC-Asheville	 11-12
09.25	 Georgia	Southern	 12-10
09.29	 at	USC	Upstate	 14-10
10.02	 at	The	Citadel	 17-19
10.17	 at	Appalachian	State	 26-14
11.14	 The	Citadel	 19-12
triple-doubles
joanna suddath (1)
date opponent Assists-kills-digs
09.05	 at	Gardner-Webb	 40-11-13
Wofford Volleyball 2010
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All-time records versus opponents
	opponent w l last mtg. result
	Alabama	A&M	 1	 0	 08.31.02	 W,	3-1
	Anderson	 8	 3	 10.26.89	 W,	2-0
	Appalachian	St.	 4	 17	 10.17.09	 L,	1-3
	Armstrong	Atlantic	St.	 0	 1	 09.24.94	 L,	0-1
	Atlantic	Christian	0	 1	 09.12.86	 L
	Augusta	State	 2	 1	 09.23.95	 L,	2-3
	Belmont	 2	 1	 09.25.04	 L,	0-3
	Birmingham-So.	 0	 1	 09.20.03	 L,	0-3
	Boston	College	 0	 2	 09.07.07	 L,	0-3
	Brevard	 0	 1	 10.28.82	 L,	0-2
	Campbell	 1	 7	 09.16.06	 L,	1-3
	Canisius	 1	 0	 08.30.08	 W,	3-1
	Catawba	 1	 4	 10.29.93	 L,	1-3
	Charleston	So.#	 4	 3	 09.19.08	 L,	1-3
	Chattanooga	 3	 20	 10.25.09	 W,	3-0
	The	Citadel	 19	 4	 11.14.09	 W,	3-1
	Claflin	 3	 0	 10.22.87	 W,	2-1
	Clemson	 0	 3	 10.19.04	 L,	0-3
	Coastal	Carolina	 0	 4	 09.20.08	 L,	1-3
	Coker	 3	 1	 09.20.86	 W
	Coll.	of	Charleston	 4	 31	 11.13.09	 L,	0-3
	Columbia	 9	 2	 09.17.04	 W,	3-0
	Converse	 13	 9	 10.17.00	 W,	3-0
	Coppin	State	 1	 0	 08.30.02	 W,	3-0
	Cornell	 0	 1	 09.09.00	 L,	0-3
	Davidson	 5	 25	 10.30.09	 L,	1-3
	Delaware	St.	 0	 1	 08.30.08	 L,	2-3
	Duquesne	 0	 1	 09.09.00	 L,	0-3
	East	Carolina	 1	 3	 09.12.09	 W,	3-0
	East	Tennessee	St.	4	 12	 10.05.05	 L,	2-3
	Eckerd	 1	 0	 10.20.90	 W,	2-0
	Elon	 4	 14	 11.07.09	 L,	0-3
	Emory	&	Henry	 0	 1	 10.25.92	 L,	1-2
	Erskine	 24	 6	 10.15.94	 L,	1-3
	Fairmont	St.	 0	 1	 09.21.96	 L,	1-3
	Fairleigh	Dickinson	 2	 0	 08.29.08	 W,	3-2
	Florida	Atlantic	 0	 2	 09.12.03	 L,	0-3
	Francis	Marion	 5	 3	 09.24.94	 W,	3-2
	Furman	 4	 30	 11.11.09	 L,	1-3
	Gardner-Webb	 9	 3	 09.05.09	 W,	3-0
	Georgia	 0	 1	 09.11.07	 L,	0-3
	Georgia	Southern	 6	 20	 10.31.09	 L,	0-3
	Georgia	State	 0	 2	 11.02.96	 L,	0-3
	opponent w l last mtg. result
	Hampton	 6	 0	 09.19.09	 W,	3-0
	Harvard	 0	 1	 09.08.07	 L,	1-3
	High	Point	 5	 6	 10.27.04	 L,	0-3
	Howard	 1	 0	 08.30.02	 W,	3-0
	Jacksonville	 1	 0	 09.16.89	 W,	3-2
	Jacksonville	St.	 0	 4	 10.03.99	 L,	0-3
	Kennesaw	St.	 1	 0	 09.16.08	 W,	3-0
	King	College	 0	 1	 09.28.89	 L,	0-2
	La	Salle	 0	 1	 09.07.02	 L,	1-3
	Lafayette	 1	 0	 09.06.02	 W,	3-0
	Lees-McRae	 1	 0	 10.29.94	 W,	3-0
	Lenoir	Rhyne	 5	 3	 10.16.95	 W,	3-2
	Liberty	 0	 3	 09.22.96	 L,	0-3
	Limestone	 26	 9	 10.15.97	 W,	3-0
	Lincoln	Memorial	 5	 0	 09.09.92	 W,	3-0
	Lipscomb	 0	 1	 09.24.04	 L,	2-3
	Long	Island	 1	 0	 09.08.01	 W,	3-0
	Manhattan	 0	 1	 09.03.05	 L,	0-3
	Mars	Hill	 5	 11	 10.29.94	 L,	2-3
	Memphis	 0	 1	 09.20.03	 L,	0-3
	Mercer	 2	 5	 10.29.05	 L,	1-3
	Miami	(Fla.)	 0	 1	 09.07.01	 L,	0-3
	Michigan	State	 0	 1	 09.07.07	 L,	0-3
	Middle	Tennessee	 0	 1	 09.15.00	 L,	1-3
	Milligan	College	 0	 1	 10.24.92	 L,	1-2
	Miss.	Univ.	for	Wmn.	0	 2	 10.30.92	 L,	0-3
	Montevallo	 0	 1	 10.28.88	 L,	0-3
	Navy	 1	 1	 08.25.07	 W,	3-0
	Newberry	 12	 7	 10.26.91	 L,	0-3
	NC	Central	 1	 0	 09.20.08	 W,	3-0
	NC	State	 0	 1	 09.03.04	 L,	1-3
	Norfolk	State	 4	 0	 08.26.06	 W,	3-0
	North	Carolina	A&T	 2	 7	 09.17.99	 L,	0-3
	North	Greenville	4	 2	 10.06.89	 W,	2-0
	Northeastern	 0	 1	 09.04.99	 L,	0-3
	Pfieffer	 1	 0	 09.21.91	 W,	3-2
	Presbyterian	 10	 16	 10.25.94	 L,	1-3
	Princeton	 0	 2	 10.28.97	 L,	0-3
	Providence	 1	 0	 09.18.09	 W,	3-1
	Queens	 13	 4	 10.29.94	 L,	2-3
	Quinnipiac	 2	 0	 08.25.06	 W,	3-0
	Radford	 3	 1	 09.05.08	 W,	3-1
	Rider	 2	 0	 09.07.02	 W,	3-1
	opponent w l last mtg. result
	Rio	Grande	 0	 1	 10.24.92	 L,	1-2
	Sacred	Heart	 1	 0	 09.17.04	 W,	3-1
	Samford	 0	 2	 10.24.09	 L,	2-3
	Savannah	State	 7	 0	 09.11.09	 W,	3-0
	Slippery	Rock	 0	 1	 09.15.90	 L,	0-3
	South	Alabama	 0	 1	 09.19.03	 L,	1-3
	South	Carolina	St.	 4	 3	 09.14.07	 W,	3-0
	South	Dakota	 0	 1	 08.29.08	 L,	2-3
	Southern	Methodist	 6	 0	 10.20.88	 W,	3-0
	Southern	Wesleyan 	^18	 14	 09.24.09	 W,	3-0
	Spartanburg	Methodist	1	 2	 09.26.87	 L,	1-2
	St.	Andrew’s	Pres.	 1	 1	 10.08.88	 L,	0-2
	St.	Augustine’s	 0	 1	 09.14.90	 L,	1-3
	Stetson	 0	 3	 09.08.00	 L,	2-3	
	Texas	Wmn.	Univ.	0	 1	 10.29.88	 L,	0-3
	Toccoa	Falls	 1	 0	 1983	 W,	2-0
	Troy	State	 1	 0	 09.19.03	 W,	3-2
	UAB	 0	 1	 09.07.01	 L,	1-3
	UM-Eastern	Shore	0	 4	 09.05.09	 L,	0-3
	UNC-Asheville	 8	 13	 09.19.09	 W,	3-0
	UNC	Greensboro	 9	 16	 10.11.09	 L,	0-3
	UNC	Pembroke~	0	 1	 09.24.94	 L,	1-3
	UNC	Wilmington	1	 1	 09.03.04	 L,	1-3
	USC-Aiken	 8	 10	 10.08.94	 L,	1-3
	USC	Upstate*	 7	 21	 09.29.09	 L,	1-3
	UT-Martin	 0	 1	 09.15.06	 L,	0-3
	Va.	Commonwealth	 0	 1	 09.04.99	 L,	0-3
	West	Georgia	 2	 0	 10.30.92	 W,	3-0
	Western	Carolina	 6	 19	 10.18.09	 W,	3-2
	Wingate	 1	 5	 10.13.94	 L,	0-3
	Winston-Salem	St.	 8	 0	 09.18.09	 W,	3-0
	Winthrop	 1	 12	 09.14.04	 L,	0-3
	Youngstown	St.	 1	 0	 09.18.04	 W,	3-2
results	from	1980,	1981	and	1984	seasons	not	available
#formerly	Baptist	College
^formerly	Central	Wesleyan
~formerly	Pembroke	State
*formerly	USC	Spartanburg
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Wofford Volleyball 2010 Wofford Volleyball 2010
division i records versus opponents
	opponent w l last mtg. result
	Alabama	A&M	 1	 0	 08.31.02	 W,	3-1
	Appalachian	St.	 4	 17	 10.17.09	 L,	1-3
	Augusta	State	 0	 1	 19.23.95	 L,	2-3
	Belmont	 2	 1	 09.25.04	 L,	0-3
	Birmingham-So.	 0	 1	 08.20.03	 L,	0-3
	Boston	College	 0	 2	 09.07.07	 L,	0-3
	Campbell	 1	 7	 09.16.06	 L,	1-3
	Canisius	 1	 0	 08.30.08	 W,	3-1
	Charleston	So.#	 3	 2	 09.19.08	 L,	1-3
	Chattanooga	 3	 20	 10.25.09	 W,	3-0
	The	Citadel	 19	 4	 11.14.09	 W,	3-1
	Clemson	 0	 3	 10.19.04	 L,	0-3
	Coastal	Carolina	 0	 4	 09.20.08	 L,	1-3
	Coll.	of	Charleston	1	 26	 11.13.09	 L,	0-3
	Columbia	 1	 0	 09.17.04	 W,	3-0
	Converse	 2	 0	 10.17.00	 W,	3-0
	Coppin	State	 1	 0	 08.30.02	 W,	3-0
	Cornell	 0	 1	 09.09.00	 L,	0-3
	Davidson	 4	 22	 10.30.09	 L,	1-3
	Delaware	St.	 0	 1	 08.30.08	 L,	2-3
	Duquesne	 0	 1	 09.09.00	 L,	0-3
	East	Carolina	 1	 3	 09.12.09	 W,	3-0
	East	Tennessee	St.	4	 12	 10.05.05	 L,	2-3
	Elon	 4	 11	 11.07.09	 L,	0-3
	Fairleigh	Dickinson	2	 0	 08.29.08	 W,	3-2
	Fairmont	State	 0	 1	 09.21.96	 L,	1-3
	Florida	Atlantic	 0	 1	 09.12.03	 L,	0-3
	Furman	 3	 28	 11.11.09	 L,	1-3
	Gardner-Webb	 2	 2	 09.05.09	 W,	3-0
	Georgia	 0	 1	 09.11.07	 L,	0-3
 opponent w l last mtg. result
	Georgia	Southern	 6	 20	 10.31.09	 L,	0-3
	Georgia	State	 0	 2	 11.02.96	 L,	0-3
	Hampton	 6	 0	 09.19.09	 W,	3-0
	Harvard	 0	 1	 09.08.07	 L,	1-3
	High	Point	 5	 5	 10.27.04	 L,	0-3
	Howard	 1	 0	 08.30.02	 W,	3-0
	Jacksonville	St.	 0	 3	 10.03.99	 L,	0-3
	Kennesaw	State	 1	 0	 09.16.08	 W,	3-0
	La	Salle	 0	 1	 09.07.02	 L,	1-3
	Lafayette	 1	 0	 09.06.02	 W,	3-0
	Lenoir	Rhyne	 1	 0	 10.16.95	 W,	3-2
	Liberty	 0	 2	 09.22.96	 L,	0-3
	Limestone	 6	 0	 10.15.97	 W,	3-0
	Lipscomb	 0	 1	 09.24.04	 L,	2-3
	Long	Island	 1	 0	 09.08.01	 W,	3-0
	Manhattan	 0	 1	 09.03.05	 L,	0-3
	Miami	(Fl.)	 0	 1	 09.07.01	 L,	0-3
	Memphis	 0	 1	 09.20.03	 L,	0-3
	Mercer	 2	 5	 10.29.05	 L,	1-3
	Michigan	St.	 0	 1	 09.07.07	 L,	0-3
	Middle	Tennessee	0	 1	 09.15.00	 L,	1-3
	Navy	 1	 0	 08.25.07	 W,	3-0
	Norfolk	St.	 4	 0	 08.26.06	 W,	3-0
	North	Carolina	A&T	2	 7	 09.17.99	 L,	0-3
	NC	Central	 1	 0	 09.20.08	 W,	3-0
	NC	State	 0	 1	 09.03.04	 L,	1-3
	Northeastern	 0	 1	 09.04.99	 L,	0-3
	Princeton	 0	 2	 10.28.97	 L,	0-3
	Providence	 1	 0	 09.18.09	 W,	3-1
	Quinnipiac	 2	 0	 08.25.06	 W,	3-0
opponent w l last mtg. result
	Radford	 3	 1	 09.05.08	 W,	3-1
	Rider	 2	 0	 09.07.02	 W,	3-1
	Sacred	Heart	 1	 0	 09.17.04	 W,	3-1
	Samford	 0	 2	 10.24.09	 L,	2-3
	Savannah	St.	 7	 0	 09.11.09	 W,	3-0
	South	Alabama	 0	 1	 09.19.03	 L,	1-3
	SC	State	 3	 0	 09.14.07	 W,	3-0
	South	Dakota	 0	 1	 08.29.08	 L,	2-3
	So.	Wesleyan^	 3	 0	 09.24.09	 W,	3-0
	Stetson	 0	 3	 09.08.00	 L,	2-3
	Troy	State	 1	 0	 09.19.03	 W,	3-2	
	UA-Birmingham	0	 1	 09.07.01	 L,	1-3
	UM-Eastern	Shore	0	 4	 09.05.09	 L,	0-3
	UNC-Asheville	 4	 12	 09.19.09	 W,	3-0
	UNC	Greensboro	 9	 14	 10.11.09	 L,	0-3
	UNC	Wilmington	1	 1	 09.03.04	 L,	1-3
	USC	Upstate*	 3	 1	 09.29.09	 L,	1-3
	UT-Martin	 0	 1	 09.15.06	 L,	0-3
	Va.	Commonwealth	0	 1	 09.04.99	 L,	0-3
	Western	Carolina	6	 19	 10.18.09	 W,	3-2
	Winston-Salem	St.	 6	 1	 09.18.09	 W,	3-0
	Winthrop	 1	 12	 09.14.04	 L,	0-3
	Youngstown	St.	 1	 0	 09.18.04	 W,	3-2	
results	from	1980,	1981	and	1984	seasons	not	available
#formerly	Baptist	College
^formerly	Central	Wesleyan
*formerly	USC	Spartanburg
All-time season records
 year overall conference home Away neutral Pct. head coach
	 1980	 not	available	 ~	 -	 -	 -	 -	 Patricia	Gainey
	 1981	 9-19	 ~	 -	 -	 -	 .321	 Patricia	Gainey
	 1982	 10-14	 8-10~	 -	 -	 -	 .417	 Patricia	Gainey
	 1983	 15-18	 9-15~	 -	 -	 -	 .455	 Patricia	Gainey
	 1984	 20-10	 ~	 -	 -	 -	 .667	 Crystal	Sharpe
	 1985	 23-15	 ~	 -	 -	 -	 .605	 Crystal	Sharpe
	 1986	 38-9	 31-8~	 -	 -	 -	 .809	 Crystal	Sharpe
	 1987	 12-21	 11-14~	 6-10	 2-7	 4-4	 .364	 Crystal	Sharpe
	 1988	 20-17	 n/a^	 11-5	 9-12	 0-0	 .541	 Crystal	Sharpe
	 1989	 27-11	 n/a^	 13-1	 14-10	 0-0	 .711	 Crystal	Sharpe
	 1990	 14-18	 n/a^	 5-5	 5-7	 4-6	 .438	 Crystal	Sharpe
	 1991	 16-14	 n/a^	 11-7	 5-6	 0-1	 .533	 Crystal	Sharpe
	 1992	 16-13	 n/a^	 10-4	 6-4	 0-5	 .552	 Crystal	Sharpe
	 1993	 13-18	 n/a^	 6-12	 5-5	 2-1	 .419	 Crystal	Sharpe
	 1994	 7-21	 n/a^	 3-10	 3-5	 1-5	 .259	 Jennifer	Nodine-Wilder
	 1995	 7-26	 n/a^*	 1-6	 3-6	 1-6	 .217	 Jennifer	Nodine-Wilder
	 1996	 7-23	 n/a^*	 2-11	 1-9	 4-3	 .233	 Jennifer	Nodine-Wilder
	 1997	 6-22	 2-14*	 4-9	 1-9	 1-4	 .214	 Jennifer	Nodine-Wilder
	 1998	 8-21	 3-15*	 5-8	 3-11	 0-2	 .276	 Joe	Bowman
	 1999	 6-25	 5-15*	 2-10	 4-10	 0-5	 .194	 Joe	Bowman
	 2000	 8-22	 5-15*	 5-6	 3-11	 0-5	 .267	 Joe	Bowman
	 2001	 17-15	 9-11*	 7-6	 7-7	 3-2	 .531	 Joe	Bowman
	 2002	 14-19	 5-15*	 3-7	 5-9	 6-3	 .424	 Corey	Helle
	 2003	 8-23	 4-14*	 4-8	 1-11	 3-4	 .258	 Corey	Helle
	 2004	 10-21	 6-10*	 4-5	 3-12	 3-4	 .323	 Corey	Helle
	 2005	 13-17	 7-11*	 6-8	 4-8	 3-1	 .433	 Corey	Helle
	 2006	 7-22	 1-17*	 2-12	 3-9	 2-1	 .241	 Corey	Helle
	 2007	 9-22	 2-16*	 2-8	 3-12	 4-2	 .290	 Corey	Helle
	 2008	 16-18	 6-12*	 5-5	 5-8	 6-5	 .471	 Corey	Helle
	 2009	 18-14	 5-11*	 6-5	 5-7	 7-2	 .563	 Corey	Helle
	 totals 394-528 60-176* 123-168 100-195 54-71 .427
	 *	Southern	Conference,	NCAA	Division	I	 ^*	NCAA	Division	I	Transition	(no	conference	affiliation)
	 ^	Independent,	NCAA	Division	II	 ~	District	XI,	NAIA
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All-time roster
A
Katie	Adams	 1997-98
Lorie	Adsit		 1992-94
catelyn Amende 2007-
Arden Anderson 2009-
Tara	Austin	 1998	
Jeanne	Azzara	 1985	
B
Erin	Bailey	 2003
Amy	Barrineau	 1991-92
Edna	Bateman	 1991	
Margaret	Beebe		 1989-92
Leah	Bell	 1983	
Janet	Benson	 1981	
Angela	Berry	 2002-05
Jennifer	Bijeau	 1997-98
Taiwanna	Billups		 1993-96
Meredith	Brantley	 2004
Katie	Bultman	 1981
Julia	Burch	 1988		
wendy Burnett 2010-
Ashley	Busbee	 2004
Molly	Bushong	 1999-02
stacy Byrd 2007-
C
Susan	Cann	 1981-83
Catherine	Cantrell	 1989	
Christal	Carey	 2004-05
Christy	Carter	 1998-01
Kelly	Catoe	 1983-86	
Tori	Chancy	 1996
Kathy	Clegg	 1994-97
Lisa	Coleman	 1990-93
Jennifer	Cope	 1991-92
Shannon	Cornatzer	 1990-93
Crystal	Craig	 1999-00
D
Jordan	Davis	 1994-97
Leah	Davis	 2007	
Rhea	deJesus	 2002-05
Yeorghoulla	Diacou	 1995-96
Erin	Dixon	 2001
Kathy	Dollason	 1998-99
rebekah dorsey 2010-
Tina	Drutonis	 1985	
Andrea	Duke	 2001,	03-04
e
Nikki	Eason	 1989	
Dendy	Engelman	 1994-95
f
Heidi	Faber	 1981	
DeAnne	Frazier	 1981-82
Dottie	Fuller	 1992-93
G
Pat	Gardner	 1981-83
Kyle	Gering	 1994-97
Mandi	Giles	 1993-94
Brittany	Gillstrap	 2003
Shana	Glenn	 2003-06
Currie	Gossett	 1999-02
tara gough 2010-
Courtney	Gregory	 2006	
Chelsea	Grimsley	 2000-02
Anna	Gustafson	 2007-08
H
Monica	Henderson	 1985-86	
Caroling	Heriot	 1985
Caitlyn	Horton	 2007-09	
Beth	Houck	 1988-91
Courtney	Howe	 1993-96
Catherine	Hubbard	 1981	
Katie	Huck	 1992-95
April	Hughes	 1986-89
Shanna	Hughes	 2006-09
Anne	Hurley	 1985	
Stephanie	Hyman	 1993-95
J
Jennifer	Jackson	 1999-00
Jessica	Johnson	 2000-02
Rebekah	Johnson	 2007	
Lisa	Jones	 1985-88
Sharon	Jumper	 1982
	
K
Heidi	Kadous	 2000-02
Beth	Kamke	 1988	
melissa kearse 2010-
Meredith	Knox		 1995-98
Meredith	Koslick	 1996-99
Katherine	Kuehn	 1987-90
L
Katie	Laser	 2001-04
Melanie	Lawter	 1991-93
Amanda liguori 2010-
Lisa	Lindemenn	 2004-06
Kimberly	Link	 1987-88
Sharon	Long	 1986	
Lindsay	Lyman	 2000-03
M
Tory	Macomson	 2004-05
Beth	Martin	 1987-90
Laura	Martin	 1987-88
Mary	Ann	McCrackin	 1983	
Harmony	Miranda	 1998
Katie	Moore	 2004	
Missy	Mull	 1987
Kelly	Musselwhite	 1988		
N
Mary	Lynn	Nicholson	 1981	
Jennifer	Nodine	 1990-93
Jennifer	Numberger	 1985-86
Judith	Nwajiaku	 1986-89
O
LeAnne	Oliver	 1992-95
Valerie	Opala	 1995-98
P
Susan	Padgett	 1982-85
Amanda	Page	 1995-98
Sarah	Palmer	 2006-09
Pamela	Parnell	 1981-82
Ruth	Parris	 1985-86
Rebecca	Paulson	 1999-02
Heather	Pegram	 1991-93
Ashley	Phillips	 1981-83
Chelsea	Pierson	 2000
Megan	Propst	 2003	
Q
Tori	Quick	 1983-86
R
Catherine	Rader	 1991-92
lucy reser 2010-
Karen	Rhodes	 1981	
Lindsey	Richardson	 2005-08
Carolyn	Rivers	 2006-08
S
Liz	Sheets	 2005-08
courtney shippy 2007-
Melissa	Shook	 1987-90
Teri	Sloan	 1989-91
Catherine	Smith	 1987-90
Katie	Sobczyk	 2002-05
Amanda	Stafford	 1998-99
Lauren	Stafford	 2003
reagan styles 2009-
Joanna	Suddath	 2006-09	
Simons	Swanson	 2004	
T
Elizabeth	Tankersley	 1985	
Donna	Thomas	 1982-83
Brittany	Thompson	 2005-08
Sarah	Twitty	 2006-07
V
LuAnne	Vaughn	 1982	
Cindy	Vinyard	 1990-93
W
Amy	Kate	Wallace	 2007	
Lisa	Ward	 1997-98
Margaret	Watson	 1992	
Janna	Webb	 1999-02
Shelly	Webb	 1986-89	
Fran	Webster	 2001	
Karen	Weishuhn	 1981-82
Andrea	Wheeler	 1989
rachel woodlee 2009- 
Annie	Woolridge	 1981-82	
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All-time coaching records
division i era year-by-year team leaders
division i era year-by-year team statistics
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	year kills Attack Pct. Assists digs service Aces total Blocks Points*
 1995	 Oliver	 289	 Howe	 .263	 Knox	 805	 Clegg	 340	 Gering	 60	 Oliver	 78
	 1996	 Howe	 230	 Howe	 .198	 Knox	 439	 Billups	 278	 Knox	 30	 Koslick	 84
	 1997	 Gering	 244	 Gering	 .199	 Knox	 803	 Page	 237	 Knox	 28	 Koslick	 76	
	 1998	 Knox	 360	 Adams	 .204	 Miranda	 617	 Adams	 328	 Knox	 45	 Carter	 60	
	 1999	 Carter	 355	 Gossett	 .201	 Bushong	 964	 Carter	 363	 Carter	 30	 Gossett	 134
	 2000	 Webb	 320	 Bushong	 .244	 Bushong	 1051	 Carter	 357	 Johnson	 43	 Gossett	 137
	 2001	 Duke	 342	 Bushong	 .272	 Bushong	 1088	 Carter	 406	 Duke	 69	 Gossett	 123
	 2002	 Gossett	 338	 Gossett	 .264	 Bushong	 1168	 Lyman	 468	 Bushong	 42	 Gossett	 120
	 2003	 Duke	 449	 Sobczyk/Berry		.177	 DeJesus	 1206	 Lyman	 361	 Duke	 67	 Berry	 55	 Duke	 530.0
	 2004	 Duke	 446	 Laser	 .205	 DeJesus	 1332	 Duke	 356	 Duke	 63	 Carey	 69	 Duke	 526.5
	 2005	 Thompson	366	 DeJesus	 .204	 DeJesus	 1205	 Carey	 422	 Lindemenn	 42	 Berry	 73	 Thompson	414.5
	 2006	 Twitty	 248	 Sheets	 .176	 Suddath	 801	 Glenn	 350	 Lindemenn	 38	 Sheets	 43	 Twitty	 284.5
	 2007	 Byrd	 236	 Suddath	 .207	 Suddath	 1023	 Palmer	 382	 Palmer	 37	 Sheets	 75	 Sheets	 274.5
	 2008	 Hughes	 427	 Sheets/Suddath	.250		 Suddath	 1177	 Thompson	710	 Hughes	 52	 Sheets	 82	 Hughes	 490.0
	 2009	 Byrd	 313	 Amende	 .285	 Suddath	 934	 Palmer	 467	 Hughes	 43	 Anderson	 94	 Byrd	 361.0
	year kills Attack Pct. Assists digs service Aces total Blocks Points*
 1995	 1252	 .175	 964	 1876	 227	 180.5	
	 1996	 952	 .142	 839	 1439	 132	 181.5	
	 1997	 1026	 .150	 909	 1287	 120	 157.5	
	 1998	 1378	 .166	 1177	 1661	 197	 183.5
	 1999	 1213	 .147	 1052	 1508	 156	 247.0	
	 2000	 1333	 .181	 1178	 1718	 161	 214.5	
	 2001	 1595	 .212	 1341	 1877	 281	 247.5	
	 2002	 1607	 .186	 1380	 1896	 201	 237.0	
	 2003	 1475	 .142	 1340	 1506	 202	 150.0	 1827.0
	 2004	 1572	 .160	 1459	 1854	 182	 183.0	 1937.0
	 2005	 1539	 .158	 1402	 1886	 203	 165.0	 1907.0
	 2006	 1207	 .119	 1082	 1625	 201	 109.0	 1517.0
	 2007	 1410	 .140	 1268	 2005	 184	 184.5	 1778.5
	 2008	 1570	 .192	 1412	 2151	 184	 188.0	 1942.0
	 2009	 1303	 .195	 1150	 1770	 160	 218.0	 1681.0
*Points	became	an	official	NCAA	statistic	for	the	2003	season.
	coach years wins losses  Percentage socon
	 Patricia	Gainey	 1980-83	 34^	 51^	 	 .400^	 -
	 Crystal	Sharpe	 1984-93	 199	 146	 	 .577	 -
	 Jennifer	Nodine-Wilder	 1994-97	 27	 92	 	 .227	 2-14
	 Joe	Bowman	 1998-2001	 39	 83	 	 .320	 22-56	
	 Corey	Helle	 2002-present	 95	 156	 	 .378	 36-106
^Does	not	include	results	from	the	1980	season.
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1,000 kills club
Cindy Vinyard
1990-93
1,169	Kills
Janna Webb
1999-2002
1,170	Kills
Cristy Carter
1998-2001
1,183	Kills
Currie Gossett
1999-2002
1,193	Kills
Katie Laser
2001-04
1,229	Kills
Andrea Duke
2001;	2003-04
1,237	Kills
1,000 digs club
Cristy Carter
1998-2001
1,387	Digs
Shanna Hughes
2006-09
1,083	Digs
Lindsay 
Lyman
2000-03
1,319	Digs
Brittany 
Thompson
2005;	2007-09
1,656	Digs
Courtney Howe
1993-96
1,007	Kills
Cindy Vinyard
1990-93
1,184	Digs
Joanna Suddath
2006-09
1,048	Digs
A
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Shanna Hughes
2006-09
1,046	Kills
Shana Glenn
2003-06
1,003	Digs
Sarah Palmer 
2006-09
1,391	Digs
Courtney Howe
1993-96
1,103	Digs
honors
wofford Athletics hall of fame
Tori	Quick,	1984-87
Judy	Nwajiaku,	1987-90
charles j. Bradshaw Award
Judy	Nwajiaku,	1990
Courtney	Howe,	1997
Academic All-America
April	Hughes,	1989-90
Meredith	Knox,	1997
nAiA All-district team
Tori	Quick,	1984-86
nAiA All-America
Tori	Quick,	1986-87	(Second	Team)
All-southern conference
Andrea	Duke,	2003	(Second	Team)
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 1997-98 Nichole	Biglin
	 	 Katie	Clegg
	 	 Jordan	Davis
	 	 Meredith	Knox
	 	 Valerie	Opala
	 	 Lisa	Ward
 1998-99 Meredith	Knox
	 	 Valerie	Opala
	 	 Amanda	Page
	 	 Lisa	Ward
 1999-2000 Currie	Gossett
	 	 Jennifer	Jackson
	 	 Heidi	Kadous
	 	 Meredith	Koslick
	 	 Rebecca	Paulson
	 	 Janna	Webb
 2000-01 Molly	Bushong
	 	 Cristy	Carter
	 	 Heidi	Kadous
	 	 Lindsay	Lyman
	 	 Janna	Webb
 2001-02 Cristy	Carter
	 	 Heidi	Kadous
	 	 Katie	Laser
	 	 Lindsay	Lyman
	 	 Rebecca	Paulson
	 	 Janna	Webb
 2002-03 Angela	Berry
	 	 Molly	Bushong
	 	 Rhea	DeJesus
	 	 Currie	Gossett
	 	 Heidi	Kadous
	 	 Katie	Laser
	 	 Lindsay	Lyman
	 	 Rebecca	Paulson
	 	 Katie	Sobczyk
	 	 Jana	Webb
 2003-04	 Erin	Bailey
	 	 Angela	Berry
	 	 Rhea	DeJesus
	 	 Katie	Laser
	 	 Lindsay	Lyman
	 	 Katie	Sobczyk
	 	 Shana	Glenn
	 2004-05 Katie	Laser
	 	 Lisa	Lindemenn
	 	 Tory	Macomson
	 	 Katie	Moore
	 	 Katie	Sobczyk
	 	 Simons	Swanson
	 2005-06 Angela	Berry
	 	 Rhea	DeJesus
	 	 Lisa	Lindemenn
	 	 Tory	Macomson
	 	 Katie	Sobczyk
	 2006-07 Shana	Glenn
			 Courtney	Gregory
	 	 Shanna	Hughes
	 	 Lisa	Lindemenn
	 	 Carolyn	Rivers
	 	 Liz	Sheets
	 	 Joanna	Suddath
	 	 Sarah	Twitty
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honor roll
	 2007-08 Anna	Gustafson
	 	 Caitlyn	Horton
	 	 Sarah	Palmer
	 	 Lindsey	Richardson
	 	 Carolyn	Rivers
	 	 Liz	Sheets
	 	 Joanna	Suddath
	 2008-09 Stacy	Byrd
	 	 Anna	Gustafson
	 	 Caitlyn	Horton
	 	 Lindsey	Richardson
	 	 Carolyn	Rivers
	 	 Liz	Sheets
	 	 Courtney	Shippy
	 	 Joanna	Suddath
	 	 Brittany	Thompson
	 2009-10	 Arden	Anderson
	 	 Stacy	Byrd
	 	 Sarah	Palmer
	 	 Courtney	Shippy
	 	 Reagan	Styles
	 	 Joanna	Suddath
	 	 Rachel	Woodlee
	 	
southern conference 
fall Academic 
All-conference
 2003 Angela	Berry
	 	 Rhea	DeJesus
	 	 Katie	Laser
	 	 Lindsay	Lyman
	 	 Katie	Sobczyk
	 2004	 Angela	Berry
	 	 Rhea	DeJesus
	 	 Shana	Glenn
	 	 Katie	Laser
	 	 Katie	Sobczyk
	 2005	 Katie	Laser
	 	 Lisa	Lindemenn
	 	 Tory	Macomson
	 	 Katie	Moore
	 	 Katie	Sobczyk
	 	 Simons	Swanson
	 2006	 Shana	Glenn
	 	 Lisa	Lindemenn
	 2007	 Carolyn	Rivers
	 	 Joanna	Suddath
	 2008	 Anna	Gustafson
	 	 Caitlyn	Horton
	 	 Carolyn	Rivers
	 	 Liz	Sheets
	 	 Joanna	Suddath
	 2009	 Caitlyn	Horton
	 	 Sarah	Palmer
	 	 Joanna	Suddath	
	
The	Southern	Conference	established	the	academic	
all-conference	teams	for	each	sport	beginning	in	
the	winter	season	of	2002-03.	Teams	are	selected	
during	the	fall	(football,	volleyball,	soccer	and	cross	
country),	winter	(basketball,	indoor	track	and	field	
and	wrestling)	and	spring	(baseball,	softball,	out-
door	track	and	field,	tennis	and	golf)	season.
To	be	eligible,	a	student-athlete	must	have	at	least	
a	3.2	cumulative	grade	point	average	entering	this	
season	and	be	at	least	a	sophomore	academically.	
The	student-athlete	must	have	also	competed	in	at	
least	one-half	of	the	team’s	competition.
The	Southern	Conference	athletic	directors	estab-
lished	the	honor	roll	prior	to	the	1988-89	athletic	
year	as	a	way	to	recognize	the	league’s	outstanding	
student-athletes.	
The	academic	honor	roll	consists	of	student-ath-
letes	who	participated	in	varsity	sports	at	member	
institutions	and		posted	a		3.0	grade	point	average	
or	higher	while	passing	at	least	24	hours	in	two	
semesters	of	classes	or	its	equivalent	for	other	
academic	calendars.
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sets Played
Season:		 127,	Shanna	Hughes,	2008
	 127,	Liz	Sheets,	2008
	 127,	Brittany	Thompson,	2008
Career:	 459,	Currie	Gossett,	1999-2002
kills
Match:	 35,	Andrea	Duke	vs.	UNCW
	 	 08.30.03
Season:	 449,	Andrea	Duke,	2003
Career:	 1,299,	Katie	Laser,	2001-04
Attack Attempts
Match:	 106,	Andrea	Duke	vs.	UNCW
	 	 08.30.03
Season:	 1415,	Shanna	Hughes,	2008
Career:	 3,731,	Janna	Webb,	1999-2002
hitting Percentage
Match:#	 .650,	Cristy	Carter	vs.	UNCG
	 	 10.11.00
Season:	 .285,	Catelyn	Amende,	2009
Career:	 .234,	Courtney	Howe,	1993-96*
total Blocks
Match:	 12,	Currie	Gossett	vs.	App.	State
	 	 10.28.00
	 12,	Arden	Anderson	at	WCU
	 	 10.18.09
Season:	 137,	Currie	Gossett,	2000
Career:	 514,	Currie	Gossett,	1999-2002
service Aces
Match:	 14,	Erin	Dixon	vs.	Savannah	St.
	 	 10.07.01
Season:	 88,	Jennifer	Nodine,	1993*
Career:	 287,	Jennifer	Nodine,	1990-93*
Assists
Match:	 70,	Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	Youngstown	St.
	 	 09.18.04
	 70,	Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	WCU
	 	 10.28.03
Season:	 1,332,	Rhea	DeJesus,	2004
Career:	 4,271,	Molly	Bushong,	1999-2002
digs
Match:	 35,	Carolyn	Rivers	at	USC-Upstate
	 	 08.25.07
Season:	 710,	Brittany	Thompson,	2008
Career:	 1,656,	Brittany	Thompson,	2005-
Points^
Match:	 37.5,	Andrea	Duke	vs.	UNCW
	 	 08.30.03
Season:	 530.0,	Andrea	Duke,	2003	
Career:	 1226.0,	Shanna	Hughes,	2006-09
#Data	not	available	prior	to	2000	season.
individual records team records
wins
Season:	 38,	1986
sets Played
Season:		 127,	2008
kills
Match:	 79,	vs.	The	Citadel,	11.10.07
	 79,	at	Coll.	of	Charleston,	10.25.98
Season:	 1,607,	2002
Attack Attempts
Match:	 244,	vs.	The	Citadel,	11.10.07
Season:	 4,791,	2004
hitting Percentage
Match:	 .544,	vs.	Savannah	St.,	10/07/01
Season:	 .212,	2002
total Blocks
Match:	 25,	vs.	Coll.	of	Charleston,	10.23.99
Season:	 342,	1993
service Aces
Match:	 30,	at	Savannah	St.,	10.12.02
Season:	 303,	1993
Assists
Match:	 76,	vs.	ETSU,	10.24.04
Season:	 1,459,	2004
digs
Match:	 129,	at	Coll.	of	Charleston,	10.25.98
Season:	 2,151,	2008
Points^
Match:	 97,	at	ETSU,	10.19.03
Season:	 1942.0,	2008
^Points	category	became	officially	recognized	by	
the	NCAA	during	the	2003	season.
Katie Laser
Currie Gossett
Brittany Thompson
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career records
sets Played
rank name, years gP
	 1	 Currie	Gossett,	1999-2002	 459
	 2	 Courtney	Howe,	1993-96*	 458
	 3	 Katie	Laser,	2001-04	 454
	 4	 Molly	Bushong,	1999-2002	 453
	 5	 LeAnne	Oliver,	1992-95*	 450
	 6	 Lindsay	Lyman,	2000-03	 446
	 7	 Cristy	Carter,	1998-2001	 444
	 8	 Joanna	Suddath,	2006-09	 441
	 9	 Jana	Webb,	1999-2002	 438
	 	 Sarah	Palmer,	2006-09	 438
kills
 rank name, years kills
	 1	 Katie	Laser,	2001-04	 1,299
	 2	 Andrea	Duke,	2001,	03-04	 1,237
	 3	 Currie	Gossett,	1999-2002	 1,193
	 4	 Cristy	Carter,	1998-2001	 1,183
	 5	 Janna	Webb,	1999-2002	 1,170
	 6	 Cindy	Vinyard,	1990-93*	 1,169
	 7	 Shanna	Hughes,	2006-09	 1,046
	 8	 Courtney	Howe,	1993-96*	 1,007
	 9	 LeAnne	Oliver,	1992-95*	 943
	 10	 Stacy	Byrd,	2007-	 931
total Attacks
 rank name, years Attacks
	 1	 Janna	Webb,	1999-2002	 3,731
	 2	 Cristy	Carter,	1998-2001	 3,561
	 3	 Andrea	Duke,	2001,	03-04	 3,543
	 4	 Shanna	Hughes,	2006-09	 3,495
	 5	 Katie	Laser,	2001-04	 3,366
	 6	 Currie	Gossett,	1999-2002	 3,239
	 7	 Courtney	Howe,	1993-96*	 2,934
	 8	 LeAnne	Oliver,	1992-95*	 2,877
	 9	 Stacy	Byrd,	2007-	 2,803
	 10	 Katie	Sobczyk,	2002-05	 2,568
Attack Percentage (min. 300 attempts)
rank name, years Attack %
	 1	 Courtney	Howe,	1993-96*	 .234
	 2	 Currie	Gossett,	1999-2002	 .230
	 3	 Joanna	Suddath,	2006-09	 .211
	 4	 Cristy	Carter,	1998-2001	 .207
	 5	 Molly	Bushong,	1999-2002	 .206
	 6	 Katie	Adams,	1997-98	 .198
	 7	 Stacy	Byrd,	2007-	 .191
	 8	 Janna	Webb,	1999-2002	 .190
	 9	 Liz	Sheets,	2005-08	 .189
	 10	 Kyle	Gering,	1994-97	 .187
Assists
 rank name, years Assists
	 1	 Molly	Bushong,	1999-2002	 4,271
	 2	 Joanna	Suddath,	2006-09	 3,935
	 3	 Rhea	DeJesus,	2002-05	 3,752
	 4	 Jennifer	Nodine,	1990-93*	 2,657
	 5	 Meredith	Knox,	1995-98	 2,064
	 6	 Amanda	Page,	1995-98	 857
	 7	 Katie	Huck,	1991-94*	 810
	 8	 Kathy	Clegg,	1994-97*	 307
	 9	 Cristy	Carter,	1998-2001	 178
	 10	 Katie	Sobczyk,	2002-05	 174
digs
rank name, years digs
	 1	 Brittany	Thompson,	2005-	 1,656
	 2	 Sarah	Palmer,	2006-09	 1,391
	 3	 Cristy	Carter,	1998-2001	 1,387
	 4	 Lindsay	Lyman,	2000-03	 1,319
	 5	 Cindy	Vinyard,	1990-93*	 1,184
	 6	 Courtney	Howe,	1993-96*	 1,103
	 7	 Shanna	Hughes,	2006-09	 1,083
	 8	 Joanna	Suddath,	2006-09	 1,048
	 9	 Shana	Glenn,	2003-06	 1,003
	 10	 Meredith	Knox,	1995-98	 997
service Aces
rank name, years Aces
	 1	 Jennifer	Nodine,	1990-93*	 287
	 2	 Andrea	Duke,	2001,	03-04	 199
	 3	 LeAnne	Oliver,	1992-95*	 192
	 4	 Molly	Bushong,	1999-2002	 142
	 5	 Meredith	Knox,	1995-98	 132
	 6	 Shanna	Hughes,	2006-09	 128
	 7	 Courtney	Howe,	1993-96*	 116
	 8	 Kyle	Gering,	1994-1997*	 112
	 9	 Cristy	Carter,	1998-2001	 110
	 	 Jessica	Johnson,	2000-02	 110
total Blocks
rank name, years Blocks
	 1	 Currie	Gossett,	1999-2002	 514
	 2	 Cindy	Vinyard,	1990-93*	 421
	 3	 LeAnne	Oliver,	1992-95	 303
	 4	 Katie	Laser,	2001-04	 276
	 5	 Meredith	Koslick,	1996-99	 268
	 6	 Liz	Sheets,	2005-08	 264
	 7	 Cristy	Carter,	1998-2001	 209
	 8	 Katie	Sobczyk,	2002-05	 194
	 9	 Joanna	Suddath,	2006-09	 189
	 10	 Angela	Berry,	2002-05	 177	
Points
rank name, years Blocks
	 1	 Shanna	Hughes,	2006-09	 1226.0
	 2	 Andrea	Duke,	2001,	03-04	 1056.5
	 3	 Liz	Sheets,	2005-08	 1055.5
	 4	 Katie	Sobczyk,	2002-05	 1054.0
	 5	 Stacy	Byrd,	2007-	 1048.5
	 6	 Katie	Laser,	2001-04	 816.0
	 7	 Joanna	Suddath,	2006-09	 739.0
	 8	 Christal	Carey,	2004-05	 690.5
	 9	 Angela	Berry,	2002-05	 638.5
	 10	 Lindsey	Richardson,	2005-08	 660.5
Please	note:	Category	only	includes	statis-
tics	from	the	2003	season	to	present,	when	
points	became	officially	recognized	by	the	
NCAA	in	its	boxscores.
Players	marked	with	an	asterix	(*)	played	
before	or	during	Wofford’s	transition	to	
NCAA	Division	I.
Andrea Duke
Courtney Howe
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single season records
sets Played
 rank name, year gP
	 1	 Shanna	Hughes,	2008	 127
	 	 Liz	Sheets,	2008	 127
	 	 Brittany	Thompson,	2008	 127
	 4	 Kyle	Gering,	1995	 126
	 	 LeAnne	Oliver,	1995	 126
	 	 Meredith	Knox,	1995	 126
	 	 Carolyn	Rivers,	2008	 126
	 8	 Courtney	Howe,	1995	 125
	 9	 Joanna	Suddath,	2008	 124
	 10	 Sarah	Palmer,	2008	 123
kills
 rank name, year kills
	 1	 Andrea	Duke,	2003	 449
	 2	 Andrea	Duke,	2004	 446
	 3	 Shanna	Hughes,	2008	 427
	 4	 Stacy	Byrd,	2008	 382
	 5	 Katie	Laser,	2004	 377
	 6	 Brittany	Thompson,	2005	 366
	 7	 Meredith	Knox,	1998	 360
	 8	 Judy	Nwajiaku,	1989*	 359
	 9	 Katie	Adams,	1998	 358
	 10	 Cindy	Vinyard,	1993*	 356
total Attacks
 rank name, year Attacks
	 1	 Shanna	Hughes,	2008	 1415
	 2	 Andrea	Duke,	2004	 1319
	 3	 Andrea	Duke,	2003	 1273
	 4	 Cristy	Carter,	1999	 1137
	 5	 Meredith	Knox,	1998	 1099
	 6	 Stacy	Byrd,	2008	 1089
	 7	 Brittany	Thompson,	2005-	 1075
	 8	 Katie	Adams,	1998	 1041
	 9	 Katie	Sobczyk,	2002	 1028
	 10	 Katie	Laser,	2004	 1016
Attack Percentage (min. 300 attempts)
 rank name, year Attack %
	 1	 Catelyn	Amende,	2009	 .285
	 2	 Cindy	Vinyard,	1993*	 .272
	 	 Molly	Bushong,	2001	 .272
	 4	 Currie	Gossett,	2002	 .264
	 5	 Courtney	Howe,	1995	 .263
	 6	 Currie	Gossett,	2001	 .258	
	 7	 Courtney	Howe,	1994	 .256
	 8	 Joanna	Suddath,	2009	 .254
	 9	 Liz	Sheets,	2008	 .250
	 	 Joanna	Suddath,	2008	 .250
Assists
 rank name, year Assists
	 1	 Rhea	DeJesus,	2004	 1332
	 2	 Rhea	DeJesus,	2003	 1206
	 3	 Rhea	DeJesus,	2005	 1205
	 4	 Joanna	Suddath,	2008	 1177
	 5	 Molly	Bushong,	2002	 1168
	 6	 Molly	Bushong,	2001	 1088
	 7	 Molly	Bushong,	2000	 1058
	 8	 Jennifer	Nodine,	1993*	 1049
	 9	 Joanna	Suddath,	2007	 1023
	 10	 Molly	Bushong,	1999	 964
digs
rank name, year digs
	 1	 Brittany	Thompson,	2008	 710
	 2	 Lindsey	Lyman,	2002	 468
	 3	 Sarah	Palmer,	2009	 467
	 4	 Christal	Carey,	2005	 422
	 5	 Cristy	Carter,	2001	 406
	 6	 Shelly	Webb,	1989*	 399
	 7	 Shanna	Hughes,	2008	 390
	 8	 Sarah	Palmer,	2007	 382
	 9	 Brittany	Thompson,	2005	 377
	 10	 Brittany	Thompson,	2007	 367
service Aces
rank name, year Aces
	 1	 Jennifer	Nodine,	1993*	 88
	 2	 Jennifer	Nodine,	1992*	 81
	 3	 LeAnne	Oliver,	1994*	 72
	 4	 Andrea	Duke,	2001	 69
	 5	 Andrea	Duke,	2003	 67
	 6	 Andrea	Duke,	2004	 63
	 7	 Kyle	Gering,	1995	 60
	 	 LeAnne	Oliver,	1993*	 60
	 9	 Shanna	Hughes,	2008	 52
	 10	 Meredith	Knox,	1998	 45
	 	 Molly	Bushong,	2002	 45
total Blocks
rank name, year Blocks
	 1	 Currie	Gossett,	2000	 137
	 2	 Currie	Gossett,	1999	 134
	 3	 Currie	Gossett,	2001	 123
	 4	 Currie	Gossett,	2002	 120
	 5	 Cindy	Vinyard,	1993*	 118
	 6	 Arden	Anderson,	2009	 94
	 7	 Katie	Laser,	2002	 86
	 	 Catelyn	Amende,	2009	 86
	 9	 Meredith	Koslick,	1996	 84
	 10	 Liz	Sheets,	2008	 82
Points
rank name, year Points
	 1	 Andrea	Duke,	2003	 530.0
	 2	 Andrea	Duke,	2004	 526.5
	 3	 Shanna	Hughes,	2008	 490.0
	 4	 Katie	Laser,	2004	 437.0
	 5	 Stacy	Byrd,	2008	 416.0
	 6	 Brittany	Thompson,	2005	 414.5
	 7	 Katie	Laser,	2003	 379.0
	 8	 Stacy	Byrd,	2009	 361.0
	 8	 Christal	Carey,	2005	 354.0
	 10	 Shanna	Hughes,	2009	 342.0
Please	note:	Category	only	includes	statis-
tics	from	the	2003	season	to	present,	when	
points	became	officially	recognized	by	the	
NCAA	in	its	boxscores.
Players	marked	with	an	asterix	(*)	played	
before	or	during	Wofford’s	transition	to	
NCAA	Division	I.
Molly Bushong
Shanna Hughes
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Three-set match records
kills
team
 66	 at	East	Tennessee	State	 09.26.98
	 57	 vs.	UNC	Asheville	 09.13.02
	 56	 at	The	Citadel	 09.30.06
	 56	 at	Winston-Salem	State	 11.08.06
	 55	 vs.	Charleston	Southern	 09.17.05
	 55	 vs.	Charleston	Southern	 09.16.05
	 55	 vs.	UNC	Greensboro	 10.16.02
individual
	 23	 Katie	Laser	vs.	UNCG	 11.04.03
	 23	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	Savannah	St.	09.04.03
	 21	 Katie	Laser	vs.	Winthrop	 10.15.03
	 19	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	ECU	 09.16.05
	 18	 Shanna	Hughes	at	The	Citadel	09.30.06
	 18	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	Chas.	So.	09.16.05
	 18	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	Clemson	 09.13.03
	 18	 Katie	Sobczyk	vs.	UNCA	 09.13.02
total Attacks
team
 180	 vs.	East	Tennessee	State	 10.31.98
	 170	 at	East	Tennessee	State	 09.26.98
	 161	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 10.19.98
	 156	 vs.	Coll.	of	Charleston	 09.24.05
	 156	 vs.	Appalachian	State	 11.02.02
individual
	 52	 Janna	Webb	at	Ga.	Southern	 10.07.00
	 49	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	Memphis	 09.20.03
	 47	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	Ga.	Southern	10.09.04
	 47	 Katie	Laser	vs.	Winthrop	 10.15.03
	 46	 Sarah	Palmer	at	WCU	 10.24.06
	 46	 Katie	Laser	vs.	Ga.	Southern	 11.15.03
	 46	 Andrea	Duke	at	Coastal	Car.	09.13.03
	 46	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	Savannah	St.	09.04.03
	 46	 Janna	Webb	vs.	WCU	 09.28.00
	 46	 Shanna	Hughes	at	Furman	 11.06.08
Assists
team
 54	 at	East	Tennessee	State	 09.26.98
	 52	 at	Winston-Salem	State	 11.08.06
	 52	 vs.	Charleston	Southern	 09.16.05
	 51	 vs.	Charleston	Southern	 09.17.05
	 50	 vs.	UNC	Asheville	 09.13.02
individual
	 49	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	Chas.	So.	 09.17.05
	 46	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	The	Citadel	11.06.04
	 46	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	Davidson	 11.16.03
	 45	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	Chas.	So.	 09.16.05
	 45	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	UNCG	 11.04.03
Blocks
team
 17	 at	Converse	 10.17.00
	 14	 vs.	Chattanooga	 10.25.09
	 13	 at	High	Point	 10.27.04
	 13	 vs.	Long	Island	 09.08.01
	 13	 at	Georgia	Southern	 10.07.00
individual
	 10	 Currie	Gossett	vs.	Long	Island	09.08.01
	 10	 Currie	Gossett	vs.	Converse	 10.17.00
	 10	 Currie	Gossett	at	Ga.	Southern	10.07.00
	 8	 Currie	Gossett	vs.	SC	State	 08.31.02
	 8	 Molly	Bushong	at	App.	State	 10.26.01
	 8	 Currie	Gossett	at	Miami	 09.07.01	
service Aces
team
 30	 at	Savannah	State	 10.12.02
	 27	 vs.	Savannah	State	 10.07.01
	 20	 vs.	Quinnipiac	 08.25.06
	 17	 vs.	Savannah	State	 08.24.07
	 15	 vs.	Coppin	State	 08.30.02
individual
	 14	 Erin	Dixon	vs.	Savannah	St.	 10.07.01
	 9	 Heidi	Kadous	at	Savannah	St.	10.12.02
	 7	 Molly	Bushong	vs.	UNCG	 10.1602
	 7	 Jessica	Johnson	vs.	Howard	 08.30.02
	 7	 Katie	Laser	vs.	SC	State	 08.30.02
	 7	 Janna	Webb	vs.	Savannah	St.	10.07.01
	 7	 Molly	Bushong	at	Hampson	 09.01.01
	 7	 Meredith	Knox	vs.	Limestone	09.24.96	
digs
team
 77	 vs.	Appalachian	State	 11.02.02
	 77	 vs.	Limestone	 09.24.96
	 75	 vs.	Lafayette	 09.06.02
	 74	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 09.28.00
	 69	 at	High	Point	 09.26.00
	 69	 at	The	Citadel	 10.02.09
	 69	 vs.	Chattanooga	 10.25.09
individual
	 27	 Brittany	Thompson	at	Furman	11.05.08
	 24	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	UNCG	11.09.08
	 23	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	Furman	10.22.08
	 23	 Sarah	Palmer	at	CofC	 10.03.09
	 22	 Carolyn	Rivers	at	Radford	 08.27.07
Points
team
 72	 vs.	Charleston	Southern	 09.16.05
	 71	 at	The	Citadel	 09.30.06
	 70	 at	Winston-Salem	State	 11.08.06
	 69	 vs.	Charleston	Southern	 09.17.05
	 66	 vs.	Columbia	 09.17.04
	 66	 vs.	UNC	Greensboro	 11.04.03
individual
	 26.5	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	Savannah	St.	 09.04.03
	 25.5	 Katie	Laser	vs.	UNCG	 11.04.03
	 23.5	 Katie	Laser	vs.	Winthrop	 10.15.03
	 22.0	 Andrea	Duke	at	Coastal	Car.	09.13.03
	 21.0	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	CSU	 09.16.05
	 21.0	 Shanna	Hughes	vs.	Sav.	St.	 09.11.09
Janna Webb
Rhea DeJesus
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four-set match records
kills
team
 75	 vs.	High	Point	 09.08.98
	 72	 vs.	College	of	Charleston	 10.19.01
	 71	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 10.18.08
	 69	 at	Furman	 10.11.05
	 69	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 09.13.05
	 68	 at	The	Citadel	 10.13.07
	 68	 vs.	East	Tennessee	State	 11.01.02
individual
	 26	 Katie	Laser	at	Chattanooga	 10.17.03
	 26	 Stacy	Byrd	at	App.	State	 10.17.09
	 25	 Kyle	Gering	at	UNCG	 10.21.97
	 25	 Shanna	Hughes	at	UNCA	 09.06.08
	 24	 Brittany	Thompson	at	Furman	10.11.05
	 24	 Katie	Laser	vs.	Chattanooga	 10.23.04
	 24	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	Mercer	 08.29.03
	 24	 Meredith	Knox	vs.	UNCG	 11.10.98
total Attacks
team
 239	 vs.	Davidson	 10.15.00
	 211	 vs.	The	Citadel	 09.25.05
	 210	 vs.	UNC	Greensboro	 11.10.98
	 208	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 09.13.05
	 208	 at	Rider	 09.07.02
	 207	 at	Davidson	 10.12.01
individual
	 73	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	UNCW	 09.03.04
	 68	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	S.Alabama	 09.19.03
	 67	 Katie	Laser	at	Chattanooga	 10.17.03
	 62	 Sarah	Twitty	vs.	Campbell	 09.16.06
	 62	 Andrea	Duke	at	Davidson	 11.14.04
Assists
team
 67	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 09.13.05
	 65	 vs.	Chattanooga	 10.23.04
	 65	 vs.	College	of	Charleston	 10.19.01
	 64	 vs.	Quinnipiac	 09.03.05
	 64	 vs.	East	Tennessee	State	 11.01.02
individual
	 60	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	WCU	 09.13.05
	 60	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	UTC	 10.23.04
	 57	 Rhea	DeJesus	at	Furman	 10.11.05
	 57	 Molly	Bushong	vs.	ETSU	 11.01.02
	 56	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	Furman	 09.28.05
	 56	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	Quinnipiac	09.03.05
Blocks
team
 19	 vs.	Appalachian	State	 10.28.00
	 15	 at	Rider	 09.07.02
	 13	 vs.	USC	Upstate	 09.14.07
	 13	 vs.	Georgia	Southern	 10.10.99
	 12.5	 at	Davidson	 11.13.02
	 12.5	 vs.	Alabama	A&M	 08.31.02
individual
	 12	 Currie	Gossett	vs.	App.	State	10.28.00
	 10	 Liz	Sheets	at	UNCG	 10.09.05
	 8	 Liz	Sheets	vs.	UNCG	 10.28.07
	 8	 Joanna	Suddath	vs.	UNCG	 10.28.07
	 8	 Anna	Gustafson	vs.	USC-U	 09.14.07
	 8	 Currie	Gossett	at	The	Citadel	10.30.01
	 8	 Currie	Gossett	at	Winthrop	 10.20.99
	 8	 Arden	Anderson	vs.	Furman	11.11.09	
service Aces
team
 15	 vs.	Davidson	 11.04.06
	 15	 vs.	Appalachian	State	 10.25.03
	 14	 vs.	The	Citadel	 09.25.05
	 13	 vs.	USC	Upstate	 09.14.07
	 13	 vs.	UNC	Asheville	 09.11.04
individual
	 6	 Andrea	Duke	at	Elon	 09.26.03
	 6	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	ETSU	 09.23.01
	 6	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	App.	State	 09.21.01
	 5	 Sarah	Palmer	vs.	Davidson	 11.04.06
	 5	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	Quinnipiac	09.03.05
	 5	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	UNC-A	 09.11.04
	 5	 Andrea	Duke	at	The	Citadel	 11.08.03
	 5	 Jessica	Johnson	at	CofC	 10.22.00
	 5	 Amanda	Stafford	vs.	Belmont	 09.24.98
digs
team
 110	 vs.	College	of	Charleston	 10.19.01
	 108	 at	Campbell	 09.17.96
	 103	 vs.	Davidson	 10.15.00
	 102	 at	The	Citadel	 10.25.02
	 101	 at	The	Citadel	 10.13.07
	 101	 at	Rider	 09.07.02
individual
	 33	 Christal	Carey	vs.	WCU	 09.13.05
	 30		 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	Davidson	 10.26.08
	 30	 Sarah	Palmer	at	Davidson	 10.30.09
	 29	 Lindsay	Lyman	vs.	WCU	 09.17.02
	 28	 Sarah	Palmer	vs.	Citadel	 11.14.09
Points
team
 85	 vs.	USC	Upstate	 09.14.07
	 85	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 09.13.05
	 85	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 10.18.08
	 84	 vs.	The	Citadel	 09.25.05
	 83	 at	The	Citadel	 10.13.07
	 82	 vs.	Chattanooga	 10.23.04
	 82	 vs.	Mercer	 08.29.03
individual
	 28.5	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	Mercer	 08.29.03
	 28.0	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	UNC-A	 09.11.04
	 28.0	 Andrea	Duke	at	The	Citadel	 11.08.03
	 28.0	 Stacy	Byrd	at	App.	State	 10.17.09
	 27.5	 Katie	Laser	at	Chattanooga	 10.17.03
Christal Carey
Andrea Duke
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five-set match records
kills
team
 79	 vs.	The	Citadel	 11.10.07
	 79	 at	College	of	Charleston	 10.25.98
	 78	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 10.28.03
	 78	 at	East	Tennessee	State	 10.19.03
	 77	 vs.	East	Tennessee	State	 10.24.04
	 77	 vs.	Youngstown	State	 09.18.04
individual
	 35	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	UNCW	 08.30.03
	 33	 Andrea	Duke	at	ETSU	 10.19.03
	 28	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	Elon	 11.17.05
	 25	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	ETSU	 10.24.04
	 25	 Andrea	Duke	at	The	Citadel	 10.02.04
	 25	 Andrea	Duke	at	Lipscomb	 09.24.04
	 25	 Janna	Webb	vs.	Chattanooga	11.07.99
total Attacks
team
 244	 vs.	The	Citadel	 11.10.07
	 241	 at	Chattanooga	 10.11.08
	 238	 vs.	Chattanooga	 10.07.07
	 235	 vs.	Davidson	 10.10.04
	 234	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 10.28.03
individual
	 106	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	UNCW	 08.30.03
	 88	 Shanna	Hughes	at	UTC	 10.11.08
	 82	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	Troy	 09.19.03
	 78	 Andrea	Duke	at	ETSU	 10.19.03
	 76	 Shanna	Hughes	vs.	Elon	 11.08.08
Assists
team
 76	 vs.	East	Tennessee	State	 10.24.04
	 75	 vs.	Youngstown	State	 09.18.04
	 74	 vs.	The	Citadel	 11.10.07
	 74	 at	East	Tennessee	State	 10.19.03
	 73	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 10.28.03
individual
	 70	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	Youngstown	St.	09.18.04
	 70	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	WCU	 10.28.03
	 68	 Joanna	Suddath	vs.	Citadel	 11.10.07
	 67	 Rhea	DeJesus	at	ETSU	 10.19.03
	 66	 Rhea	DeJesus	vs.	ETSU	 10.24.04
Blocks
team
 25	 vs.	College	of	Charleston	 10.23.99
	 20	 vs.	Furman	 10.12.99
	 16	 at	Mercer	 09.14.02
	 15.5	 vs.	Chattanooga	 09.29.02	
	 15	 at	USC	Upstate	 08.25.07
individual
	 12	 Arden	Anderson	at	WCU	 10.18.09
	 11	 Currie	Gossett	at	Furman	 10.12.99
	 10	 Katie	Sobczyk	at	Mercer	 09.14.02
	 9	 Liz	Sheets	at	USC	Upstate	 08.25.07
	 9	 Currie	Gossett	at	Mercer	 09.14.02
	 9	 Currie	Gossett	vs.	GSU	 11.11.00
	 9	 Currie	Gossett	vs.	CofC	 10.23.99
	 9	 Catelyn	Amende	vs.	Samford	10.24.09	
service Aces
team
 18	 vs.	Furman	 09.25.01
	 14	 vs.	Radford	 09.12.06
	 14	 at	Georgia	Southern	 10.24.98
	 13	 at	Lipscomb	 09.24.04
	 13	 vs.	UNC	Asheville	 09.04.04
	 13	 vs.	The	Citadel	 10.04.03
	 13	 vs.	UNC	Wilmington	 08.30.03
	 13	 at	Western	Carolina	 10.18.09
individual
	 7	 Meredith	Knox	vs.	App.	State	11.01.98
	 6	 Lisa	Lindemenn	vs.	Radford	 09.12.06
	 6	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	WCU	 10.28.03
	 6	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	Furman	 09.25.01
	 6	 Harmony	Miranda	at	GSU	 10.24.98
	 6	 Shanna	Hughes	at	GWU	 09.04.09
digs
team
 129	 at	College	of	Charleston	 10.25.98
	 124	 at	Chattanooga	 10.11.08
	 120	 vs.	The	Citadel	 11.10.07
	 118	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 10.06.07
	 118	 vs.	Davidson	 10.10.04
	 112	 vs.	The	Citadel	 10.28.06
	 112	 vs.	Elon	 11.08.08
individual
	 44	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	Elon	 11.08.08
	 43	 Brittany	Thompson	at	UTC	 10.11.08
	 35	 Carolyn	Rivers	at	USC	Upstate	08.25.07
	 35	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	Delaware	St.	08.30.08
	 32	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	UTC	 10.07.07
	 32	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	S.	Dakota	 08.29.08
	
Points
team
 97	 at	East	Tennessee	State	 10.19.03
	 95	 vs.	East	Tennessee	State	 10.24.04
	 95	 vs.	Western	Carolina	 10.28.03
	 94	 vs.	UNC	Wilmington	 08.30.03
	 93	 vs.	Elon	 11.08.08
individual
	 37.5	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	UNCW	 08.30.03
	 36.5	 Andrea	Duke	at	ETSU	 10.19.03
	 30.5	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	ETSU	 10.24.04
	 28.0	 Brittany	Thompson	vs.	Elon	 11.17.05
	 28.0	 Andrea	Duke	at	The	Citadel	 10.02.04
	 28.0	 Andrea	Duke	at	Lipscomb	 09.24.04
	 28.0	 Andrea	Duke	vs.	Youngstown	St.	09.18.04
	 28.0	 Shanna	Hughes	vs.	Elon	 11.08.08
Brittany Thompson
Meredith Knox
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year-by-year results
1980-1981
Results	not	available
1982
10-14/8-10	District	6
	 09.21		 S.	Wesleyan		 L		 0-2
	 09.21		 Limestone		 L		 0-2
	 09.24		 USC	Spartanburg		 L		 0-2*
	 09.24		 SC	State		 L		 0-2*
	 09.24		 Gardner-Webb		 S		 1-1*
	 09.24		 UNCG		 L		 0-2*
	 09.24		 North	Greenville		 S		 1-1*
	 09.28		 Presbyterian		 W		 2-1
	 09.28		 Southern	Wesleyan		 W		 2-1
	 09.30		 Erskine		 L		 0-2
	 09.30		 Presbyterian		 W		 2-0
	 10.05		 Newberry		 W		 2-0
	 10.05		 Baptist		 L		 0-2
	 10.07		 Gardner-Webb		 L		 0-2
	 10.07		 USC-Aiken		 L		 0-2
	 10.14		 Limestone		 L		 0-2
	 10.14		 Coker		 W		 2-1
	 10.18		 USC-Aiken		 L		 0-2
	 10.18		 SC	State		 L		 1-2
	 10.20		 Presbyterian		 L		 1-2
	 10.20		 Limestone		 L		 1-2
	 10.26		 Newberry		 W		 2-0
	 10.26		 Erskine		 W		 2-0
	 10.28		 Newberry		 W		 2-0
	 10.28		 Brevard		 L		 0-2
*not	included	in	record
1983
15-18/9-15	District	6
	 	 Newberry		 W		 2-1
	 	 SC	State		 W		 2-0
	 	 Southern	Wesleyan		 L		 1-2
	 	 Toccoa	Falls		 W		 2-0
	 	 Presbyterian		 W		 2-1
	 	 Furman		 W		 2-1
	 	 Furman		 L	 	0-2
	 	 Southern	Wesleyan		 L		 0-2
	 	 Erskine		 W		 2-0
	 	 Limestone		 L		 0-2
	 	 Wingate		 L		 1-2
	 	 Queens		 W		 2-0
	 	 Erskine		 L		 1-2
	 	 Baptist		 W		 2-1
	 	 Newberry		 W		 2-1
	 	 Furman		 L		 0-2
	 	 Converse		 L		 0-2
	 	 Presbyterian		 L		 0-2
	 	 Mars	Hill		 L		 0-2
	 	 Queens		 W		 2-0
	 	 Newberry		 W		 2-0
	 	 Limestone		 L		 1-2
	 	 Coker		 W		 2-1
	 	 Southern	Wesleyan		 W		 2-1
	 	 SC	State		 L		 1-2
	 	 USC-Spartanburg		 L		 0-2
	 	 Presbyterian		 W		 2-0
	 	 Spartanburg	Methodist		 W		 2-0
	 	 Erskine		 L		 0-2
	 	 Converse		 L		 1-2
	 	 Columbia	College		 L		 1-2
	 	 St.	Andrews		 W		 2-1
	 	 Coker		 L		 1-2
1984
20-10/
	 09.18		 coker
	 09.18		 Usc-Upstate	 L	 0-2
	 09.20		 erskine
	 09.20		 southern wesleyan
	 09.24		 at	Presbyterian
	 09.24		 vs.	Newberry
	 09.27		 vs.	UNC-Asheville
	 09.27		 at	Gardner-Webb
	 10.02		 converse
	 10.02		 spartanburg methodist
	 10.04		 at	Newberry
	 10.09		 at	Erskine
	 10.09		 vs.	Presbyterian
	 10.11		 vs.	Erskine
	 10.11		 at	SC	State
	 10.15		 at	Columbia	College
	 10.17		 at	Coker
	 10.17		 vs.	SC	State
	 10.23		 at	Southern	Wesleyan
	 10.23		 vs.	Limestone
	 10.25		 converse
	 10.25		 newberry
	 10.26	 USC	Upstate!	 L	 0-2
	 10.27	 !
	 10.30		 Presbyterian
	 10.30		 sc state
	 11.02	 USC	Upstate^	 L	 0-2
	 11.03	 ^
!USC-Upstate	Tournament
^District	6	Tournament
1985
23-15
	 09.12		 Presbyterian		 W		 2-0
	 09.12		 Limestone		 W		 2-1
	 09.17		 Erskine		 L		 0-2
	 09.17		 USC	Upstate		 L		 1-2
	 09.19		 Anderson		 L		 1-2
	 09.19		 Presbyterian		 W		 2-1
	 09.21		 Newberry		 W		 2-1
	 09.21		 USC-Aiken		 W		 2-0
	 09.21		 Presbyterian		 L		 0-2
	 09.21		 Columbia	College		 W		 2-1
	 09.24		 UNC-Asheville		 W		 2-0
	 09.24		 Southern	Wesleyan		 W		 2-0
	 10.01		 Mars	Hill		 W		 2-0
	 10.01		 USC	Spartanburg		 L		 0-2
	 10.03		 Limestone		 W		 2-1
	 10.03		 Southern	Wesleyan		 W		 2-1
	 10.08		 Erskine		 W		 2-0
	 10.08		 Converse		 W		 2-0
	 10.15		 Winston-Salem	State		 W		 2-0
	 10.15		 UNC-Asheville		 W		 2-1
	 10.17		 SC	State		 L		 1-2
	 10.17		 Erskine		 W		 2-0
	 10.23		 Francis	Marion		 W		 2-0
	 10.23		 Newberry		 W		 2-1
	 10.25		 Southern	Wesleyan		 L	 0-2
	 10.25		 North	Greenville		 W	 2-0
	 10.25		 Columbia	College		 L	 0-2
	 10.26		 SMC		 W		 2-1
	 10.26		 North	Greenville		 W		 2-0
	 10.28		 Lenoir-Rhyne		 W		 2-1
	 10.28		 USC-Aiken		 W		 2-0
	 10.30		 Coker		 W	 2-0
	 10.30		 Converse		 W	 2-0
	 11.05		 Newberry		 L	 0-2
	 11.05		 Limestone		 L	 0-2
	 11.08		 Newberry		 L	 0-2
	 11.08		 Coker		 W		 2-0
	 11.08		 USC	Upstate		 W		 2-1
1986
38-9/31-8	District	6
	 09.12		 vs.	Atlantic	Christian*		L	
	 09.12		 at	Lenoir-Rhyne*		 W
	 09.12		 vs.	Catawba*		 W
	 09.13		 vs.	Gardner-Webb*		 W
	 09.13		 vs.	Erskine*		 L
	 09.18		 claflin		 W
	 09.18		 smc		 W
	 09.20		 vs.	Coker		 W
	 09.20		 vs.	Columbia	College		L
	 09.20		 at	USC-Aiken		 W
	 09.22		 vs.	Claflin		 W
	 09.22		 at	Francis	Marion		 W
	 09.25		 central wesleyan		 W
	 09.25		 Usc-spartanburg		 L
	 09.30		 at	Charleston		 L
	 10.02		 vs.	USC-Aiken		 W
	 10.02		 at	Southern	Wesleyan	W
	 10.07		 at	Columbia	College		W
	 10.09		 at	USC	Upstate		 L
	 10.14		 charleston		 W
	 10.14		 erskine		 W
	 10.16		 Presbyterian		 W
	 10.16		 converse		 W
	 10.18		 at	Newberry		 W
	 10.18		 vs.	SMC		 W
	 10.21		 Limestone		 W
	 10.21		 USC	Spartanburg		 L
	 10.23		 at	Converse		 W
	 10.23		 vs.	USC-Aiken		 W
	 10.24		 erskine!		 W
	 10.24		 smc!	 W
	 10.24		 columbia college!	 W
	 10.25		 Anderson!		 W
	 10.25		 southern wesleyan!	 W
	 10.28		 vs.	USC-Aiken		 W
	 10.28		 at	Presbyterian		 W
	 10.30		 vs.	Limestone		 W
	 10.30		 at	Erskine		 W
	 11.04		 newberry		 W
	 11.04		 limestone		 W
	 11.07		 Erskine^		 W
	 11.07		 USC	Spartanburg^		 L
	 11.07		 Columbia	College^		 W
	 11.07		 Erskine^		 W
	 11.08		 USC	Spartanburg^		 W
	 11.08		 Charleston^		 W
	 11.08		 Charleston^		 L
*Lenoir-Rhyne	Round	Robin
!Wofford	Invitational
^District	6	Tournament
1987
12-21/11-14	District	6
	 09.12	 Presbyterian		 L		 0-2
	 09.12	 spartanburg methodist		 L		 1-2
	 09.16	 Anderson		 L		 0-3
	 09.22	 vs.	USC-Aiken		 W		 2-1
	 09.22	 at	USC	Upstate		 L		 1-2
	 09.26	 gardner-webb*		 W		 2-1
	 09.26	 spartanburg methodist*		 L		 1-2
	 09.26	 erskine*		 L		 0-2
	 09.29	 college of charleston		 L		 0-2
	 09.29	 limestone		 W		 2-1
	 10.01	 at	Catawba		 L		 0-3
	 10.06	 at	Spartanburg	Methodist		L		 2-5
	 10.08	 at	Anderson		 L		 1-2
	 10.08	 vs.	North	Greenville		 L	 	0-2
	 10.13	 vs.	Limestone		 W		 2-1
	 10.13	 at	Southern	Wesleyan		 L		 0-2
	 10.16	 converse!		 W		 2-0
	 10.16	 north greenville!		 L		 0-2
	 10.17	 limestone!		 W		 2-0
	 10.17	 Presbyterian!		 L		 1-2
	 10.20	 vs.	Francis	Marion		 L		 1-2
	 10.20	 at	Limestone		 W		 2-0
	 10.22	 claflin		 W		 2-1
	 10.22	 Usc Upstate		 L		 1-2
	 10.27	 vs.	Francis	Marion		 L		 1-2
	 10.27	 at	Presbyterian		 L	 0-2
	 10.28	 southern wesleyan		 L		 1-2
	 10.28	 columbia		 W		 2-1
	 10.31	 at	Charleston		 L		 1-3
	 11.03	 at	Converse		 W		 2-0
*Lady	Terrier	Invitational
!Wofford	Invitational
1988
20-17
	 09.12		 north greenville		 W		 2-1
	 09.12		 Presbyterian		 L		 1-2
	 09.15		 catawba		 L		 0-3
	 09.17		 vs.	Newberry!		 L		 1-2
	 09.17		 vs.	Converse!		 W		 2-0
	 09.17		 at	USC-Aiken!		 L		 1-2
	 09.17		 vs.	Augusta!		 W		 2-0
	 09.17		 vs.	Columbia!		 W		 2-0
	 09.20		 at	Limestone		 W		 3-1
	 09.23		 converse^		 W		 2-0
	 09.23		 erskine^		 W		 2-1
	 09.23		 smc^		 W		 2-0
	 09.24		 southern wesleyan 	^	 W		 1-2
	 09.27		 at	Queens		 W		 3-0
	 09.29		 mars hill		 W		 2-0
	 09.29		 converse		 W		 2-0
	 10.03		 vs.	Anderson		 W		 2-1	
	 10.03		 at	SMC		 W		 2-1
	 10.05		 Anderson		 W		 3-2
	 10.07		 vs.	USC	Spartanburg#		 L		 1-2
	 10.07		 vs.	Mars	Hill#		 L		 1-2
	 10.08		 at	Catawba#		 L		 0-2
	 10.08		 vs.	St.	Andrews#		 L		 0-2
	 10.11		 vs.	Newberry		 W		 2-0
	 10.11		 vs.	Presbyterian		 L		 0-2
	 10.14		 at	Mars	Hill		 L		 1-3
	 10.17		 limestone		 L		 0-3
	 10.19		 at	Erskine		 W		 3-1
	 10.20		 smc		 W		 3-0
	 10.25		 college of charleston		 L		 1-2
	 10.25		 Queens		 W		 2-0
	 10.26		 at	Southern	Wesleyan	 W		 3-1
	 10.28		 Florida	Atlantic		 L		 0-3
	 10.28		 Montevallo		 L		 0-3
	 10.29		 Miss.	Univ.	for	Women		 L		 0-3
	 10.29		 Texas	Women’s	Univ.		 L		 0-3
	 11.01		 columbia college		 W		 3-1
!USC-Aiken	Tournament
^Wofford	Invitational
#Catawba	Invitational
1989
27-11
	 09.06		 at	Queens		 W		 2-1
	 09.06		 vs.	Wingate		 W		 2-1
	 09.07		 columbia college		 W		 3-0
	 09.09		 vs.	Erskine!		 W		 2-0
	 09.09		 vs.	North	Greenville!		 W		 2-0
	 09.09		 vs.	North	Greenville!		 W		 2-0
	 09.09		 at	Anderson	College!		 W		 2-0
	 09.09		 at	Anderson	College!		 W		 2-1
	 09.12		 at	Erskine		 W		 3-0
	 09.15		 vs.	Lenoir-Rhyne^		 L		 0-3
	 09.16		 at	UNC	Greensboro 	^	 L		 1-3
	 09.16		 vs.	Jacksonville	State 	^	 W		 3-2
	 09.18		 catawba		 L		 0-3
	 09.20		 Anderson		 W		 3-1
	 09.20		 Unc Asheville		 W		 3-0
	 09.25		 at	Mars	Hill		 L		 1-2
	 09.28		 vs.	King	College		 L		 0-2
	 09.28		 erskine		 W		 2-0
	 09.28		 southern wesleyan		 L		 0-2
	 10.03		 at	USC	Upstate		 L		 0-3
	 10.06		 erskine*		 W		 2-0
	 10.06		 north greenville*		 W		 2-0
	 10.06		 limestone*		 W		 2-1
	 10.07		 central wesleyan*		 W		 2-1
	 10.07		 Anderson college*		 W		 2-0
	 10.10		 mars hill		 W		 2-1
	 10.10		 davidson		 W		 2-0
	 10.12		 at	Newberry		 W	 3-2
	 10.19		 at	UNC-Asheville		 W	 3-1
	 10.20		 at	Newberry#		 L	 0-2
	 10.20		 vs.	Charleston#		 W	 2-0
	 10.20		 vs.	USC	Upstate#		 L	 0-2
	 10.21		 vs.	Lenoir-Rhyne#		 L	 1-2
	 10.25		 at	Southern	Wesleyan		 W	 3-1
	 10.26		 vs.	Anderson		 W	 2-0
	 10.26		 at	Converse		 W	 2-1
	 10.29		 College	of	Charleston		 L	 2-3
	 10.30		 newberry		 W	 3-1
	 10.31		 Queens		 W		 3-0
!Anderson	Tournament
^UNC	Greensboro	Invitational
*Wofford	Invitational
#Newberry	Tournament
1990
14-18
	 09.05		 at	Erskine		 W		 2-1
	 09.07		 at	Mars	Hill		 L		 1-3
	 09.11		 lincoln memorial		 W		 3-2
	 09.14		 vs.	St.	Augustine’s#		 L		 1-3
	 09.14		 vs.	Navy#		 L		 0-3
	 09.15		 vs.	Slippery	Rock#		 L		 0-3
	 09.15		 at	UNC	Greensboro#		 L		 0-3
	 09.18		 at	Lincoln	Memorial		 W		 3-1
	 09.20		 Queens		 W		 3-2
	 09.24		 at	Southern	Wesleyan		 L		 2-3
	 09.26		 Usc Aiken		 W		 3-2
	 09.29		 vs.	USC	Spartanburg~		 W		 3-2
	 09.29		 vs.	Mars	Hill~		 L		 1-3
	 09.29		 at	UNC	Asheville~		 L	 0-3
	 10.02		 at	Davidson		 L		 0-3
	 10.03		 at	Limestone		 W		 3-2
	 10.08		 mars hill		 L		 1-3
	 10.10		 Presbyterian		 L		 0-3
	 10.12		 erskine^		 W		 2-0
	 10.12		 converse^		 L		 0-2
	 10.13		 erskine^		 W		 2-0
	 10.16		 at	Queens		 W		 3-0
	 10.20		 vs.	West	Georgia!		 W		 2-0
	 10.20		 vs.	Eckerd!		 W		 2-0
	 10.20		 at	USC	Spartanburg!		 W		 2-0
	 10.20		 vs.	USC	Aiken!		 L		 0-2
	 10.20		 vs.	USC	Aiken!		 W		 2-1
	 10.20		 at	USC	Spartanburg!		 L		 1-2
	 10.22		 davidson		 L		 2-3
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	 10.23		 southern wesleyan		 L		 1-3
	 10.25		 vs.	USC	Spartanburg		 L		 0-2
	 10.25		 at	Converse		 L		 1-2
#UNC	Greensboro	Invitational
~UNC	Asheville	Invitational	
^Wofford	Invitational
!USC	Spartanburg	Invitational
1991
16-14
	 09.06		 at	Mars	Hill		 L	 2-3
	 09.09		 at	Presbyterian		 W		^
	 09.12		 at	Lenoir-Rhyne		 W		 3-0
	 09.14		 at	UNC-Asheville#		 L		 0-3
	 09.14		 vs.	Liberty#		 L		 1-3
	 09.17		 Usc spartanburg		 L		 2-3
	 09.19		 at	USC-Aiken		 L		 1-3
	 09.21		 lenoir-rhyne*		 W		 3-1
	 09.21		 mars hill*	 W		 3-0
	 09.21		 limestone*		 W		 3-0
	 09.21		 newberry*		 L		 2-3
	 09.21		 Pfieffer*		 W		 3-2
	 09.23		 Presbyterian		 W	 ^
	 09.25		 at	Southern	Wesleyan		 W		 3-2
	 09.27		 at	Lincoln	Memorial		 W		 3-1
	 10.02		 Queens college		 W		 3-2
	 10.03		 at	Newberry		 L		 1-2
	 10.06		 Usc spartanburg		 L		 0-3
	 10.08		 lincoln-memorial		 W		 3-1
	 10.10		 at	Erskine		 W		 3-1
	 10.17		 at	Davidson		 L		 0-3
	 10.19		 newberry		 L		 1-3
	 10.22		 southern wesleyan		 W		 3-2
	 10.24		 at	Queens		 L		 0-3
	 10.26		 newberry@		 L		 0-3
	 10.26		 Presbyterian@		 W	 ^
	 10.26		 erskine@		 W		 3-0
	 10.26		 limestone@		 W		 3-2
	 10.26		 converse@		 L		 1-3
	 10.29		 converse		 L		 1-3
^Match	won	due	to	forfeit
#at	UNC-Asheville	Invitational	
*Wofford	Invitational	
@Lady	Terrier	Invitational	
			
1992	
16-13
	 09.09		 lincoln memorial		 W	 3-0
	 09.10		 at	Mars	Hill		 W		 3-2
	 09.14		 Presbyterian		 L		 0-3
	 09.17		 at	USC-Aiken		 L		 0-3
	 09.21		 at	Southern	Wesleyan		 L		 1-3
	 09.23		 Queens		 W		 3-1
	 09.24		 Usc spartanburg		 W		 3-2
	 09.26		 Presbyterian		 L		 1-3
	 09.26		 elon		 L		 2-3
	 09.26		 limestone		 W		 3-0
	 09.28		 gardner webb		 W		 3-1
	 09.30		 at	Limestone		 W		 3-1
	 10.01		 converse		 W		 3-0
	 10.06		 at	Francis	Marion		 W		 3-0
	 10.08		 at	Presbyterian		 L		 1-3
	 10.12		 lenoir-rhyne		 W		 3-0
	 10.15		 at	Erskine		 W		 3-2
	 10.17		 southern wesleyan		 W		 3-1
	 10.17		 Usc-Aiken		 L		 0-3
	 10.17		 erskine		 W		 3-0
	 10.20		 at	Converse		 W		 3-0
	 10.24		 vs.	Rio	Grande	(Ohio)*		 L		 1-2
	 10.24		 vs.	Milligan*		 L		 1-2
	 10.25		 vs.	USC	Spartanburg*		 L		 0-2
	 10.25		 vs.	Emory	&	Henry*		 L		 1-2
	 10.28		 southern wesleyan		 W		 3-2
	 10.30		 vs.	Mississippi!		 L		 0-3
	 10.30		 vs.	West	Georgia!		 W		 3-0
	 10.31		 vs.	Jacksonville	State!		 L		 1-3
*	Milligan	Tournament
!West	Georgia	Tournament
1993
13-18
	 09.08		 at	Erskine		 W		 3-1
	 09.09		 southern wesleyan		 W		 3-2
	 09.14		 at	Queens		 W		 3-1
	 09.16		 at	Converse		 L		 0-3
	 09.18		 gardner webb		 W		 3-0
	 09.18		 Usc-Aiken		 L		 2-3
	 09.18		 Queens		 W		 3-2
	 09.21		 mars hill		 L		 2-3
	 09.23		 at	Presbyterian		 L		 2-3
	 09.25		 francis marion		 L		 0-3
	 09.25		 erskine		 W		 3-2
	 09.28		 wingate		 L		 0-3
	 09.30		 at	Limestone		 W		 3-0
	 10.02		 vs.	Converse!		 L		 1-3
	 10.02		 vs.	USC	Spartanburg!		 L		 1-3
	 10.02		 vs.	Limestone!		 L		 1-3
	 10.05		 at	Southern	Wesleyan		 L		 2-3
	 10.07		 Presbyterian		 L		 1-3
	 10.11		 at	Gardner	Webb		 W		 3-0
	 10.13		 Usc spartanburg		 L		 1-3
	 10.18		 at	Francis	Marion		 W		 3-2
	 10.20		 converse		 L		 1-3
	 10.22		 limestone#		 W		 3-0
	 10.22		 elon#		 L		 0-3
	 10.22		 lenoir-rhyne#		 L		 2-3
	 10.22		 limestone#		 W		 3-0
	 10.26		 at	USC-Aiken		 L		 0-3
	 10.29		 vs.	Catawba*		 L		 1-3
	 10.29		 vs.	Wingate*		 L		 1-3
	 10.30		 vs.	Queens*		 W		 3-2
	 10.31		 vs.	Augusta*		 W		 3-0
!USC	Spartanburg	Tournament	
#Wofford	Invitational	
*Wingate	Tournament	
1994
7-21
	 09.13		 wingate		 L		 0-3
	 09.15		 at	Gardner	Webb		 W		 3-0
	 09.17		 mars hill		 L		 0-3
	 09.17		 limestone		 W		 3-1
	 09.17		 southern wesleyan		 L		 1-3
	 09.21		 southern wesleyan		 L		 1-3
	 09.24		 vs.	High	Point*		 L		 1-3
	 09.24		 vs.	Armstrong	Station*		 L		 1-3
	 09.24		 vs.	Pembroke	Station*		 L		 1-3
	 09.24		 at	Francis	Marion*		 W		 3-2
	 09.27		 at	Queens		 L		 1-3
	 09.27		 at	USC	Spartanburg		 L		 0-3
	 09.29		 Usc-Aiken		 L		 1-3
	 10.04		 Presbyterian		 L		 0-3
	 10.06		 at	Queens		 L		 1-3
	 10.08		 at	USC-Aiken		 L		 1-3
	 10.11		 at	Limestone		 W		 3-1
	 10.13		 at	Wingate		 L		 0-3
	 10.15		 Queens		 L		 1-3
	 10.15		 erskine		 L		 1-3
	 10.15		 limestone		 W		 3-1
	 10.18		 elon		 L		 0-3
	 10.20		 gardner webb		 W		 3-1
	 10.25		 at	Presbyterian		 L		 1-3
	 10.29		 at	Mars	Hill!		 L		 2-3
	 10.29		 vs.	Lees-McRae!		 W		 3-0
	 10.29		 vs.	Queens!		 L		 2-3
*Francis	Marion	Invitational
!Mars	Hill	Tournament
1995
7-26
	 09.05		 winthrop		 L		 0-3
	 09.08		 at	Furman*		 L		 1-3
	 09.08		 vs.	Western	Carolina*		 L		 0-3
	 09.08		 vs.	Mercer*		 L		 0-3
	 09.09		 at	UNC-Asheville		 L		 0-3
	 09.12		 coastal carolina		 L		 1-3
	 09.14		 n.c. A&t		 L		 0-3
	 09.18		 at	N.C.	A&T		 L		 0-3
	 09.20		 at	UNC-Asheville		 L		 0-3
	 09.22		 vs.	Winthrop*		 L		 0-3
	 09.22		 at	Furman*		 L		 0-3
	 09.23		 vs.	Augusta*		 L		 2-3
	 09.23		 n.c. A&t		 W		 3-0
	 09.26		 at	Southern	Wesleyan		 W		 3-1
	 09.29		 liberty		 L		 2-3
	 10.03		 furman		 L		 0-3
	 10.06		 limestone		 W		 3-0
	 10.07		 vs.	Stetson#		 L		 1-3
	 10.07		 vs.	Campbell#		 L		 0-3
	 10.10		 at	Coastal	Carolina		 L		 2-3
	 10.16		 at	Lenoir-Rhyne		 W		 3-2
	 10.18		 Unc-Asheville		 L		 0-3
	 10.24		 at	Limestone	College		 W		 3-1
	 10.28		 vs.	Troy	State!		 L		 1-3
	 10.28		 vs.	Mercer!		 L		 0-3
	 10.31		 southern wesleyan		 W		 3-1
	 11.01		 lenoir-rhyne		 W		 3-1
	 11.04		 at	Charleston	Southern		 L		 1-3
	 11.04		 at	Charleston	Southern		 L		 0-3
	 11.05		 at	College	of	Charleston		 L		 0-3
	 11.07		 at	Winthrop		 L		 1-3
	 11.09		 campbell		 L		 2-3
	 11.13		 at	Western	Carolina	 L		 1-3
*Furman	University	Tournament
#Tri-Match	in	Buies	Creek,	NC
!Tri-Match	in	Macon,	GA
1996			
7-23
	 09.04		 mercer		 L		 1-3
	 09.05		 at	Winthrop		 L		 0-3
	 09.07		 at	N.C.	A&T		 L		 0-3
	 09.11		 at	UNC-Asheville		 L		 1-3
	 09.12		 at	Charleston	Southern		 L		 2-3
	 09.14		 vs.	Georgia	State*		 L		 1-3
	 09.14		 vs.	Jacksonville	State*		 L		 0-3
	 09.14		 vs.	UT-Chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 09.17		 campbell		 L		 1-3
	 09.21		 vs.	Hampton#		 W		 3-2
	 09.21		 vs.	Norfolk	State#		 W		 3-0
	 09.21		 vs.	Fairmont	State#		 L		 1-3
	 09.22		 vs.	Liberty#		 L		 0-3
	 09.24		 at	Limestone		 W		 3-0
	 10.01		 charleston southern		 W		 3-1
	 10.05		 at	Campbell		 L		 0-3
	 10.08		 at	Davidson		 L		 0-3
	 10.13		 east carolina		 L		 2-3
	 10.15		 winthrop		 L		 1-3
	 10.22		 furman		 L		 0-3
	 10.26		 western carolina		 L		 1-3
	 10.26		 college of charleston		 L		 0-3
	 10.29		 limestone		 W		 3-0
	 10.31		 at	Western	Carolina		 L		 0-3
	 11.02		 n.c. A&t		 L		 2-3
	 11.08		 vs.	Princeton@		 L		 0-3
	 11.09		 vs.	Rider@		 W		 3-2
	 11.09		 vs.	Fairleigh	Dickinson@	 W		 3-0
*Georgia	State	Quad	Match
#Liberty	University	Tournament
@Princeton	University	Tournament
1997
6-22/2-14	SoCon
	 09.05		 vs.	Jacksonville	State#		 L		 0-3
	 09.05		 at	Campbell#		 L		 0-3
	 09.06		 vs.	N.C.	A&T#		 L		 0-3
	 09.06		 vs.	Hampton#		 W		 3-0
	 09.09		 limestone		 W		 3-0
	 09.11		 Unc-greensboro*		 L		 0-3
	 09.13		 davidson*	 L		 0-3
	 09.19		 at	Chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 09.23		 at	Western	Carolina*		 L		 1-3
	 09.25		 campbell		 L		 1-3
	 09.27		 georgia southern*		 W		 3-2
	 09.30		 n.c. A&t		 W		 3-2
	 10.03		 at	East	Tennessee*		 L		 0-3
	 10.05		 at	Appalachian	State*		 L		 0-3
	 10.08		 at	Furman*		 L		 0-3
	 10.11		 winthrop		 L		 0-3
	 10.15		 at	Limestone		 W		 3-0
	 10.17		 at	Davidson*		 L		 1-3
	 10.21		 at	UNC-Greensboro*		 L		 1-3
	 10.23		 western carolina*		 W		 3-1
	 10.26		 chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 10.28		 Princeton		 L		 0-3
	 11.01		 at	Georgia	Southern*		 L		 0-3
	 11.04		 Appalachian state*		 L		 0-3
	 11.09		 east tennessee*		 L		 0-3
	 11.13		 furman*		 L		 1-3
	 11.15		 east carolina		 L		 0-3
	 11.21		 vs.	Chattanooga^		 L	 0-3
#Campbell	Tournament
*Southern	Conference	Match
^Southern	Conference	Tournament
1998
8-21/3-15	SoCon
	 09.01		 at	Winthrop		 L		 2-3
	 09.05		 at	N.C.	A&T		 L		 1-3
	 09.08		 high Point		 W		 3-1
	 09.11		 at	Chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 09.17		 college of charleston*		 W		 3-1
	 09.22		 at	Western	Carolina*		 L		 1-3
	 09.24		 Belmont University		 W		 3-1
	 09.26		 at	East	Tenn.	State*		 W		 3-0
	 09.27		 at	Appalachian	State*		 L		 0-3
	 09.29		 georgia southern*		 L		 0-3
	 10.02		 at	Furman*		 L		 2-3
	 10.03		 at	Campbell		 L		 0-3
	 10.06		 at	High	Point		 W		 3-0
	 10.09		 at	UNC-Greensboro*		 L		 0-3
	 10.10		 at	Davidson*		 L	 0-3
	 10.13		 converse college		 W		 3-0
	 10.18		 chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 10.19		 western carolina*		 L		 0-3
	 10.22		 winthrop		 L		 2-3
	 10.24		 at	Georgia	Southern*		 L		 2-3
	 10.25		 at	College	of	Charleston*		 L		 2-3
	 10.31		 East	Tenn.	State*		 L		 0-3
	 11.01		 Appalachian state*		 W		 3-2
	 11.04		 furman*		 L		 0-3
	 11.06		 at	Belmont#		 W		 3-1
	 11.07		 vs.	Furman#		 L		 1-3
	 11.07		 vs.	Stetson	University#		 L		 1-3
	 11.10		 Unc-greensboro*		 L		 1-3
	 11.14		 davidson*		 L		 1-3
#Belmont	University	Tournament
*Southern	Conference	Match
1999
6-25/5-15	SoCon
	 09.03		 vs.	Boston	College#		 L		 0-3
	 09.04		 at	Northeastern#		 L		 0-3
	 09.04		 vs.	VA	Commonwealth#		 L		 0-3
	 09.08		 at	Furman*		 L		 0-3
	 09.14		 winthrop		 L		 0-3
	 09.17		 vs.	UNC-Asheville@		 L		 0-3
	 09.17		 vs.	N.C.	A&T@		 L		 0-3
	 09.18		 at	Mercer@		 L		 2-3
	 09.21		 at	High	Point		 W		 3-1
	 09.24		 east tennessee*		 L		 1-3
	 09.26		 Appalachian state*		 L		 2-3
	 09.28		 davidson*		 L		 0-3
	 10.03		 at	Chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 10.03		 vs.	Jacksonville	State		 L		 0-3
	 10.07		 western carolina*		 L		 0-3
	 10.10		 georgia southern*		 W		 3-1
	 10.12		 furman*		 L		 2-3
	 10.15		 at	UNC-Greensboro*		 L		 1-3
	 10.17		 at	Davidson*		 L		 1-3
	 10.20		 at	Winthrop		 L		 1-3
	 10.22		 The citadel*		 W		 3-0
	 10.23		 college of charleston*	 L		 2-3
	 10.26		 high Point		 L		 1-3
	 10.27		 at	College	of	Charleston*	 L		 0-3
	 10.30		 at	East	Tenn.	State*		 L		 0-3
	 10.31		 at	Appalachian	State*		 W		 3-2
	 11.03		 at	Western	Carolina*		 L		 0-3
	 11.07		 chattanooga*		 L	 	2-3
	 11.10		 Unc-greensboro*		 L		 1-3
	 11.14		 at	Georgia	Southern*		 W		 3-1
	 11.16		 at	The	Citadel*		 W		 3-0
#Husky	Invitational	at	Northeastern
@Mercer	University	Tournamnent	
*Southern	Conference	Match	
2000
8-22/5-15	SoCon
	 09.05		 at	UNC-Greensboro*		L		 1-3
	 09.08		 at	Stetson		 L		 2-3
	 09.09		 vs.	Duquesne		 L		 0-3
	 09.09		 vs.	Cornell		 L		 0-3
	 09.12		 at	Davidson*		 L		 0-3
	 09.13		 citadel*		 W		 3-0
	 09.15		 vs.	UNC-Asheville		 L		 1-3
	 09.15		 vs.	Middle	Tennessee		L		 1-3
	 09.16		 vs.	Mercer		 L		 1-3
	 09.17		 college of charleston*		 L		 0-3
	 09.20		 furman*		 L		 1-3
	 09.22		 at	East	Tenn.	State*		 L		 0-3
	 09.24		 at	Appalachian	State*		L		 0-3
	 09.26		 at	High	Point		 W		 3-0
	 09.28		 western carolina*		 L		 0-3
	 10.01		 chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 10.07		 at	Georgia	Southern*		L		 0-3
	 10.11		 Unc-greensboro*		 W		 3-0
	 10.15		 davidson*		 L		 1-3
	 10.17		 at	Converse	College		 W		 3-0
	 10.21		 at	The	Citadel*		 W		 3-0
	 10.22		 at	College	of	Charleston*		L		 1-3
	 10.24		 winthrop		 W		 3-2
	 10.27		 east tenn. state*		 W		 3-0
	 10.28		 Appalachian state*		 L		 1-3
	 10.31		 at	UNC-Asheville		 L		 1-3
	 11.02		 at	Western	Carolina*		 L		 0-3
	 11.05		 at	Chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 11.11		 georgia southern*		 W		 3-2
	 11.13		 at	Furman*		 L		 1-3
*Southern	Conference	Match
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2001
17-15/9-11	SoCon
	 08.31		 vs.	Norfolk	State		 W		 3-0
	 08.31		 vs.	Elon		 W		 3-1
	 09.01		 vs.	Elon		 W		 3-0
	 09.01		 vs.	Hampton		 W		 3-0
	 09.05		 Unc-greensboro*		 W		 3-0
	 09.07		 at	Miami@		 L		 0-3
	 09.07		 vs.	UAB@		 L		 1-3
	 09.08		 vs.	Long	Island@		 W		 3-0
	 09.18		 at	High	Point		 W		 3-2
	 09.19		 Unc-Asheville		 W		 3-0
	 09.21		 Appalachian state*		 W		 3-1
	 09.23		 east tenn. state*		 L		 1-3
	 09.25		 furman*		 W		 3-2
	 09.27		 davidson*		 L		 1-3
	 09.29		 at	Chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 10.03		 at	Western	Carolina*		 L		 0-3
	 10.07		 georgia southern*		 L		 0-3
	 10.07		 savannah state		 W		 3-0
	 10.08		 high Point		 L		 2-3
	 10.12		 at	Davidson*		 L		 1-3
	 10.16		 at	UNC-Greensboro*	W		 3-1
	 10.19		 college of charleston*	L		 1-3
	 10.20		 The citadel*		 W		 3-0
	 10.23		 at	Furman*		 L		 1-3
	 10.26		 at	Appalachian	State*		W		 3-0
	 10.28		 at	East	Tenn.	State*		 L		 1-3
	 10.30		 at	The	Citadel*		 W		 3-1
	 10.31		 at	College	of	Charleston*		L		 0-3
	 11.03		 chattanooga*		 L		 2-3
	 11.06		 western carolina*		 W		 3-1
	 11.09		 at	Georgia	Southern*		W		 3-2
	 11.16		 vs.	College	of	Charleston!		L		 0-3
*Southern	Conference	Match
@Hurricane	Invitational	at	Miami	University
!Southern	Conference	Tournament
2002
14-19/5-15	SoCon
	 08.30		 vs.	Coppin	State		 W		 3-0
	 08.30		 vs.	SC	State		 W		 3-0
	 08.30		 vs.	Howard		 W		 3-0
	 08.31		 vs.	SC	State		 W		 3-0
	 08.31		 vs.	Alabama	A&M		 W		 3-1
	 09.06		 vs.	Lafayette	College		 W		 3-0
	 09.07		 vs.	Rider	University		 W		 3-1
	 09.07		 vs.	La	Salle	University	L		 1-3
	 09.11		 at	UNC-Greensboro*		W		 3-1
	 09.13		 vs.	UNCA		 L		 0-3
	 09.13		 vs.	High	Point		 L		 2-3
	 09.14		 at	Mercer		 W		 3-2
	 09.17		 western carolina*		 L		 1-3
	 09.18		 at	Clemson		 L		 0-3
	 09.20		 The citadel*		 W		 3-2
	 09.21		 college of charleston*		L		 0-3
	 09.29		 chattanooga*		 W		 3-2
	 10.01		 at	Furman*		 L		 1-3
	 10.04		 at	East	Tenn.	State*		 L		 0-3
	 10.05		 at	Appalachian	State*		L		 0-3
	 10.12		 at	Savannah	State		 W		 3-0
	 10.13		 at	Georgia	Southern*		L		 0-3
	 10.16		 Unc-greensboro*		 W		 3-0
	 10.22		 davidson*		 L		 1-3
	 10.25		 at	The	Citadel*		 W		 3-1
	 10.26		 at	College	of	Charleston*	L		 1-3
	 10.30		 furman*		 L		 1-3
	 11.01		 east tenn. state*		 L		 1-3
	 11.02		 Appalachian state*		 L		 0-3
	 11.07		 at	Western	Carolina*		 L		 1-3
	 11.10		 at	Chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 11.13		 at	Davidson*		 L		 1-3
	 11.17		 georgia southern*		 L		 0-3
*Southern	Conference	Match
2003
8-23/4-14	SoCon
	 08.29		 vs.	Mercer!		 W		 3-1
	 08.30		 at	Winthrop!		 L		 0-3
	 08.30		 vs.	UNC-Wilmington!		W		 3-2
	 09.04		 savannah state		 W		 3-0
	 09.12		 vs.	Florida	Atlantic$		 L		 0-3
	 09.13		 at	Coastal	Carolina$		 L		 0-3
	 09.13		 vs.	Clemson$		 L		 0-3
	 09.17		 furman*		 L		 2-3
	 09.19		 vs.	South	Alabama#		 L		 1-3
	 09.19		 vs.	Troy	State#		 W		 3-2
	 09.20		 vs.	Memphis#		 L		 0-3
	 09.20		 at	Birmingham	Southern#		L		 0-3
	 09.26		 at	Elon*		 L		 1-3
	 09.28		 at	UNC-Greensboro*		L		 0-3
	 10.03		 college of charleston*		L		 0-3
	 10.04		 The citadel*		 W		 3-2
	 10.08		 at	Furman*		 L		 0-3
	 10.10		 at	Georgia	Southern*		L		 0-3
	 10.12		 at	Davidson*		 L		 0-3
	 10.15		 winthrop*		 L		 0-3
	 10.17		 at	Chattanooga*		 L		 1-3
	 10.19		 at	East	Tennessee*		 W		 3-2
	 10.25		 Appalachian state*		 L		 1-3
	 10.28		 western carolina*		 W		 3-2
	 10.31		 elon*		 L		 0-3
	 11.04		 Unc-greensboro*		 W		 3-0
	 11.08		 at	The	Citadel*		 L		 1-3
	 11.09		 at	College	of	Charleston*		L		 0-3
	 11.12		 high Point 	 L		 2-3
	 11.15		 georgia southern*		 L		 0-3
	 11.16		 davidson*		 L		 0-3
!Winthrop/Hilton	Garden	Inn	Invitational
$Coastal	Carolina	Classic
#Birmingham-Southern	Tournament
*Southern	Conference	Match
2004
10-21/6-10	SoCon
	 09.03		 at	N.C.	State!		 L		 1-3
	 09.03		 vs.	UNC-Wilmington!		 L		 1-3
	 09.04		 vs.	UNC-Asheville!		 L		 2-3
	 09.10		 vs.	Western	Carolina#		L		 1-3
	 09.11		 vs.	UNC-Asheville#		 L		 1-3
	 09.11		 at	Campbell#		 W		 3-1
	 09.14		 at	Winthrop		 L		 0-3
	 09.17		 vs.	Sacred	Heart%		 W		 3-1
	 09.17		 vs.	Columbia%		 W		 3-0
	 09.18		 vs.	Youngstown	State%		W		 3-2
	 09.18		 at	Md.-Eastern	Shore%		L		 2-3
	 09.24		 at	Lipscomb		 L		 2-3
	 09.25		 at	Belmont		 L		 0-3
	 10.01		 at	College	of	Charleston*		L		 0-3
	 10.02		 at	The	Citadel*		 W		 3-2
	 10.06		 at	UNC-Greensboro*	W		 3-2
	 10.09		 georgia southern*		 L		 0-3
	 10.10		 davidson*		 L		 2-3
	 10.12		 at	Western	Carolina*		 L		 0-3
	 10.17		 at	Appalachian	State*		L		 0-3
	 10.19		 at	Clemson		 L		 0-3
	 10.23		 chattanooga*		 W		 3-1
	 10.24		 east tenn. state*		 W		 3-2
	 10.27		 at	High	Point		 L		 0-3
	 10.29		 at	Furman*		 L		 0-3
	 10.31		 elon*		 L		 0-3
	 11.05		 college of charleston*		L		 0-3
	 11.06		 The	Citadel*		 W		 3-0
	 11.09		 furman*		 L		 0-3
	 11.13		 at	Georgia	Southern*		L		 1-3
	 11.14		 at	Davidson*		 W		 3-1
!Summit	Hospitality	Wolfpack	Classic
#Campbell	Classic
%UMES	Tournament
*Southern	Conference	Match
2005
13-17/7-11	SoCon
	 08.27		 vs.	Norfolk	State~		 W		 3-0
	 08.27		 vs.	Radford~		 W		 3-1
	 09.03		 vs.	Manhattan#		 L		 0-3
	 09.03		 vs.	Quinnipiac#		 W		 3-1
	 09.07		 at	East	Tennessee		 L		 2-3
	 09.13		 western carolina*		 L		 1-3
	 09.16		 vs.	Charleston	Southern!		W		3-0
	 09.16		 vs.	East	Carolina!		 L		 0-3
	 09.17		 vs.	Charleston	Southern!	W		3-0
	 09.24		 college of charleston*		L		 0-3
	 09.25		 The citadel*		 W		 3-1
	 09.28		 furman*		 W		 3-1
	 10.02		 at	Georgia	Southern*		L		 0-3
	 10.05		 East	Tennessee		 L		 2-3
	 10.08		 at	Elon*		 L		 1-3
	 10.09		 at	UNC-Greensboro*		W		 3-1
	 10.11		 at	Furman*		 W		 3-1
	 10.15		 davidson*		 L		 1-3
	 10.16		 Appalachian state*		 L		 0-3
	 10.22		 at	College	of	Charleston*	L		 0-3
	 10.23		 at	The	Citadel*		 W		 3-1
	 10.29		 mercer		 L		 1-3
	 10.30		 georgia southern*		 L		 0-3
	 11.02		 at	Chattanooga*		 L		 2-3
	 11.05		 elon*		 W		 3-1
	 11.06		 Unc-greensboro*		 W		 3-0
	 11.11		 at	Appalachian	State*		L		 0-3
	 11.12		 at	Davidson*		 L		 0-3
	 11.17		 vs.	Elon$		 W		 3-2
	 11.18		 vs.	College	of	Charleston$		L		 0-3
~Jasper	Invitational	
!Enterprise	Rent-A-Car	Volleyball	Classic
*Southern	Conference	Match	
$Southern	Conference	Tournament
2006	
7-22/1-17	SoCon	
	 08.25		 vs.	Quinnipiac!		 W		 3-0
	 08.26		 vs.	Norfolk	State!		 W		 3-0
	 08.26		 at	Md.-Eastern	Shore!		L		 1-3
	 09.07		 winston-salem state		W		 3-0
	 09.12		 radford		 W		 3-2
	 09.13		 gardner-webb		 L		 1-3
	 09.15		 vs.	Elon#		 L		 1-3
	 09.15		 vs.	UT-Martin#		 L		 0-3
	 09.16		 vs.	Campbell#		 L		 1-3
	 09.19		 at	UNC-Greensboro*		L		 0-3
	 09.24		 georgia southern*		 L		 0-3
	 09.26		 furman*		 L		 0-3
	 09.29		 at	College	of	Charleston*		 L		 0-3
	 09.30		 at	The	Citadel*		 W		 3-0
	 10.05		 at	Savannah	State		 W		 3-0
	 10.07		 at	Davidson*		 L		 0-3
	 10.08		 at	Appalachian	State*		L		 0-3
	 10.10		 at	Furman*		 L		 0-3
	 10.14		 western carolina*		 L		 0-3
	 10.15		 chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 10.22		 at	Georgia	Southern*		L		 2-3
	 10.24		 at	Western	Carolina*		 L		 0-3
	 10.27		 college of charleston*		L		 0-3
	 10.28		 The citadel*		 L		 2-3
	 11.03		 Appalachian state*		 L		 0-3
	 11.04		 davidson*		 L		 1-3
	 11.08		 at	Winston-Salem	State		W		 3-0
	 11.12		 at	Chattanooga*		 L		 0-3
	 11.16		 vs.	Elon^		 L		 1-3
!UMES	Kick-Off	Classic
#Enterprise	Rent-A-Car	Volleyball	Classic
*Southern	Conference	Match	
^Southern	Conference	Tournament
2007
9-22/2-16	SoCon
	 08.24		 vs.	Savannah	State		 W		 3-0
	 08.25		 vs.	Navy		 W		 3-0
	 08.25		 at	USC-Upstate		 W		 3-2
	 08.27		 at	Radford		 L		 0-3
	 08.29		 at	Gardner-Webb		 L		 0-3
	 09.07		 vs.	Michigan	State		 L		 0-3
	 09.07		 vs.	Boston	College		 L		 0-3
	 09.08		 vs.	Harvard		 L		 1-3
	 09.11		 at	Georgia		 L		 0-3
	 09.14		 at	SC	State		 W		 3-0
	 09.14		 vs.	USC-Upstate		 W		 3-1
	 09.15		 vs.	Hampton		 W		 3-0
	 09.19		 furman*		 L		 0-3
	 09.23		 georgia southern*		 L		 2-3
	 09.28		 at	UNC-Greensboro*		L		 0-3
	 09.29		 at	Elon*		 L		 0-3
	 10.03		 at	Appalachian	State*		L		 0-3
	 10.06		 western carolina*		 W		 3-2
	 10.07		 chattanooga*		 L		 2-3
	 10.13		 at	The	Citadel*		 W		 3-1
	 10.14		 at	College	of	Charleston*	L		 0-3
	 10.16		 davidson*		 L		 1-3
	 10.20		 winston-salem state		W		 3-1
	 10.21		 at	Georgia	Southern*		L		 0-3
	 10.24		 at	Western	Carolina*		 L		 1-3
	 10.27		 elon*		 L		 1-3
	 10.28		 Unc-greensboro*		 L		 1-3
	 10.30		 at	Furman*		 L	 2-3
	 11.04		 at	Chattanooga*		 L		 1-3
	 11.09		 college of charleston*		 L		 0-3
	 11.10		 The citadel*		 L		 2-3
*Southern	Conference	Match	
2008
16-18/6-12	SoCon
	 08.29		 vs.	South	Dakota#		 L		 2-3
	 08.29		 vs.	Fairleigh	Dickinson#		W		 3-2
	 08.30		 vs.	Delaware	State#		 L		 2-3
	 08.30		 vs.	Canisius#		 W		 3-1
	 09.03		 southern wesleyan		 W		 3-0
	 09.05		 vs.	Radford!		 W		 3-1
	 09.05		 vs.	USC-Upstate!		 W		 3-0
	 09.06		 vs.	UNC-Asheville!		 W		 3-1
	 09.06		 vs.	Hampton!		 W		 3-0
	 09.16		 at	Kennesaw	State		 W		 3-0
	 09.19		 vs.	Charleston	Southern~		L		 1-3
	 09.19		 vs.	The	Citadel~		 L		 0-3
	 09.20		 vs.	Coastal	Carolina~		L		 1-3
	 09.20		 vs.	NC	Central~		 W		 3-0
	 09.24		 at	Winston-Salem	State		W		 3-0
	 09.26		 college of charleston*		L		 1-3
	 09.27		 The citadel*		 W		 3-2
	 10.04		 at	UNC-Greensboro*	 L		 0-3
	 10.05		 at	Elon*		 L		 1-3
	 10.11		 at	Chattanooga*		 L		 2-3
	 10.12		 at	Samford*		 L		 0-3
	 10.18		 western carolina*		 W		 3-1
	 10.19		 Appalachian state*		 L		 2-3
	 10.22		 furman*		 L		 0-3
	 10.25		 georgia southern*		 W		 3-0
	 10.26		 davidson*		 W		 3-1
	 11.01		 at	College	of	Charleston*		L		 0-3
	 11.02		 at	The	Citadel*		 W		 3-0
	 11.05		 at	Furman*		 L		 0-3
	 11.08		 elon*		 L		 2-3
	 11.09		 Unc-greensboro*		 L		 0-3
	 11.14		 at	Davidson*		 W		 3-0
	 11.15		 at	Georgia	Southern*		L		 2-3
	 11.25		 at	UNC-Asheville		 L		 0-3
#Tiny	Laster	Memorial	Tournament
!USC-Upstate	Volleyball	Classic
~SCSU	Invitational	
*Southern	Conference	Match		
	
2009
18-14/5-11	SoCon
	 09.04	 vs.	UM-Eastern	Shore!	L	 0-3
	 09.04	 at	Gardner-Webb!	 W	 3-2
	 09.05	 vs.	UM-Eastern	Shore!	L	 0-3
	 09.05	 at	Gardner-Webb!	 W	 3-0
	 09.09	 savannah state	 W	 3-0
	 09.11	 at	Winston-Salem	St.#	W	 3-0
	 09.11	 vs.	Savannah	State#	 W	 3-0
	 09.12	 vs.	East	Carolina#	 W	 3-0
	 09.12	 vs.	UNC-Asheville#	 W	 3-2
	 09.15	 winston-salem state	W	 3-0
	 09.18	 vs.	Providence~	 W	 3-1
	 09.18	 vs.	Winston-Salem	St.~	W	 3-0
	 09.19	 vs.	UNC-Asheville~	 W	 3-0
	 09.19	 vs.	Hampton~	 W	 3-0
	 09.24	 southern wesleyan	 W	 3-0
	 09.25	 georgia southern	 L	 1-3
	 09.26	 davidson	 W	 3-0
	 09.29	 at	USC	Upstate	 L	 1-3
	 10.02	 at	The	Citadel	 W	 3-0
	 10.03	 at	Coll.	of	Charleston	 L	 0-3
	 10.11	 Unc greensboro	 L	 0-3
	 10.14	 at	Furman	 L	 1-3
	 10.17	 at	Appalachian	State	 L	 1-3
	 10.18	 at	Western	Carolina	 W	 3-2
	 10.24	 samford	 L	 2-3
	 10.25	 chattanooga	 W	 3-0
	 10.30	 at	Davidson	 L	 1-3
	 10.31	 at	Georgia	Southern	 L	 0-3
	 11.07	 at	Elon	 L	 0-3
	 11.11	 furman	 L	 1-3
	 11.13	 coll. of charleston	 L	 0-3
	 11.14	 The citadel	 W	 3-1
!Runnin’	Bulldog	Classic
#Lady	Rams	Invitational
~SCSU	Invitational	
*Southern	Conference	Match
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	 The	Southern	Conference,	which	began	 its	89th	
season	of	 intercollegiate	 competition	 in	2009,	 is	 a	
national	leader	in	emphasizing	the	development	of	
the	student-athlete	and	in	helping	to	build	lifelong	
leaders	and	role	models.
	 The	Southern	Conference	has	been	on	the	forefront	
of	innovation	and	originality	in	developing	creative	
solutions	 to	 address	 issues	 facing	 intercollegiate	
athletics.	 From	 establishing	 the	 first	 conference	
basketball	 tournament	 (1921),	 tackling	 the	 issue	
of	 freshmen	eligibility	 (1922),	developing	women’s	
championships	 (1984),	 to	 becoming	 the	 first	
conference	to	install	the	three-point	goal	in	basketball	
(1980),	 the	 Southern	 Conference	 has	 been	 a	
pioneer.
	 The	Southern	Conference	is	the	nation’s	fifth-oldest	
NCAA	Division	 I	 collegiate	 athletic	 association.	
Only	 the	 Big	 Ten	 (1896),	 the	Missouri	 Valley	
(1907),	the	Pacific	10	(1915)	and	the	Southwestern	
Athletic	 (1920)	 conferences	 are	 older	 in	 terms	of	
origination.
	 Academic	 excellence	has	 been	 a	major	 part	 of	
the	 Southern	Conference’s	 tradition.	Hundreds	
of	 Southern	 Conference	 student-athletes	 have	
been	 recognized	on	ESPN	The	Magazine/CoSIDA	
Academic	All-America	and	all-district	teams.	A	total	
of	19	Rhodes	Scholarship	winners	have	been	selected	
from	conference	institutions.
	 The	Conference	currently	consists	of	12	members	
in	five	states	throughout	the	Southeast	and	sponsors	
19	varsity	 sports	 and	championships	 that	produce	
participants	for	NCAA	Division	I	Championships.
	 The	Southern	Conference	offices	 are	 located	 in	
the	historic	Beaumont	Mill	 in	Spartanburg,	S.C.	A	
textile	mill	 that	was	 in	operation	 from	1880	until	
1999,	Beaumont	Mill	was	 renovated	 in	 2004	 and	
today	offers	the	league	first	class	meeting	areas	and	
offices	as	well	as	a	spacious	library	for	storage	of	the	
conference’s	historical	documents.
MeMbership history
	 On	 Feb.	 25,	 1921,	 representatives	 from	 14	 of	
the	 Southern	 Intercollegiate	Athletic	Association’s	
(SIAA)	30	members	met	at	Atlanta’s	Piedmont	Hotel	
to	establish	the	Southern	Intercollegiate	Conference.	
On	hand	 at	 the	 inaugural	meeting	were	 officials	
from	Alabama,	 Alabama	 Polytechnic	 Institute	
(Auburn),	Clemson,	Georgia,	Georgia	 School	 of	
Technology	 (Georgia	Tech),	Kentucky,	Maryland,	
Mississippi	A&M	(Mississippi	State),	North	Carolina,	
North	Carolina	State,	Tennessee,	Virginia,	Virginia	
Polytechnic	Institute	(Virginia	Tech)	and	Washington	
&	Lee.
	 Dr.	S.V.	Sanford	of	Georgia	was	chosen	as	acting	
chairman	 and	N.W.	Dougherty	 of	Tennessee	was	
named	secretary.	The	decision	to	form	a	new	athletic	
conference	was	motivated	by	 the	desire	 to	have	 a	
workable	number	of	conference	games	for	each	league	
member.	With	30	schools	in	the	SIAA	by	the	early	
1920s,	it	was	impossible	to	play	every	school	at	least	
once	during	 the	 regular	 season	and	many	 schools	
went	several	years	between	playing	some	conference	
members.	In	addition,	in	1920,	the	SIAA	voted	down	
proposed	rules	that	an	athlete	must	be	in	a	college	a	
year	before	playing	on	its	teams	and	refused	to	abolish	
a	rule	permitting	athletes	to	play	summer	baseball	for	
money.
	 Play	began	in	the	fall	of	1921	and	a	year	later,	six	
more	schools	 joined	the	fledgling	 league	including	
Tulane	(which	had	attended	the	inaugural	meeting	
but	had	elected	not	to	join),	Florida,	Louisiana	(LSU),	
Mississippi,	 South	Carolina	 and	Vanderbilt.	VMI	
joined	in	1925	and	Duke	was	added	in	1929.
	 By	 the	 1930s,	membership	 in	 the	 Southern	
Conference	 had	 reached	 23	 schools.	C.P.	 “Sally”	
Miles	of	Virginia	Tech,	president	of	 the	 Southern	
Conference,	 called	 the	 annual	 league	meeting	 to	
order	 on	Dec.	 9,	 1932	 at	 the	 Farragut	Hotel	 in	
Knoxville,	Tenn.	Georgia’s	Dr.	 Sanford	announced	
that	13	institutions	west	and	south	of	the	Appalachian	
Mountains	were	 reorganizing	 as	 the	 Southeastern	
Conference.	Members	of	 the	new	 league	 included	
Alabama,	Alabama	Polytechnic	 Institute,	 Florida,	
Georgia,	Georgia	School	of	Technology,	Kentucky,	
Louisiana,	Mississippi,	Mississippi	A&M,	University	
of	the	South,	Tennessee,	Tulane	and	Vanderbilt.
	 According	 to	 the	minutes	 of	 the	meeting,	Dr.	
Sanford	 stated	 that	 the	 division	was	made	 along	
The southern Conference office is located in the refurbished 
beaumont Mill in spartanburg, less than a mile from the 
Wofford campus.
The souThern conference
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soUthern conference memBers
Alabama	(1921-1932)
Appalachian state (1971-present)
Auburn	(1921-1932)
college of charleston (1998-present)
chattanooga (1976-present)
The citadel (1936-present)
Clemson	(1921-1953)
davidson (1936-1988, 1991-present)
Duke	(1928-1953)
East	Carolina	(1964-1976)
East	Tennessee	State	(1978-2005)	
elon (2003-present)
Florida	(1922-1932)
furman (1936-present)
George	Washington	(1936-1970)
Georgia	(1921-1932)
georgia southern (1991-present)
Georgia	Tech	(1921-1932)
Kentucky	(1921-1932)
Louisiana	State	(1922-1932)
Marshall	(1976-1997)
Maryland	(1921-1953)
Mississippi	(1922-1932)
Mississippi	State	(1921-1932)
North	Carolina	(1921-1953)
north carolina at greensboro (1997-present)
North	Carolina	State	(1921-1953)
Richmond	(1936-1976)
samford (2008-present)
South	Carolina	(1922-1953)
Tennessee	(1921-1932)
Tulane	(1922-1932)
University	of	the	South	(1922-1932)
Vanderbilt	(1922-1932)
Virginia	(1921-1937)
VMI	(1924-2003)
Virginia	Tech	(1921-1965)
Wake	Forest	(1936-1953)
Washington	&	Lee	(1921-1958)
West	Virginia	(1950-1968)
western carolina (1976-present)
William	&	Mary	(1936-1977)
wofford (1997-present)
Bold indicates current conference member
geographical	lines.	Florida’s	Dr.	J.J.	Tigert,	acting	as	
spokesman	for	the	withdrawing	group,	regretted	the	
move	but	believed	it	was	necessary	as	the	Southern	
Conference	had	grown	 too	 large.	The	 resignations	
were	accepted	and	the	withdrawing	schools	formed	
the	new	league	which	began	play	in	1932.
	 The	 Southern	 Conference	 continued	 with	
membership	of	10	 institutions	 including	Clemson,	
Duke,	Maryland,	North	Carolina,	North	Carolina	
State,	South	Carolina,	Virginia,	VMI,	Virginia	Tech	
and	Washington	&	Lee.
	 The	 second	major	 shift	occurred	 some	20	years	
later.	By	1952,	the	Southern	Conference	included	17	
colleges	and	universities.	Another	split	occurred	when	
seven	schools	including	Clemson,	Duke,	Maryland,	
North	Carolina,	North	Carolina	State,	South	Carolina	
and	Wake	Forest	departed	to	form	the	Atlantic	Coast	
Conference	which	began	play	in	1953.	The	revamped	
Southern	Conference	included	members	The	Citadel,	
Davidson,	Furman,	George	Washington,	Richmond,	
VMI,	Virginia	Tech,	Washington	&	Lee,	West	Virginia	
and	William	&	Mary.
	 Today,	 the	 league	 continues	 to	 thrive	with	 a	
membership	 that	 includes	 12	 institutions	 and	 a	
footprint	 that	 spans	five	 states:	Tennessee,	North	
Carolina,	 South	Carolina,	Alabama	 and	Georgia.	
Current	 league	members	 are	Appalachian	 State,	
College	of	Charleston,	The	Citadel,	Davidson,	Elon,	
Furman,	 Georgia	 Southern,	 UNC	Greensboro,	
Samford,	 Chattanooga,	Western	 Carolina	 and	
Wofford.
ChaMpionship history
	 The	first	Southern	Conference	Championship	was	
the	 league	basketball	 tournament	held	 in	Atlanta	
in	 1922.	The	North	Carolina	Tar	Heels	won	 the	
tournament	 to	become	 the	first	 recognized	 league	
champion	 in	 any	 sport.	The	Southern	Conference	
Tournament	remains	the	oldest	of	its	kind	in	college	
basketball.
		 Commissioner	 Germann	 spearheaded	 the	
Southern	Conference’s	expansion	to	include	women’s	
athletics	during	the	1983-84	season.	That	year,	league	
championships	were	held	in	volleyball,	basketball	and	
tennis.	Cross	 country	 joined	 the	mix	 in	1985	and	
the	league	began	holding	indoor	and	outdoor	track	
championships	in	1988.	Most	recently,	the	conference	
instituted	 golf	 and	 softball	 championships	 in	 the	
spring	of	1994	and	added	soccer	in	the	fall	of	1994.
	 The	 Southern	Conference	 declares	 champions	
in	10	men’s	sports	-	football,	soccer,	cross	country,	
basketball,	indoor	track	and	field,	outdoor	track	and	
field,	wrestling,	baseball,	tennis	and	golf	-	and	nine	
women’s	 sports	 -	 soccer,	 volleyball,	 cross	 country,	
basketball,	 indoor	track	and	field,	outdoor	track	&	
field,	tennis,	golf	and	softball.
Wofford won the 2003 and 2007 soCon 
Football Championships.
Wofford won the 2009 Men’s soccer regular  season 
and tournament Championships.
The Southern C
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Left: The fitness facility is available for all students and has numerous cardio 
machines in addition to free weights and weight machines. top: The reception area 
for the football office suite. above: Murals outside the athletic training room.
the riChardson buiLding
	 The	home	of	the	Wofford	College	Athletic	Department	is	the	Richardson	
Physical	Activities	Building.	The	facility	includes	offices	for	the	administra-
tion,	football,	basketball	and	other	sports	on	the	second	floor.	Also	included	
on	the	second	floor	is	an	aerobic	dance	room	and	weight	room	with	machine	
and	free	weights	along	with	a	variety	of	cardio	machines.	Locker	rooms	for	
football,	men’s	 and	women’s	basketball,	men’s	 and	women’s	 soccer	 and	a	
training	room	are	located	on	the	first	floor.		
	 Wofford	alumnus	and	Carolina	Panthers	owner	Jerry	Richardson	made	
a	$1	million	donation	in	2008	that	was	used	for	enhancing	the	Richardson	
Building.	Numerous	improvements	were	made	in	the	twelve-year	old	facility	
to	ensure	that	it	is	one	of	the	most	advanced	athletic	facilities	in	the	nation.
	 Enhancements	to	the	Richardson	Building	include	new	paint	and	car-
pet	in	the	entire	facility.	The	coaching	and	administration	suites	have	been	
reconfigured	to	provide	better	reception	areas.	Football	and	men’s	basketball	
offices	are	outfitted	with	a	new	video	system,	including	computers,	editing	
software	and	large-screen	monitors.	This	new	system	is	similar	to	those	being	
used	by	the	NFL	and	NBA.
	 Inside	 the	Harley	Room,	 a	new	audio/video	 system	was	 installed	 to	
handle	the	variety	of	events	held	in	the	room.	New	displays	for	academic	
honors,	Southern	Conference	honors	and	the	Hall	of	Fame	are	a	part	of	the	
project.	Additional	murals	and	photos	compliment	the	building	and	give	it	
a	fresh	look.
	 In	 addition,	 the	fitness	 facilities	have	been	upgraded	as	well.	Nearly	
$100,000	worth	of	new	equipment	was	added	 to	 supplement	 the	 current	
selection	of	treadmills	and	elliptical	machines.	The	cardio	area	features	six	
flat	panel	televisions	for	viewing	while	working	out.	The	fitness	area	is	used	
by	the	entire	student	body	at	Wofford.	
The richArdson Building
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pre-LetterMan’s CLub
Claude	S.	Finney	’29	 Football
Ted	M.	Phelps	’69	 Football
David	Lemmons	’66	 Track
Warren	Whittaker	’67	 Football
Daniel	Lewis	’62	 Football
William	Barbee	’60	 Basketball
	Jerry	Richardson	’59	 Football
Charles	Bradshaw	’59	 Football
Trapier	Hart	’60	 Basketball
George	Lyons	’65	 Basketball
William	Ziegler	’67	 Golf
Donald	Williams	’67	 Football
Harold	Chandler	’71	 Football
Sterling	Allen	’73	 Football
Stan	Littlejohn	’73	 Golf
post-LetterMan’s CLub
1979	–	Joel	Robertson	’41	 BKB/FB/BB
1979	–	C.B.	Mooneyham	’34	 Basketball/Baseball
1979	–	P.J.	Boatwright	’49	 Golf
1979	–	Elby	Hammett	’49	 Football	
1979	–	Charlie	Seay	’48	 Basketball
1979	–	Phil	Dickens	 Coach
1980	–	Gene	Alexander	 Coach
1980	–	Warren	Ariail	’49	 Trainer	
1980	–	Lou	Bouknight	’33	 Football
1980	–	Aubrey	Faust	’42	 Football/Basketball
1980	–	James	Neal	’53	 Basketball
1980	–	Bob	Prevatte	’50	 Football
1981	–	A.B.	Bullington	’33	 Basketball
1981	–	Sammy	Sewell	’50	 Football
1981	–	Vernon	Quick	’51	 Football
1981	–	Jimmy	Hilton	’42	 Football
1981	–	Skip	Corn	’73	 Football/Track
1981	–	Conley	Snidow	 Coach
1982	–	William	Childs	’25	 Tennis
1982	–	Lorine	King	’51	 Football
1982	–	Jack	Beeler	’52	 Football
1982	–	Bob	Pollard	’52	 Football
1982	–	Bill	Moody	’53	 Basketball
1982	–	Jim	Brakefield	 Coach
1983	–	Earle	Buice	 Coach
1983	–	Don	Fowler	’57	 Basketball
1983	–	Ricky	Satterfield	’76	 Football
1984	–	Wally	Dean	’50	 Basketball
1984	–	Joe	Hazle	’55	 Football
1984	–	Bill	Scheerer	 Special
1984	–	Willie	Varner	’52	 Football/Track
1985	–	Jack	Abell	’54	 Football/Basketball
1985	–	Clifford	Boyd	’71	 Football
1985	–	Philip	Clark	’50	 FB/BKB/BB
1985	–	Robert	Jordan	’71	 Football
1986	–	Thomas	Bower	’74	 Football
1986	–	Fisher	DeBerry	’60	 Coach
1986	–	James	Gordon	’52	 Football
1986	–	Doug	Lowe	’75	 Basketball
1986	–	Harvey	Moyer	’50	 Football
1987	–	Coy	Gibson	’75	 Football/Basketball
1987	–	George	Rice	’57	 Football
1988	–	LeNoid	Best	’82	 Football
1988	–	Carter	Davis,	Jr.	’75	 Football
1988	–	Alfred	McGinnis	’56	 Football
1989	–	William	Carpenter	’58	 FB/Basketball
1989	–	Frank	Ellerbe	’18	 Baseball
1990	–	Thomas	McIntyre	’56	 Baseball
1991	–	Sid	Allred	’70	 Football
1991	–	Meg	Hunt	’84	 Women’s	Basketball
1991	–	Jim	Clary	’49	 Football
1991	–	Bruce	Johnson	’70	 Football
1991	–	Eli	Sanders	’54	 Football
1992	–	Buddy	Hayes	’66	 Basketball
1992	–	Tim	Renfrow	’83	 Football/Baseball
1992	–	Ronny	Wilson	’72	 Football
1993	–	Vic	Lipscomb	’70	 Golf
1993	–	Tori	Quick	’87	 Women’s	Basketball
1994	–	Fred	“Skinny”	Powers	’51	 Basketball
1994	–	James	Blair	’83	 Basketball
1995	–	Pablo	De	Freitas	’87	 Soccer
1995	–	Judy	Nwajiaku	’90	 W.	Basketball/VB
1996	–	Jimmy	Littlefield	’69	 Basketball
1996	–	Robert	Mickle	’85	 Basketball
1997	–	Bret	Masters	’89	 Football/Baseball
1997	–	Lou	McCullough	’49	 Administrator
1997	–	Greg	O’Dell	’92	 Basketball
1998	–	Shawn	Graves	’93	 Football
1998	–	Clay	Griffin	’88	 Baseball
1999	–	Keith	Kinard	’80	 Football
1999	–	Justin	Laughlin	’94	 Baseball
1999	–	Tony	Peay	’79	 Soccer/Baseball
1999	–	Wayne	Rice	’87	 Basketball
1999	–	Jason	Smoak	’93	 Golf
2000	–	Libby	Corry	’95	 Women’s	Basketball
2000	–	Bud	Gault	’35	 Football/Baseball/Track
2000	–	Tim	Wallace	’83	 Baseball
2001	–	Louise	Maynard	’96	 Women’s	Tennis
2001	–	Willie	Pegram	’68	 Basketball
2002	–	Chad	McLain	’91	 Baseball
2002	–	Danny	Morrison	’75	 Athletic	Director
2003	–	Dan	Williams	’98	 Football
2003	–	Brigid	Meadow	’98	 Women’s	Soccer
2003	–	A.M.	Chreitzberg	1895	 Baseball/Football
2004	–	Dr.	Sam	Black	’11	 Coach
2004	–	Mark	Line	 Baseball	Coach
2005	–	Stephon	Blanding	’90	 Men’s	Basketball
2005	–	Brenda	Jackson	’94	 Women’s	Basketball
2005	–	Darrell	Brown	’86	 Men’s	Golf
2006	–	Brian	Bodor	’01	 Football
2006	–	Ian	Chadwick	’01	 Men’s	Basketball
2007	–	Bobby	Cannon	’50	 Football
2007	–	Seth	Chadwick	’97	 Men’s	Basketball
2007	–	Jenny	Nett	’02	 Women’s	Basketball
2008	–	Travis	Wilson	‘03	 Football
2008	–	Nathan	Fuqua	‘03	 Football
2008	–	Michael	Lenzly	‘03	 Men’s	Basketball
2009	–	Heidi	Best	‘01	 Women’s	Soccer
2009	–	Jimmy	Miner	‘04	 Football
2009	–	Matt	Nelson	‘04	 Football
2009	–	Wendy	Rohr	‘04	 Women’s	Tennis
honorary LetterMan
Bernard	Harrelson	 1981
Durwood	Hatchell	 1981
Dick	Hardy	 1982
Charles	Newcome	 1983
John	Holliday	 1984
Walter	Booth	 1985
Bobby	Ivey	 1986
Jesse	Davis	 1987
Larry	Smith	 1988
Cleveland	Harley	 1989
Joe	Lesesne	 1990
Junie	White	 1991
Keith	Laws	 1992
Ray	Leonard	 1993
James	Talley	 1994
Ray	Henderson	 1995
Mack	Poole	 1995
Talmage	Skinner	 1996
Ralph	Voyles	 1997
Lee	Hanning	 1998
Steve		Kana	 1999
John	Keith,	Jr.	 1999
Mark	Hauser	 2000
Greg	McKinney	 2000
Tom	Brown	 2001
Pete	Yanity	 2002
Toccoa	Switzer	 2003
Bob	Pinson	 2004
Gordon	Orr	 2005
Woody	Willard	’74	 2006
Dr.	Dan	Maultsby	’61	 2007
Bill	Drake	 2008
Lucy	Quinn	‘83	 2009
distinguished serViCe aWard
Harry	Williams	 1993
Bob	Pinson	 1994
Ron	Smith	 1995
Jimmy	Gibbs	 1996
Douglas	Joyce	 1997
Martha	Andrews	 1998
Lt.	Col.	(ret.)	Joe	Miller	 1999
Homozel	Mickel	Daniel	(awarded	posthumously)	2000
George	Todd	 2001
Joe	Lesesne	 2002
Robert	Chapman	’49	 2003
Roger	Milliken	 2004
Cleveland	Harley	’50	 2005
Grady	Stewart	’50	 2006
Robbie	Atkins	’65	 2007
Grover	Eaker	‘34	(awarded	posthumously)	 2008
Eli	Sanders		‘54	 2009
2009  Wofford AThleTic hAll of fAme inducTees       
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	 At	 the	end	of	 the	 last	academic	year,	 there	were	
approximately	 2,000	 four-year	 colleges	 in	 the	United	
States.	Only	 262	 of	 them	 have	 the	 right	 to	 induct	
their	graduates	into	Phi	Beta	Kappa,	the	nation’s	most	
prestigious	 liberal	 arts	 honor	 society.	There	 are	 five	
independent	Phi	Beta	Kappa	colleges	and	universities	
in	the	Carolinas:	Wofford,	Davidson,	Duke,	Furman	and	
Wake	Forest.
	 Phi	Beta	Kappa	has	an	interesting	history.		Founded	
at	 the	College	 of	William	 and	Mary	 in	December	
1776,	Phi	Beta	Kappa	was	the	first	of	 the	Greek	letter	
fraternities	and	adopted	such	rituals	as	the	badge,	the	
secret	oath,	and	the	special	handclasp	from	the	various	
secret	societies	of	the	day.
	 Phi	Beta	Kappa,	however,	was	also	devoted	to	the	
principles	 of	 “friendship,	morality,	 and	 literature	 (or	
learning),”	and	these	characteristics	gradually	attained	
the	 greatest	 emphasis.	 John	Quincy	Adams,	Edward	
Everett	 and	 Joseph	 Story,	members	 of	 the	Harvard	
chapter,	are	credited	with	making	the	fraternity	a	public	
literary	 and	honor	 society	 for	undergraduates	 in	 the	
1830’s.	Women	were	first	admitted	to	Phi	Beta	Kappa	
in	1875	at	the	University	of	Vermont.
	 Only	two	chapters	of	Phi	Beta	Kappa	existed	in	the	
Southeast	before	1900,	but	gradually	the	historic	state	
universities	and	the	most	outstanding	private	colleges	
began	to	secure	chapters.	The	process	of	earning	a	charter	
often	takes	many	years	and	standards	are	very	high.	Final	
approval	comes	by	vote	of	all	the	chapters	at	the	triennial	
meetings	of	the	United	Chapters	of	Phi	Beta	Kappa.	At	
the	August	1994	triennial	meeting	in	San	Francisco,	53	
colleges	and	universities	sought	chapters,	but	only	seven	
institutions	even	qualified	for	a	vote.
	 Wofford	received	its	chapter	at	the	1940	triennial	
meeting,	 bringing	 to	 fruition	more	 than	 ten	years	of	
work	by	three	Phi	Beta	Kappa	members	who	were	then	
serving	on	the	faculty:	President	Henry	Nelson	Snyder,	
Dr.	David	Duncan	Wallace,	class	of	1894,	and	Dr.	John	
West	Harris	 ’16,	 a	 brash	 and	brilliant	 young	English	
professor	 not	 afraid	 to	 campaign	 vigorously	 in	 the	
conviction	that	his	alma	mater	deserved	membership.	
(Dr.	Harris	later	founded	the	National	Beta	Club,	which	
naMe sport
Abigail	A.	Anderson	‘05	 Women’s	Soccer
Katerine	R.	Annas	‘00	 Tennis
William	Hawksley	Barbee	’60	 Basketball
Margaret	W.	Barrett	’96	 Volleyball
John	Patrick	Batten,	Jr.	’80	 Basketball,	Football
Edward	Milton	Berckman	’52	 Track
Angela	Colleen	Berry	‘06	 Volleyball
Edward	Barton	Blackmon,	Jr.	’74	 Track
Lauren	MacKenzie	Bosshardt	‘08	Cross	Country/Track
Thomas	Leinbach	Bower,	III	’74	 Football,	Baseball
Brandon	M.	Boyce	‘01	 Basketball
Kevin	Mark	Bringewatt	’89	 Baseball
William	K.	Brumbach	III	‘00	 Cross	Country
Thomas	Casey	Brittain	’75	 Football
George	W.	Burdette	III	‘03	 Men’s	Soccer
Timothy	H.	Burwell	’80	 Baseball
James	Harold	Chandler	’71	 Football
Augustus	McKee	Chreitzberg,	Jr.	’47	 Tennis
Aaron	Curtis	Cole	’94	 Cross	Country
Jessica	Scheel	Connett	‘07	 Women’s	Soccer
Troy	Michael	Cox	’89	 Cross	Country
Robert	Scott	Creveling	’74	 Football
Jonathan	Dean	Crumly	’91	 Men’s	Soccer
Kenneth	Joseph	Davis	’59	 Swimming
Phillip	Mark	Dempsey	’90	 Football
Meredith	P.	Denton	‘00	 Basketball
Beverly	Thomas	Duncan	’69	 Basketball
Dendy	E.	Engelman	‘98	 Volleyball
Heidi	Faber	’85	 Volleyball
Jennifer	M.	Ferguson	‘05	 Rifle
William	Harvey	Floyd,	Jr.	’53	 Tennis
Joseph	Edward	Fornadel	III	‘10	 Football
Benjamin	J.	Foster	‘02	 Football
LuAnne	Vaughan	Gatlin	’86	 Volleyball
Coleman	Lane	Glaze	’88	 Baseball
Scott	Timothy	Gould	’81	 Basketball
Cole	Blease	Graham,	Jr.	’64	 Baseball
Joseph	Andrew	Green	’94	 Football
Donald	James	Grenier	’62	 Golf
Clary	H.	Groen	‘96	 Golf
Kristian	P.	Gusmer	‘00	 Cross	Country
Kelly	Ann	Harvey	’92	 Cross	Country
John	Arthur	Hendrix	’68	 Baseball,	Basketball
Kristen	A.	Hite	‘00	 Track
William	Stanley	Hoole	’24	 Baseball
Courtney	A.	Howe	‘97	 Volleyball
Jonathan	Douglas	Hufford	‘09	 Football
April	Lynn	Hughes	’90	 Volleyball
Charles	Haskell	Hughes,	Jr.	’81	 Football
Thomas	Lloyd	Jackson	’76	 Football
Elizabeth	Bohlen	Jeter	’93	 Tennis
Gerald	Kenneth	Johnson	’76	 Football
William	R.	Johnson	‘02	 Tennis
Larry	Hudson	Jones	’70	 Basketball
Scott	H.	Jones	‘98	 Football
Heidi	M.	Kadous	‘03	 Volleyball
WoFFord’s phi beta Kappa student-athLetes
still	has	its	headquarters	in	Spartanburg).
	 With	about	350,000	members	across	the	country,	
Phi	Beta	Kappa	 today	 sponsors	numerous	programs	
to	 encourage	 scholarship	 and	 learning,	 including	 the	
Phi	Beta	Kappa	Book	Awards	and	the	visiting	scholar,	
academic	fellowship	and	leadership	programs.	
naMe sport
William	Paul	Keesley	’75	 Track
C.	Bailey	King,	Jr.	‘02	 Football
Meredith	A.	Knox	‘99	 Volleyball,	Basketball
James	William	Logan	’86	 Cross	Country
William	Steven	Lowrance	‘58	 Football
Lindsay	R.	Lyman	‘04	 Volleyball
Kathryn	S.	Maloney	‘04	 Rifle
Rudolph	Ernest	Mancke,	III	’67	 Football
Michael	Christopher	Marshall	’83	 Football
Mary	Beth	Martin	‘00	 Tennis
Stephanie	H.	Martin	’97	 Volleyball
Jonathan	Virett	Maxwell	’71	 Basketball
Samuel	Jesse	McCoy	’25	 Track
Mary	Ann	McCrackin	’85	 Volleyball
Daniel	Baker	Morrison,	Jr.	’75	 Basketball
Horace	William	Mullinax	’50	 Baseball
Stephen	Christopher	Mullins	’78	 Men’s	Soccer
Jennifer	A.	Nett	‘02	 Basketball
William	A.	Newell	‘98	 Cross	Country
Curt	L.	Nichols	‘96	 Men’s	Soccer
John	B.	Nichols	‘01	 Football
Charles	Phifer	Nicholson	’82	 Football
George	Bryan	Nicholson,	Jr.	’75	 Football
Albert	Cook	Outler	’28	 Cross	Country/Track
Christi	R.	Owen	‘96	 Tennis
Kyung	Seok	Paek	’82	 Soccer
Edwin	Thomas	Parham,	III	’94	 Tennis
Pamela	Gaye	Parnell	’83	 Volleyball
Manoj	Pariyadath	‘98	 Tennis
Dwight	Fleming	Patterson,	Sr.	’29	Cross	Country/Track
Rebecca	J.	Paulson	‘03	 Volleyball
Richard	Duncan	Pinson	’72	 Basketball
Thomas	Clark	Powell	‘09	 Men’s	Soccer
Ray	Hampton	Price	’74	 Track
J.	Bishop	Ravenel	‘01	 Basketball
Jordan	Whitney	Rawl’10	 Rifle
Mary	Alexander	Rea	‘09	 Women’s	Soccer
Robert	Bruce	Remler	’79	 Golf
Leah	Karen	Rhodes	’82	 Volleyball,	Basketball
Carolyn	Sophia	Rivers	‘09	 Volleyball
Wendy	M.	Rohr	‘04	 Tennis
Neill	Russell	Sandifer	‘07	 Men’s	Soccer
Kathleen	Grace	Sobczyk	‘06	 Volleyball
Faith	A.	Stewart	‘03	 Women’s	Soccer
Reddick	Bowman	Still,	III	’58	 Golf,	Football
Allen	Heath	Stokes,	Jr.	’64	 Golf
Meredith	Lucille	Swittenberg	’91	 Tennis
Brian	William	Thomas	’83	 Men’s	Soccer
Robert	E.	Tibbetts	‘04	 Men’s	Soccer
Stephen	Michael	Tomasovich	’90	 Basketball
Allyson	C.	Varn	‘99	 Basketball
Cheryl	Elizabeth	Vickers	’87	 Basketball
Albert	Theodore	Watson	’43	 Football
Wallace	Steadman	Watson	’58	 Track
Kirk	Austin	Whitehead	‘10	 Men’s	Golf
Laura	Lynne	Wilkinson	’83	 Basketball
	 For	these	reasons,	Phi	Beta	Kappa	Day	at	Wofford	
has	institutional	significance,	as	well	as	being	especially	
memorable	 for	 the	new	members,	 each	of	whom	will	
receive	 the	 traditional	Phi	Beta	Kappa	watch	key	or	
pin.
Carolyn rivers ‘09 is the latest women’s volleyball player 
to be inducted into phi beta Kappa at Wofford. she is 
the seventeenth student-athlete from volleyball. 
Phi BeTA KAPPA
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This is Spartanburg
	 The	 City’s	 origins	 predate	 the	 Revolutionary	
War.	Spartanburg	was	named	for	a	unit	of	Ameri-
can	Revolution	forces	called	the	“Spartan	Rifles”	
who	 helped	 defeat	 the	 British	 at	 the	 Battle	 of	
Cowpens	in	1781,	under	the	leadership	of	Gen-
eral	Daniel	Morgan.
	 The	town	of	Spartanburg	was	incorporated	in	
1831	and	later	as	a	city	in	1880	by	the	13	Original	
States	and	Tennessee.	During	this	time	Spartan-
burg	was	booming	due	in	large	part	to	the	rapidly	
expanding	textile	industry.	
	 In	 the	 1870s,	 Spartanburg	 became	 a	 railroad	
“hub	 city,”	 with	 mainline	 railroads	 extending	
from	Magnolia	Street	depot	in	all	directions,	tak-
ing	passengers	and	freight	to	Charleston,	Augus-
ta,	 Atlanta,	 Asheville,	 Charlotte	 and	 points	 be-
yond.	As	many	as	90	trains	per	day	could	be	seen	
and	heard	operating	 in	 Spartanburg	during	 the	
golden	age	of	the	American	railroad,	1900-20.
	 During	 the	 1920s,	 Spartanburg	 built	 South	
Carolina’s	first	municipal	airport	and	claimed	the	
state’s	first	commercial	radio	station	(WSPA).	Its	
leadership	in	the	state	was	reflected	by	the	elec-
tion	of	several	residents	as	governor.
	 Thousands	of	U.S.	soldiers	bound	for	overseas	
service	in	World	Wars	I	and	II	trained	at	camps	
in	Spartanburg.	The	post	headquarters	for	Camp	
Wadsworth	 (1917-19)	 was	 located	 at	 the	 pres-
ent	 site	 of	WestGate	Mall,	 and	 the	Camp	Croft	
(1940-45)	was	located	south	of	the	city.	Much	of	
that	military	reservation	has	become	Croft	State	
The huB ciTy
Park.
	 After	World	War	II,	Spartanburg	made	a	con-
certed	effort	to	promote	its	location	at	the	junc-
tion	 of	 Interstates	 85	 and	 26	 to	 international	
business.	 One	 of	 the	 greatest	 successes	 of	 this	
campaign	 was	 the	 development	 of	 the	 BMW	
manufacturing	 center	near	 the	Greenville-Spar-
tanburg	Airport.
	 Spartanburg’s	 downtown,	 which	 always	 has	
been	anchored	by	the	campuses	of	Wofford	and	
Converse	Colleges,	has	been	undergoing	a	major	
revival	 since	 the	mid-1990s.	 In	 addition	 to	 the	
corporate	 headquarters	 for	 Denny’s,	 Advance	
America,	QS-1	and	several	other	companies,	the	
city	 has	 acquired	 a	 magnificant	 public	 library,	
the	Marriott	Hotel	at	Renaissance	Park	and	most	
recently,	the	Chapman	Arts	Center	and	the	USC	
Upstate	 George	 Dean	 Johnson	 School	 of	 Busi-
ness.	The	area	surrounding	Morgan	Square	grad-
ually	is	redeveloping	with	a	variety	of	interesting	
restaurants	and	urban	apartment-style	housing.
	 Throughout	the	20th	century,	textile	manufac-
turing	 companies	 formed	 the	 backbone	 of	 the	
Spartanburg	 economy.	 The	 most	 significant	 of	
these	companies	still	in	operation	is	internation-
ally	respected	Milliken	&	Company.
	 Blessed	by	geography	and	climate	as	well	as	by	
energetic	 and	 well-educated	 citizenry,	 Spartan-
burg	is	emerging	as	one	of	the	centers	of	a	21st	
century	metroplex	that	extends	along	the	South	
Carolina	portion	of	the	I-85	corridor.	
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Study Abroad Program
and	a	well-written,	thoughtful	academic	state-
ment	 of	 purpose,	 the	 GPA	 requirement	 for	
each	program	 is	 an	 important	 component	 in	
the	 consideration	 of	 the	 candidate	 for	 study	
abroad.	Each	program	has	a	variety	of	eligibil-
ity	requirements	which	could	include	a	certain	
class	standing,	status	as	a	student	in	good	aca-
demic	and	social	standing	with	the	College,	as	
well	as	specific	course	pre-requisites	and	lan-
guage	proficiency.	The	Office	of	International	
Programs	will	work	closely	with	each	student	
to	 help	 select	 an	 ap-
propriate	program	for	
the	 student’s	 needs,	
however,	 it	 is	 the	 stu-
dent’s	 responsibility	
to	 make	 certain	 that	
the	eligibility	 require-
ments	 are	met	 before	
applying.
The	 curriculum	 offered	 to	Wofford	 students	
while	 in	 foreign	 residence	 is	 as	 varied	 as	 the	
curriculum	to	which	they	have	access	at	Wof-
ford.	Students	may	follow	courses	of	study	in	
art,	 architecture,	 economics,	history,	 and	 sci-
ence.	At	the	same	time,	they	may	further	their	
major	 in	 a	 chosen	 foreign	 language.	 Credit	
received	 for	 courses	 taken	 abroad	 transfers	
directly	and	completely	to	Wofford.	With	the	
appropriate	 permission,	 credit	 may	 be	 ap-
plied	to	major	discipline	requirements	as	well	
as	to	general	education	requirements.	Grades	
earned	overseas	are	computed	 into	 the	grade	
point	average.	
Fees	for	the	programs	of	study	abroad	vary	de-
pending	on	the	choice	of	country	and	program	
type,	but	in	most	cases	the	basic	costs	are	com-
parable	to	those	of	attending	Wofford.	Finan-
cial	 aid	 assistance	may	 be	 applied	 to	 foreign	
study	 fees.	Specific	 information	on	programs	
and	 costs	 can	 be	 found	under	 each	 program	
rubric.	Many	programs	also	offer	financial	aid	
to	qualified	students.
“We	 really	 support	 the	 players	 being	 in-
volved	 and	 the	 study	 abroad	program	as	 a	
whole.	 It	 has	 given	 our	 program	 tremen-
dous	 exposure.	 Everyone	 who	 has	 partici-
pated	comes	back	with	a	smile	on	their	face	
after	a	wonderful	experience.”
	 -Head	Coach	Corey	Helle
“The	office	of	international	programs	would	
like	to	thank	Coach	Helle	for	his	continued	
support	 and	 encouragement	 of	 his	 volley-
ball	 players	 as	 they	 make	 important	 deci-
sions	regarding	their	choice	of	study	abroad	
programs.	These	 students	 have	 a	 proactive	
and	supportive	peer	group	which	effectively	
serves	as	a	set	of	mentors	and	leaders.	Coach	
Helle	models	the	best	approach	to	integrat-
ing	 academic	 and	 athletic	 success	 for	 his	
students.”
	 -Dr.	Ana	Maria	Wiseman,
	 Dean	of	International	Programs
“While	 studying	 abroad	 in	 foreign	 resi-
dence,	 our	 students	 may	 pursue	 interests	
in	art,	architecture,	economics,	history	and	
political	science.	At	the	same	time,	they	can	
further	their	desire	to	become	proficient	in	
a	foreign	language.”
	 -Dr.	Ana	Maria	Wiseman,
	 Dean	of	International	Programs
Current player Rachel Woodlee completed an 
eight-week study abroad and internship program 
in Karnataka, India during the summer of 2010.
Wofford	volleyball	players	have	visited	the	fol-
lowing	foreign	and	domestic	travel/study	des-
tinations	since	2001:
	 Argentina
	 Belgium
	 Belize
	 Brazil
	 The	Caribbean
	 Cayman	Islands
	 Charleston,	S.C.
	 Chile
	 Costa	Rica
	 England
	 France
	 Germany
	 Hungary
	 Italy
	 The	Netherlands
	 Phoenix,	Ariz.	
	 Puerto	Rico
	 South	Africa
	 Spain
	 St.	Louis,	Mo.
	 Thailand
	 United	Kingdom
2010 graduate Sarah Palmer (third from the left) 
studied abroad in Paris, France during the spring 
of 2008. She and members of her French class posed 
for this picture in front of the Sacre Coeur.
Over	 the	 past	 10	 years,	Wofford	College	 has	
consistently	been	ranked	in	the	top	10	among	
the	 nation’s	 top	 colleges	 and	 universities	 in	
Open	Doors	national	surveys	of	undergradu-
ates	 receiving	 credit	 for	 studying	 abroad.	
Keeping	with	this	tradition,	Wofford	currently	
ranks	fourth	in	the	country	in	the	percentage	
student	participation	in	studies	abroad.
The	study	abroad	program	is	a	major	compo-
nent	 of	 Wofford’s	 commitment	 to	 providing	
its	students	with	connec-
tions	with	the	world.	Op-
portunities	 range	 from	
travel	Interim	projects	to	
a	full	year	at	a	university	
abroad.	 Destinations	 in	
the	 spring	 2009	 semes-
ter	 included	 Argentina,	
Australia,	 Chile,	 China,	
Denmark,	 Dominican	
Republic,	Ecuador,	England,	Fiji,	France,	Ger-
many,	 Ireland,	 Italy,	 Madagascar,	 Morocco,	
The	Netherlands,	Russia,	Scotland,	South	Af-
rica,	Spain,	and	Washington	D.C.
Students	may	 study	 on	 any	 continent	 and	 at	
137	sites	in	59	countries.	They	may	participate	
in	 work	 and	 volunteer	 projects,	 internships,	
and	 directed	 research.	Wofford	 truly	 enables	
students	to	make	the	world	their	university.
Students	 must	 meet	 the	 eligibility	 require-
ments	 for	 each	 program.	 While	 a	 complete	
application	 includes	 a	 transcript,	 letters	 of	
recommendation	from	at	least	two	professors	
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Tiny Laster Memorial Tournament
8/27/2010  Bryant University  Hampton, Va. 3:00 p.m. 
8/27/2010   Hampton University  Hampton, Va. 6:00 p.m. 
8/28/2010   UM-Eastern Shore  Hampton, Va. 9:00 a.m. 
8/28/2010   South Carolina State  Hampton, Va. 3:00 p.m. 
9/1/2010   Savannah State  Savannah, Ga. 7:00 p.m. 
Stetson Invitational
9/3/2010   Florida Atlantic  DeLand, Fla. 1:00 p.m. 
9/3/2010   Wyoming  DeLand, Fla. 5:00 p.m. 
9/4/2010   Bethune-Cookman  DeLand, Fla. 11:00 a.m. 
9/4/2010   Stetson  DeLand, Fla. 3:00 p.m. 
Runnin’ Bulldog Classic
9/10/2010  Gardner-Webb  Boiling Springs, N.C. 7:00 p.m. 
9/11/2010  Weber State  Boiling Springs, N.C. 10:00 a.m. 
9/11/2010  Kennesaw State  Boiling Springs, N.C. 5:00 p.m. 
9/15/2010 Converse  Spartanburg, S.C. 7:00 p.m.
Wofford College Invitational
9/17/2010  SIU Edwardsville  Spartanburg, S.C. 2:00 p.m. 
9/17/2010  USC Upstate  Spartanburg, S.C. 7:00 p.m. 
9/18/2010  Stetson  Spartanburg, S.C. 12:30 p.m. 
9/21/2010  North Carolina A&T  Greensboro, N.C. 6:00 p.m. 
9/24/2010  * Georgia Southern  Spartanburg, S.C. 7:00 p.m. 
9/28/2010  * Davidson  Spartanburg, S.C. 6:30 p.m. 
10/1/2010  * College of Charleston  Spartanburg, S.C. 7:00 p.m. 
10/2/2010  * The Citadel  Spartanburg, S.C. 6:00 p.m. 
10/6/2010  * Furman  Spartanburg, S.C. 6:00 p.m. 
10/9/2010  * UNC Greensboro  Greensboro, NC 7:00 p.m. 
10/16/2010 * Western Carolina  Spartanburg, S.C. 6:00 p.m. 
10/17/2010  * Appalachian State  Spartanburg, S.C. 2:00 p.m. 
10/20/2010  East Tennessee State  Spartanburg, S.C. 7:00 p.m. 
10/23/2010  * Chattanooga  Chattanooga, Tenn. 2:00 p.m. 
10/24/2010 * Samford  Birmingham, Ala. 2:00 p.m. 
10/30/2010  * Georgia Southern  Statesboro, Ga. 7:00 p.m. 
10/31/2010 * Davidson  Davidson, N.C. 2:00 p.m. 
11/3/2010 * Furman  Greenville, S.C. 7:00 p.m. 
11/6/2010 * Elon  Spartanburg, S.C. 7:00 p.m. 
11/13/2010  * College of Charleston  Charleston, S.C. 2:00 p.m. 
11/14/2010  * The Citadel  Charleston, S.C. 2:00 p.m. 
11/19-21/2010   Southern Conference Tournament  Boone, N.C. TBA 
* - Southern Conference match
Home matches in bold played at Snyder Field
